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,ABSTRACT

The far infrared reflectance
TaS3

have been

resonance

measured

that dominates

and conductivity

to determine

of (Tal.xNbxSe4)2I

the origin

of a huge

and

infrared

the charge density wave (CDW) dynamics

along

with the pinned acoustic phason mode in the related materials (TaSe4)2I and
K0.3MoO3.
temperature
-

The measurements
range

(Tal.xNbxSe4)2I,

from

cover frequencies

15K to 300K.

the size and frequency

from 3 to 700cm-1 and the

In the niobium-doped

alloys

of _he giant infrared mode remain

nearly constant as the impurity concentration

x is increased.

For TaS3, the

pinned acoustic phason near 0.5cm -1 dominates e(c0) and an additional small
mode lies near 9cm -1.

The latter mode is much smaller than the infrared

mode in other CDW materials.

These results rule out several models

"generic infrared mode" in CDW excitations.

of a

They are compared in detail to
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Chapter 1
Overview of the Dissertation

Charge density waves and superconductors
conceptually.

In an early and erroneous

superconductivity,

speculation

about the origin of

Fr6hlich suggested that freely sliding charge density waves

might account for at least the zero-resistivity
The

are linked historically and

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer

aspect of superconductivity.

1

2' 3 (BCS) theory laid to rest such simple

connections between the two phenomena,

and in the intervening

thirty years

the similarities and distinctions between charge density wave conductors and
superconductors
strongly

have become clear.

correlated

conductors,

electron

electrons

Both phenomena

systems.

In charge

and holes on opposite

are manifestations
density

sides

wave

of

(CDW)

of the Fermi surface

correlate at temperatures below the Peierls transition temperature Tp. At the
transition,

a modulation

of the electronic

density forms and a gap opens in

the excitation spectra at the Fermi surface.
correlation

In superconductors

below Tc, the

is between electrons with opposite spin ;rod momentum.

This dissertation addresses the dynamics of electrons in charge density
waves

and the coupling

discovered

mechanism

between

electrons

in the recently

rare earth oxide superconductors. 4 It is organized

in two sections.

The first part is an investigation

of the dynamics of charge density waves at

far infrared

The ac conductivity

dominated
well-known

(FIR) frequencies.
by a microwave

of CDW materials

and a large infrared mode.

pinning resonance, or acoustic phason mode.

The former is the
Roughly speaking,

it is the osciUatory response of the entire charge density wave constrained
interactions

with impurities.

Under certain conditions,

is

by

the acoustic phason

mode may shift to dc and carry large amounts of current with zero differential

3
resistivity.

The origin of the infrared mode is not well known.

observation

In fact, the

of the giant infrared mode in (TaSe4)2I was a big surprise in a

relatively settled field. 5 Many theories have been proposed as explanations
the FIR mode.

Some suggest that the infrared mode should be a universal

feature of charge density wave conductors.
excitations of the CDW condensate,
wave with impurities,
materials.

of

The theories appeal to various

to the interactions of the charge density

and to subtle structural aspects of these complicated

The first part of the thesis is a systematic exploration of the giant

far infrared mode and its interactions with pinned and sliding charge density
waves

in a variety

concentrations.

of materials

at different

temperatures

and impurity

Our results rule out several theories of the infrared mode

and piace tight constraints on the remaining ones.
Chapter 2 gives an overview
CDW conductivity.

It explains

quasi-one-dimensional
for the microwave

the formation

conductors
resonance

of the conventional

and reviews

understanding

of charge density

waves

the widely-accepted

and various midgap

states.

of
in

models

It presents

the

evidence for the giant FIR mode and closes with a discussion of the structures
of the materials.

Chapter 3 discusses far infrared measurement

techniques.

It

describes the ir_terferometer, filters, detectors, and reflectance/transmittance
apparatus

used in our experiments.

the far infrared conductivity
-

than (TaSe4)2I and according

Chapter 4 reports the measurement

of

of TaS3. This material has a simpler structure
to some theories should not have an infrared

mode at all. We find that TaS3 does have a small mode near 10cm -1 and that
the size and frequency of the resonance
origin of the giant infrared mode.
infrared

mode in (Tal.xNbxSe4)2I

charge

density

wave

shifts

give important information

Chapter 5 is an investigation
alloys.

about the
of the giant

The main pinning resonance

to far infrared

frequencies

when

of the

niobium

4
impurities

replace tantalum

atoms in the crystals.

The interaction

of the

shifted pinning resonance with the giant infrared mode places constraints on
the theories that assume that impurities
Chapter

6 presents

K0.3MoO3

when

measurement

models

and measurements

the material

of the transmittance

carries a sliding

CDW.

of

It is the first

of the shift in oscillator strength to dc when the CDW depins

and enters the sliding,
constitutes

are the origin of the latter mode.

apparently

dissipationless

Fr6hlich state.

It also

a very strict test of one theory that associates the infrared mode

with the effects of impurities in the crystals.
In the second part of the dissertation, we turn to measurements
oxygen

isotope effect in high-Tc superconductors.

history of the isotope effect and discusses
origins

of

the

electron

pairing

of the

Chapter 7 reviews

the

its importance in elucidating

the

mechanism

in superconductors.

It

summarizes the sometimes disparate results of previous isotope effect studies
in copper-oxide

superconductors

and indicates the problems and unresolved

difficulties inherent in those studies.
the oxygen

isotope

Chapter 8 presents a detailed study of

effect in YBa2Cu3OT.

This chapter summarizes

the

experimental strategies that suppressed many of the systematic errors that had
plagued prior isotope effect studies.
bulk

and filamentary

concludes

with

application

superconductivity

a discussion

of

superconductivity

the

We find small but finite shifts for both

of these

standard

in YBa2Cu3OT.
results

The chapter

and their significance

three-dimensional

BCS

theory

for
of

to the oxide materials.
4

The dissertation concludes with an appendix that discusses the relation
between measured
The appendix

optical quantities and the dielectric function of materials.

includes

infrared optics calculation.

a large library of computer

code used in the far

5
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Chapter 2
Introductionto

Charge Density Wave Dynamics

Introduction
Interest in the dynamics of charge density waves preceded the synthesis
of CDW materials by almost two decades, and after an additional two decades,
the study of CDW dynamics continues
behavior of this collective mode.
one dimensional
charge

In 1954, Fr6hlich showed that a CDW in a

metal should be superconducting

modulation

dimensional

to provide new insights into the rich

is incommensurate

conductors

observed

soon

of the

with the atomic lattice. 1 Quasi-one

with many parallel metallic chains were synthesized

in the early 1970's and nonlinear conductivity
was

if the wavelength

thereafter. 2

associated with a sliding CDW

Fr6hlich

superconductivity

is always

destroyed in real crystals due to pinning by impurities, scattering of the CDW
by phonons,
strength

or crystal defects.

associated

with

Nonetheless,

the massive,

highly

manifest in a number of interesting effects.
typically

have an enormous

corresponding
conductivity.

to the pinned

the low-frequency
polarizable

condensate

is

Charge density wave conductors

static dielectric

constant,

CDW, and a threshold

At low temperatures,

oscillator

the depinning

and the sliding Fr6hlich mode has no measurable
some materials. 3 Charge density wave conductors

a strong
field

resonance

for nonlinear

can be extremely
differential

abrupt,

resistivity

in

also display metastable

effects, mode locking and chaotic behavior.
The first part of this dissertation
conductivity

will be primarily

concerned with the

cy(c0)of the CDW in the pinned state at far infrared frequencies,

and this chapter gives the experimental and theoretical background necessary
for understanding
_

these experiments.

More specifically,

in the chapters that

7
follow we will measure the far infrared reflectance and derive the far infrared
conductivity

of the inorganic

in an effort to elucidate
"

seen in pure samples
discuss

of the latter material. 4 In this chapter, then, we will

including

fundamental

excitation

modes

of the CDW

the single particle gap, the acoustic phason

description as a rigid harmonic oscillator), the phase phonons,
relaxation.

(TaSe4)2I

the origin of a giant far infrared mode previously

the well-understood

condensate,

conductors TaS3 and niobium-doped

(and its

And dielectric

For each of these excitations we will present a model conductivity

and the associated reflectance.
and conductivity
resonance

We will then discuss the measured reflectance

of (TaSe4)2I and show how the existence of a far infrared

challenges

the prevailing

understanding

of charge density

wave

conduction.
Before discussing
introducing
electronic
conclude

the intrinsic

CDW excitations,

we will begin by

the formation of a Peierls distortion of the ionic lattice and the
charge density

in low-dimensional

the chapter with a discussion

conductors.

Finally, we will

of the crystal structure

and some

electronic properties of TaS3, (TaSe4)2I, and K0.3MoO3, the materials studied
in this thesis.

Formation of a charge density wave: the Peierls distortion
The Lindhard electronic susceptibility
"
w

electronic

charge

ionic displacement

XC_ gives the response

density to the potential v('q') associated

8p of the

with the periodic

characteristic of a phonon with wavevector

_. For a metal,

xC'q)= -Sp/V("q) is given by

f(k)- ffk +

=X_
k

'

(2-1)

8
where

f(k) is the Fermi-Dirac

electron

with

wavevector

wavevector

distribution

k.

and E(k) is the energy

For a one-dimensional

metal,

for an
a single

perfectly nests the Fermi surface at the two points k =+-kF. The

energy denominator in Eq. (2-1) goes to zero and for low temperatures

x(q)

gets very large at Q = 2kF. At T = 0 the susceptibility diverges logarithmically.
The diverging susceptibility

indicates that the electrons are vulnerable

to a static distortion with spatial periodicity 2x/2kF.

Such a distortion opens a

gap 2A precisely at the Fermi level, and lowers the energy of the conduction
electrons.

The electronic

distortion

displacing

the lattice ions through

comes at the energy
electron-phonon

force on the ions exerted by the distorted
harmonic force constraining

electronic

cost, though, of

coupling.

When

the

charge balances

the

the ions to the crystal lattice sites, the phonon

frequency at Q = 2kF goes soft:

¢a2(2kF)= o_ - 2 g2x(2kF)
M
where

(2-2)

C0Q is the phonon, frequency

distortion, g is the dimensionless

at 2kF in the absence of the static

electron-phonon

coupling constant, and M

is the ionic mass. At the Peierls transition temperature Tp, X is big enough so
that oo(2kF) goes to zero and the static periodic lattice distortion and electronic
charge density

wave are established

throughout

similar to those describing

BCS superconductors

electronic

to

Peierls

gap

the

mean

field

the crystal.

Expressions

relate the magnitude
transition

of the

temperature

(2A = 3.52kBTMF) and the coupling constant (A = 2EFe'I/_'). In thes_ relations,
_. ---N(_F)g 2/Mc0Q2, and N(_F) is the density of states at the Fermi energy.

At

the mean field transition temperature TMF a charge density wave begins to be
established

on the individual

chains, but three dimensional

ordering of the

9
CDW

throughout

temperature

the

crystal

occurs

Tp, where TMF = 4Tp.
relation and the softened

dispersion

relations

following

lower

Peierls

transition

Fig. 2-1 shows the undistorted

dispersion

for several

at the

phonon

excitations

phonon

bands for T> Tp, as well as
that will be discussed

in the

sections.

The softening

of the Q=2kF phonon is known as the Kohn anomaly,

and the concomitant

distortions

of the ionic lattice

and the conduction

electronic density are known a_ the periodic lattice distortion and the charge
density wave.

The size of the CDW wavevector Q is set by the details of the

filling of the electronic
spacing.

We shall _e

bands.

It has no intrinsic

in Chapter 4 that the relative

relation

to the lattice

location in reciprocal

space of Q and the Brillouin zone edge is important for understanding

the

FIR excitations of the system.

Fundamental

CDW excitations: the Lee-Rice-Anderson

The opening

of the Peierls

absorption of electromagnetic
The oscillator
condensate

strength
and

superconductors.

states

model

gap at the Fermi

surface

eliminates

radiation with frequen_/between

within

the gap is redistributed

above

the

gap

5 The ac conductivity

in a way

dc and 2_.

among

the CDW

reminiscent

of BCS

of a charge density wave coupled to

the static Q=2kF phonon was calculated in the important work of P.A. Lee,
-

T.M. Rice,
propagator
excitations

and P.W.

Anderson

for the collective

(LRA). 6

They calculated

the phonon

mode and found that the two lowest

energy

have dispersion relations near the zone center given by

(2-3)

10

Fig. 2-1

a) Dispersion
crystal.

relation

for phonons

in a linear one-dimensional

The dashed line represents the Kohn anomaly, a softening

of the Q = 2kF phonon as T --->Tp. [Figure adapted from Ref. 10.]

b) Dispersion relations for the fundamental
condensate.

excitations of the CDW

The acoustic phason and amplitudon

P.A. Lee, T.M. Rice, and P.W. Anderson

are described by

[Ref. 6], and M.J. Rice

describes the phase and amplitude phonon modes [Ref. 7].

11

"

T ,, Tpi, _

"_
a

b)

-2kF

0

2kF

optical phonon.---'--__
amplitudephono_...__
Phase phonon_

_

T<Tp
amplitudon

acousticphas°n__

.

J

! //0).2
\ _J,//

acousticphonorl,,,,,.___,/4v....m..q

= (mJ_.)v_
qi2

_a

12
and

_'- = (m_-.)
vi_lq_.

(2-4)

The two excitations are known respectively as an amplitudon and an acoustic
phason.

They represent amplitude and phase fluctuations

parameter

about its equilibrium

dispersion

for the two modes.

value.

Fig. 2-1b shows

The effective

their usual band mass due to coupling to the ions.

dispersion

the calculated

mass m* of the CDW (the

Fr/Shlich mass) is a measure of the mass enhancement

slows the response

of the CDW order

of the electrons over
A large effective mass

of the collective mode and flattens both branches of the

curve.

The amplitudon

is Raman active and it has a higher energy than the

acoustic phason. Its excitation spectrum has a gap _o_ where _. = vg 2/00QEF is
the dimensionless
conduction

electron phonon

electrons per atom).

coupling

constant

(v is the number of

Since C0Qis roughly the Debye frequency

(near 50K) and _ ,_ 1/3, the amplitudon frequency is typically in the FIR. The
acoustic phason mode corresponds

to shifting charge in the CDW relative to

the background lattice, so this lower frequency mode is optically active. If the
wavelength

of the CDW is incommensurate

with the lattice spacing and no

impurities or crystal defects are present, the energy of the charge density wave
is independent

of its position.

Impurities

or commensurability

break the

translational invariance of the energy of the CDW and open a pinning gap in
the acoustic phason spectrum.
The conductivity of the collective mode is given by 6

o_ t

f(c0)

- f(0)_

o(c0) = 47tic0/i + (Xc°_/4A2)fcc°)

/

(2-5)

13
where

f(ra) = 2_

ni + InI1 +- yY-), f(0) = 1

(2-6)

and

y=

1- o,.2/ "

In these equations,
electrons,

and

electron-phonon

(2-7)

_, is the plasma

A is the single
coupling,

particle

frequency
Peierls

the denominator

gap.

of the non-interacting
In the absence

of the first bracketed

of

term in

Eq. (2-5) is unity, and a(ra) describes an insulator with zero dc conductivity,
zero conductivity
divergence

in the gap 0 < ra <2.% and a square root conductivity

at ra = 2A.

A finite coupling

constant establishes

phason mode and enhances the dc conductivity.

the acoustic

The coupling constant _.is

related to the FrShlich mass by

ID_._.
= 1 + 4A2 "
m
)_0_

(2-8)

For m*> m but not infinite, a fraction m/m* of the total oscillator strength
appears as a delta function at zero frequency.
Fig. 2-2 shows the conductivity

a(ra) = C_l(ra)+ ia2(ra) and the reflectance

signature corresponding to Eq. (2-5) for m*/m = 715. In _e Figure, the square
root edge in c_1at ZA clearly shows the interband transitions, and the rise in a2
-

as ra --_ 0 is associated with the dc delta function in al.

The imaginary part of

a(ra) crosses from a large positive value at dc to negatively
before the gap. The reflectance is unity for frequencies below

diverging values

14

w

Fig. 2-2

a) Complex

conductivity

acoustic-phonon-stabilized

o(_)

of

the

CDW condensate,

Lee-Rice-Anderson
from Eq. (2-5).

The

Q = 2kF phonon

are

gap (A) and the frequency of the unsoftened
labelled.

The zero-crossing

of the dielectric

corresponds to an infrared reflectance edge.
the Figure

are appropriate

m*/m = 715, _/2_

function

at C0LO

The parameters used in

for TaS3: A = 8.1x1012Hz

(390K),

= 1x1012Hz (50K), COp2/47r= 1.8x1027 (=1000Omax_

from microwave experiments) [Ref. 17, 20].

b) Reflectance
Anderson
dissertation
Figure.

for a semi-infinite

conductivity.

The

span the frequency

sample

with

experiments
range indicated

the

discussed

Lee-Ricein this

at the top of the
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¢OLO
= (1.5 _,)1/2 00Q

(2-9)

when the real part of the dielectric function e(co)=1+47ria(co)/co crosses zero.
The reflectance is very small through most of the FIR frequencies,

but it is

enhanced starting well below the gap edge due to the large negative c_2. We
note that for spin density wave systems,

the Fr6hlich mass is equal to the

band mass. None of the spectral weight is in the pair-breaking absorption at
co= 2A; ali the spectral weight lies in the dc delta function.

Multi-phonon

stabilized CDWs: phase phonons

The LRA approach treats the collective mode of condensed
coupled

to a single acoustic phonon.

phonon

structure

with many optical

true for the organic compounds

Some CDW conductors

electrons

have a rich

phonon branches; this is particularly

like TEA-(TCNQ)2 t and TTF-TCNQtt.

In

addition, these compounds often have a chain of donor or acceptorcomplexes
that establish
(commensurate)
electrons

a static external
CDW.

potential

V with

the periodicity

of the

M.J. Rice calculates 7"8 the dynamics of a system of

coupled not only to the static distortion with Q=2kF but also to a

system of G independent phonon bands. The conductivity of such a system is

41rico

(2-11)

where

D_(co)= I_(co) + 1 -V +
A

4A2

and
t Triethylammoniumtetracyanoquinodimethane
?t Tetrathiafulvalenetetracyanoquinodimethane

(2-12)
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Do(_) =- '_
n--1l-'n"
_. _ Q ."_ _icoFn "
"

(2-13)

In these equations, f(co) is defined by Eq. (2-6), C0nQ is the frequency of the n th
phonon band at Q=2kF, and 1/Fn is the natural width of the n th phonon

band.

V is the contribution of the external static potential to the total gap A. Phase
fluctuations

corresponding

to each of the G modes also contribute to A, and

A = V + Y-,nAn. Each mode has a coupling constant _,n, and _. = Xn_,n.
the conductivity
frequencies

occur

at the poles

of Dc(co).

slightly below the poles associated

Peaks in

These in turn occur at

with each phonon branch in

D0(c0), and the frequency shift is due to the additional terms including V/A in
Eq. (2-12). The factor V/A roughly measures the degree of stabilization
CDW provided

of the

by the optical phonons: a small V/A indicates that the CDW

is stabilized almost entirely by the many optical phonons.

The gap can persist

even in the limit of V = 0, with no external static potential, and this is called
many-phonon

stabilization

ot the CDW.

Typically,

V/A ~ 0.1 for organic

conductors and for K03MoO3, 8' 9 and V/A = 0 for TaS3 and NbSe3.10
Each phonon branch has an associated

resonance due to a combined

distortion of the i:._.tice and the CDW phase about their equilibrium

•

The oscillator strength of such resonances

can be quite large because

partially

ionic

electronic

importantly,

rather

though

the phonon

collective mode associated
•

than purely
itself

along the CDW wavevector.

phonons"

will be present in reflectance
to the

measurements.

long

axis

of the

Perhaps

may not be optically

more

active,

the

with the phonon will be optically active for light

polarized

parallel

character.

values.

Thus, a variety
measurements

of a sample

but

absent

of these

"phase

with light polar_ed
in cross-polarized
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Figure 2-3 depicts the conductivity and reflectance signature for a CDW
system with a phase phonon
particle excitation gap.
phonon

at a frequency

The conductivity

for co < 2A has a lifetime

unscreened
reflectance

phonon.

is given by Eq. (2-11).

limited

The conductivity

is a very sharp phonon-like

on either side of the singleThe phase

only by the longevity

of the

peak is narrow and the associated
resonance.

In contrast, the phase

phonon above the gap decays by the creation of electron-hole
associated reflectance feature is much broader.

pairs so the

These high-frequency

phase

phonons cause a dip rather than a peak in the background conductivity due to
single-particle

absorption.

This is a Fano interference

effect. 11"14 The

crossover from narrow to broad reflectance features has been used to identify
the value of 2_ in NbSe3, a CDW material with an incompletely

gapped

Fermi surface and metallic conduction even below Tp.10' 15

Pinned mode: the single particle rigid oscillator model
Real CDW crystals show nonlinear conduction,
Similarly, the linear ac conductivity

is enhanced,

but not at zero field.

but not at zero frequency.

The presence of pinning by impurities or commensurability

or even the finite

lifetime of the acoustic phonon always opens a pinning gap and the oscillator
strength in the dc delta function moves to finite frequencies.
of the pinning
pinning.

gap (or pinning

For nominally

frequency

c0C) depends

pure inorganic CDW conductors,

The magnitude
on the source of
c00 is typically

about 20GHz. For a) <<A, the dielectric function becomes 6, 7

6A2

002-002.

(2-14)
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Fig. 2-3

a) Complex
described

c_(c0) for a many-phonon-stabilized

by M.J. Rice

oscillator
those

conductivity

strength,

in

Fig.

and effective
2-2,

(Opin/2_ = lx1012Hz
has damping
;Lpin = .31.

[Ref. 7], from

and

frequency
Two

bare phonon
damped

for the

appearing
lifetime,

phonon
acoustic

below

optical

and (02/2_

modes each have 1"= 3xl010Hz

phonons

A

the pinned

t'Jgher frequency

The gap,

total

mode mass are the same as

Fpin = 1.25x1011Hz,

with c01/2x = 1.35x1013Hz

b) Reflectance

pinned

V=0.

simulates

Eq. (2-11).

CDW

with

frequency

phason

mode.

and coupling

It

constant

phonons

flank the gap,

= 2.1x1013Hz.

The latter two

and 2. = .017.

many-phonon-stabilized
the gap have

but phase phonons

by decay into electron-hole

pairs.

a linewidth

CDW.
limited

Phase
by the

above the gap are severely
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At zero frequency, the conductivity is zero but the dielectric constant is very
large.

The form of ¢(ca) is identical to that of a polariton, and the reflectance

has a restrahl resonance at the pinning frequency.
"

the acoustic phason.

Again, the pinned mode is

It corresponds to q = 0 excitations

CDW; in a simple picture,

it is the sloshing

of the phase of the

of the entire CDW within a

periodic pinning potential.
The simplest phenomenological

model describing the dynamics of the

pinned mode is the single particle classical

model of Grfiner et al.16 The

CDW is described as a single object comprised of n condensed
unit volume with with no internal degrees of freedom.

electrons per

It has mass m* and

charge density ne. The equation of motion is

d._ + I dx + o_ sin(Qx) = neE
dt2 z dt
Q
m*'

(2-15)

where x is the center of mass coordinate of the CDW relative to some origin,
E is the applied
constant.

electric field, and 1/z

Q is the periodicity of the CDW and consequently

the pinning potential.

The pinning frequency

pinning force k by 0002= k/m*.
ac conductivity

•

is a phenomenological

Assuming

the periodicity

of

coo is related to the restoring

harmonic

time dependence,

the

is given by

o_co)=

(vi ion)
ic0- (0_-

"

The low and high frequency limits of this expression are
ne2z

and

damping

i0_

(2-16)

22

o o,-( 11 )

- icox °

Eq. (2-17) is the relaxationa]

(2-18)

limit (co _<coO)and Eq. (2-18) is the inertial, or

Drude limit (co _>coo). For an overdamped

oscillator,

co0x _<1 and the two
w

regimes are well separated in frequency.
In a subsequent section we will examine the measured conductivity in
the relaxational frequency
exceeds

that predicted

frequencies,

though,

regime and see that the conductivity
by Eq. (2-17).

At millimeter

and at temperatures

microwave
acoustic
broad

points

logarithmic).
resonances.

Figs. 2-4a and 2-4b

for TaS3 and (TaSe4)2I. 17' 18 The pinned

phason in TaS3 has an overdamped
in the

the Peierls

for the single particle rigid oscillator fit to measured

cor.ductivity

peak

and microwave

not too far below

transition, Eqs. (2-16) and (2-18) fits the data quite weil.
show the conductivity

significantly

conductivity

NbSe3

resonance

(the frequency

and K0.3MoO3

also

scale

have

19"21 In (TaSe4)2I, the resonance

and an extremely
in the Figure

overdamped

is underdamped,

is

pinning
as it is in

(NbSe4)2I. 22 Figure 2-4c shows the different reflectance signatures for the two
cases.

The fit of the rigid oscillator model to measurements

like those shown

in Fig 2-4 is important because it quantifies the important parameters m*, coo,
and z that characterize

the CDW condensate

impurities and normal electrons.

minimum.

where

with

For most materials, the crossover frequency

COco= c002zcan be determined from straightforward
frequency

and its interaction

RF measurements: it is the

al(co) reaches half its maximum

From more difficult microwave

the ct(co) curve can be determined.

value and cr2(c0) has a

measurements,

The imaginary

the full shape of

part of the conductivity

crosses zero at the pinning frequency coo. At this frequency,

the conductivity

23

Fig. 2-4

a) Rigid oscillator model fit to the microwave conductivity
at 160K [Ref. 20]. The conductivity
response.

The measured

for TaS3

shown here is an overdamped

values stray from the model fit below

c00/2_ = 4.3GHz.

b) Rigid

oscillator

model

fit to the microwave

(TaSe4)2I at 150K [Ref. 18]
underdamped

The response

conductivity

is characteristic

of

of an

oscillator.

c) Reflectance for ideal samples of TaS3 and (TaSe4)2I, calculated
from the microwave conductivity using e_ = 1.
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has a maximum _max = ne2z/m*.

With an estimate of n from a band filling

argument using the measured crystal lattice size, ali the parameters m*, coo,
and z can then be evaluated.
•
d

We will now consider each of these parameters

and their significance within more detailed models of CDW conductivity.
The Fr6hlich effective
microscopic

LRA theory by Eq. (2-8).

measurements
phonon

mass m* is related to the parameters

determine

frequency

of the

Neutron scattering and dc resistance

the gap A = 1.74 kB TMF and the unsoftened

C0Q, and the coupling

constant _. =-1/ln(A/EF)

can be

estimated from a tight-binding

model.

from these

static

using

determined

from the fit to the rigid oscillator model. 20 Moreover, both the

quantities

For most materials, the estimate of m*
Eq. (2-8) agrees

well with

the mass

effective mass and the number density of condensed electrons should vary as
A2(T), and the ac conductivity
temperature

experiments

show

except near Tp. These results constitute

m*/n

is constant

in

an important support

for the LRA theory.
The pinning
impurities,

frequency

coOis set by the interaction of the CDW with

grain boundaries,

a commensurate

contacts, the sample surface, or other entities
invariance

of the energy

of the CDW.

atomic

lattice,

electrical

that destroy the translational

The standard Fukuyama-Lee-Rice

model 23"27of pinning describes internal variations of the phase _ of the CDW
with a Hamiltonian

H_

2

_"

I

IV(_

12d3r

•

V0PlX

i

cos[2ki_ri

+

_(ri)]-_

__

e

In this equation Ic is the elastic constant for deformations

p

_

E

dr

.

(2-19)

of the CDW, V0 is

the impurity potential, Pl is the average charge density, ri are the positions of
individual

impurities

(with

overall

concentration

ni), p is the local charge

26
density,

and E is the applied electric field.

the CDW has only long wavelength
term is minimized

defe:rrnations

when

of its phase, and the second

by severely distorting the CDW phase at each impurity

to drive the cosine term to zero.
potential

The first term is minimized

energy determines

This competition

the behavior

between

site

elastic energy and

of the CDW under the influence

of
i,

impurities.

When the ratio c_- 2_V0pl/vFni

greatly exceeds unity, the CDW

is strongly pinned and the pinning frequency is given by 26' 27

_m *i

(2-20)

In this limit, the CDW phase is firmly pinned
the CDW phase
dimension

adjusts

gradually

within

a phase-coherence

LO = (3o_/Jr)'2/3ni -1. The domain

distance between impurities.

3

at each impurity.

microwave

response

expectation.

28

_1.

(2-21)

and measurements
of TaS3 doped

with

regimes.

accurately

enough

of the millimeter-wave

and

Nb impurities

that

The pinning

frequency

pure specimens

but to commensurability

can in principle

between

varies 28 with

be

the two pinning

Nb concentration

x as

This indicates that the pinning in

is not due to residual substitutional

or other effects.

confirm

of coo, the impurity concentration

to distinguish

coO= c00(pure) + Bx, with B = 500GHz/at.%.
nominally

to increase with increasing

Though the character of the pinning

determined from the measured magnitude
is not known

of

The CDW is s_d to be weakly pinned and 26' 27

m 1

concentration,

domain

is much larger than the average

In either limit, the pinning frequency is predicted
impurity

When _ _<1,

impurities,

27
The damping
impurities,

time

uncondensed

z is set by the interaction
normal

electrons,

phonons,

of the CDW with
and phasons.

fit17, 28 to the single oscillator model shows _c is only weakly
•

dependent,

The

temperature

with

--1-- = A + BTn, n = 1
2_z
The weak temperature dependence
uncondensed

(2-22)
of z is surprising because the phonon and

electron interactions should vary sharply with temperature and

disappear as T --_0. A theory of scattering of the CDW by phasons predicts 29

_L.=
_3 /2ml_2/T 2
2_z
64_m"_
Q_
This theory yields

estimates

values, but the temperature
with

the measured

(2-23)

for 1/2_z

much smaller

dependence

than the measured

it predicts for z may be consistent

trend since the value of n in Eq. (2-22) is not Cirmly

determined.
The rigid pinned oscillator model defined by Eq. (2-15) gives a good
general picture of the high frequency ac conductivity

of CDW materials, but

the predicted conductivity a(c0) fails to fit the measured
at low frequencies.

The description

conductivity

in detail

also fails at very low temperatures,

temperatures near the Peierls transition, and at high impurity concentrations.
In a similar
nonlinear
"

threshold

way, the model succeeds
(depinned)

charge

in describing

density

wave

the general features of

conductivity,

including

field, narrow-band noise, and harmonic mode loc_ng.

the

It cannot

account, though, for the metastable effects seen in CDW materials, for broad
band noise, or for switching phenomena.
not completely

Clearly, charge density waves are

rigid, and their internal degrees of freedom are important

in

28
some aspects of CDW conduction.

The elastic-CDW model of Fukuyama, Lee,

and Rice has been discussed above (Eqs. (2-19ff)), and several other models of
CDW dynamics
low

exist. 30"33 We will now discuss the ac conductivity

frequencies,

where

the

relaxation

of short

wavelength

at very
internal

distortions of the CDW greatly enhances the conductivity.

Dielectric relaxation
The simple rigid damped oscillator model describes a(00) fairly well for
most materials at temperatures not too far below the Peierls transition and for
frequencies

near the pinning resonance.

At audio and low RF frequencies,

however, the internal degrees of freedom of the CDW become important, and
the measured conductivity
model.

This phenomenon,

insulating

greatly exceeds that predicted by rigid oscillator
known as dielectric relaxation,

CDW conductors.

is ubiquitous

Dielectric relaxation is now considered

in

to be a

collective CDW response separate from the pinned acoustic phason mode, but
this distinction was not immediately
phenomena

followed

measurement

resonance near 100kHz in K0.3MoO3o

recognized.

The first discussion of the

34 of a relatively

small conductivity

The experiment

occurred well before

FIR measurements 35 showed the existence of a strong mode in the material
near 3cm-1, and the audio/RF
phason.

resonance was taken to be the pinned acoustic

The rigid single oscillator model fit the measured a(c0) rather poorly

though, and these results were seen as a critique of the rigid oscillator model
rather than as a supplement

to it. Though subsequent work by Cava et al.36"38

and by Wu et al.39'40 clarified the situation, we shall see that the exact form of
the lowest frequency conductivity remains controversial.

29
The rigid oscillator CDW conductivity

given by Eqs. (2-16) is equivalent

to the dielectric function derived by Debye 41 for a system with a single degree
of freedom and a single characteristic relaxation time z0:

ECCO)
= EH_+
.

(_0-eHF)
(1 - irate) '

where E0 is the dc dielectric

(2-24)

constant and eHF is the dielectric constant for

frequencies much greater than the relaxation rate 1/z0.t

The relaxation time

z0 in Eq. (2-24) is related to the damping time z in Eq. (2-16) by zo-1 = COco
= co02_.
For a system

with

a single

relaxation

process

but a non-symmetrical

distribution of relaxation times about a mean time z0, E(CO)becomes

(E0-eHF)

E(CO)- eHF +

(1 + (-icoz0)l_)_
where

o_ and _ characterize

the width

Cava et al.34"36-38 have applied
the low-frequency

(2-25)
and skewness

this formula

extensively

of the distribution.
in their analysis

of

dynamics of CDW systems; it was originally derived as a

description of the dispersion in organic polymers. 42 On a Cole-Cole (El vs. E2)
plot, the dielectric function given by Eq. (2-25) is a skewed semicircle.
Figure 2-5 shows the conductivity
distributed

and reflectance

relaxation process corresponding

signatures

for the

to Eq. (2-25) and for the rigid

oscillator where a = 0 and _ = 1. The rigid osciUator model predicts that for
-

co --_ 0, Rec_ ~ 002 and Ima ~ co. The Figure also shows the conductivity

given

by
. Cava et al.29 give this formula as ¢(00) - _

+ (e0 - eHF) and define _ = ¢1 - i_2; other
(1 - i00z0)
authors use a different convention. 37 Throughout this dissertation, we will use e = _1 + i_2,
o"= Ol + i_2, e(c0) = s0 + 4xi¢_/c0, and we will assume the time dependence of oscillating
quantifies varies as e"imt. All equations f,'om the literature have be adapted to this convention.

30

Fig. 2-5

a) al and-a2

for the single particle rigid oscillator model and the

model conductivities

for dielectric relaxation proposed by Cava et al.

[Refs. 34, 36-38] and Wu et al. [Refs. 39,40, and 43].

b) Reflectance in the dielectric relaxation frequency range for the
various models, plotted on an extremely
purpose of extrapolation

of reflectance

expanded

scale.

For the

values to dc for use with

Kramers-Kronig techniques, the models are equivalent.
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(-ico_)v
a(m)= a..1 + (-ico_)_
'Y < 1.

(2-26)

Eq. (2-26) has been used by Wu et al.39' 40, 43 cOfit the measured
of various CDW materials.

conductivity

Like Eq. (2-25), it is indicative of a distribution of

relaxation times, though it predicts a different low frequency dependence

for

a(c0). Fig. 2-5c shows that the choice of a model for the low frequency _(c0) has
almost no bearing on the reflectance

and will not affect Kramers-Kronig

calculations

of the FIR conductivity.

We will now discuss separately

parameter

values

phenomenological
explanations

obtained
descriptions

for

various

for distributed

materials

within

these

the
two

relaxation, and then consider

for the very different low frequency conductivities

measured by

the two groups.
The parameters

0c, 13,eo, EHF, and z0 in Eq. (2-25) have quite different

values and temperature dependences
the distribution

for different materials.

For K0.3MoO3,

of relaxation times (described by oc) becomes broader with

decreasing temperature, but the symmetry of the distribution (described by [3)
becomes less skewed.

The high frequency dielectric constant EHFis small, and

this led to the original claim that the oscillator strength for the pinned mode
was contained

within

what. is now known

as the dielectric

relaxation.

(Higher frequency relaxation was attributed to an ionic relaxation process.) 34
Both the mean relaxation time z0 and the low frequency dielectric constant
have Arrhenius

behavior,

but with different

activation

energies.

Neither

activation energy matches the Peierls gap value as determined by dc resistance
measurements.
Doping the K0.3MoO3 crystals with tungsten
both _0 and ¢,0. As the impurity concentration

substantially

decreases

increases, the two parameters

q,

33
fall much more rapidly
increases.

than the threshold

The temperature

dependence

field for nonlinear

conductivity

of the two parameters

different: z0 remains activated, but with two distinct activation
different temperatures,

is quite

energies

at

and E0 becomes very nearly temperature independent.

In TaS3, the most striking feature is the complete disappearance
dielectric relaxation oscillator strength (eO- EHF) at temperatures

of the

below 75K. 36

The value of EH/:remains high at low temperature, indicating the presence of
_ahestrong pinned mode at higher frequencies.
disappearance

The authors speculate that the

of the relaxation is associated

incommensurate

CDW into commer.suration

with a possible locking of the
with the crystal lattice that may

occur near 80K.44 Within this picture, the current in the relaxation mode is
carried

by

CDW

discommensurations

phase

discommensurations,

and

falls dramatically as the temperature

Irt (TaSe4)2I, the static dielectric constant
mean relaxation

the

density

fails.

e0 is relatively

time z0 is several orders of magnitude

of

small.

The

longer than those

found for the other materials, and it has an activated behavior with the same
activation energy as the Peierls gap.

This connection

between

behavior

embodied

in zo and the CDW order parameter

dielectric

relaxation

involves

normal carrier conversion

the dynamic

may indicate that
in the bulk of the

sample. 38
Equa_on
-

frequency

(2-26) represents

conductivity

an alternate

approach

of CDW materials. 39, 40, 43 As e0 _ 0, it predicts

o(ca)---) A (ica)Y. In this limit, Reo and Ima
dependence;
simulations

have

the same

similar behavior has been seen in glassy systems.
of the dynamics

form fo.-"o(c0), though
diverges

to fitting the low

as e(ca)--oaa-I

that

frequency

Monte Carlo

of CDW's with random pinning give a similar

with a smaller exponent. 45
rather than saturating

The dielectric constant

at low frequencies.

The

34
parameter y is between 0.9 and 1.0 for TaS3, NbSe3,

and (TaSe4)2I, and it is only

weakly temperature dependent.
The fit of the data of Wu et al.39' 40, 43 tO Eq. (2-26) is equally

as

convincing as the fit of the data of Cava et al.34"36-40 tO Eq. (2-25). Both groups
have suggested

that that the discrepancies

to the use by the opposite
response

may be due

group of too large an ac excitation

of the CDW is inherer.tly

measured

in the measurements

with a vanishingly

nonlinear

field.

and in principle

small probe field.

The

it must be

In addition,

it has been

suggested 40 that differences in the apparatus and signal processing techniques
may contribute to the different forms of a(c0) found in these studies.
significance

of these results, however, is not in the determination

functional

form

phenomenological
theory.

for

a(c0):

both

Eqs.

(2-25)

and

(2-26)

The

of a specific
are after ali

fits with parameters unrelated to a particular microscopic

Rather, the results are important because they clarify that the loss

mechanism

at audio and rf frequencies

phason resonance at microwave

is distinct from the pinned acoustic

or infrared frequencies.

Littlewood 46 shows

that the dielectric relaxation is related to normal carrier screening of internal
fields in the CDW excited as longitudinal
pinned mode is a transverse

modes, and that the microwave

mode of the CDW and is much more weakly

damped.

An unexpected

giant FIR mode

We have seen that the well-understood
condensate to the ac conductivity

contributions

of the CDW

are excitations of single-particles

across the

Peierls gap, the strong response of the pinned acoustic phason resonance (and
additional

phase

phonon

resonances

for materials

branches), and a low frequency reiaxationai response.
o

with

optical

phonon

A recent far infrared

a

35
study4,

has raised

47

contribution

the possibility

to the ac conductivity

that

an additional,

extremely

may lie in the far infrared

large

frequency

regime.

Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show that the main features predicted in the FIR

by the

accepted

corresponding
mode

theories

of CDW conduction

are a reflectance

edge

to the zpzo crossing of the dielectric function from the pinned

and a rise in reflectance

below

the gap.

These figures

should

be

compared to Fig. 2-6, which shows the measured FIR reflectance for the CDW
conductor

(TaSe4)2I and the associated

conductivity.

mode at 38cm -1 in (TaSe4)2I dwarfs the pinned
review 4 of previous

An extremely

large

acoustic phason mode.

measurements 35"48 in K0.3MoO3

suggests

that this

material may have a giant FIR mode as weil. Part I of this dissertation
detailed

investigation

of the giant FIR mode in impurity

A

doped

is a

(TaSe4)2I

(Chapter 5) and in TaS3 (Chapter 4), a CDW material with a less complicated
crystal structure.
discussions

Before we proceed

to the experiments

and the related

of the source of the FIR mode, we will conclude this chapter by

briefly introducing

the structure and electronic

properties

of the specific

materials to be studied.

Structure of CDW conductors
A. TaS3
Long fibrous crystals of TaS3 are grown by vapor transport of elemental
"

tantalum
microscopic

and sulfur

within

sealed

tubes

level, the material is composed

tantalum atoms.

in a gradient

furnace.

of long chains of evenly

Each metal atom is separated

On a
spaced

from the subsequent one by a

triangle of S atoms so that the unit cell along the chain direction contains a
[TaS6] trigonal bipyramid.
_tai;t

Interchain Ta-S bonds are substantially

-"......
1-_.'_
'v'_
m_r**cz_.,zz,
_a-o¢v 1-.....-1,_,u,,_,o.

1_,_,,,._
.,o,.._

2-7a shows

....
_h,,
ch_Jns

weaker

of _igona!

"
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Fig.2-6 a) Measured reflectance
for (TaSe4)21
at 10K [Ref.47].The risein
reflectance
at 38crn-Iand thereflectance
edge near 100crn-I
arethe
signatures
of a huge conductivity
resonance.

b) Conductivity

fit to the measured reflectance.
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Fig. 2-7

a) Side view of the chain structure in TaS3 (adapted

from the

illustration for NbSe3 in Ref. 58).

b) Arrangement of the TaS3 chains in extended slabs (adapted from
Ref. 49).
monoclinic

The solid and dashed outlines are the orthorhombic
unit cells. The high conductivity

are perpendicular

to the plane of the Figure.

axes

bmono

and

and Cortho
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pyramids.

The structure

electropositive
contributes

than

is reminiscent

Nb,

to an increased

transition temperature

and

of that in NbSe3, through Ta is more

S more

electronegative

than

Se.

This

lD character in TaS 3, and the material has a higher

than NbSe3.

Part b of Fig. 2-7 shows the end view of the chains and outlines the unit
,i

cell for two forms of TaS3. The monoclinic
chains with different S-S bonds lengths.
b axis within each unit cell.

form has three distinct types of

Two chains of each type lie along the

Monoclinic

TaS3 has two Peierls transitions at

240K and 160K, and precursors of the electron diffraction pattern associated
with the CDW superstructure appear at room temperature. 49
The far infrared reflectance of the second, orthorhombic form of TaS3 is
discussed
dimensions

in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.

The unit cell of o-TaS3 has

(36.804A, 15.173A, 3.340A) with twenty-four

chains parallel to the

c axis. 50 In contrast to the situation in the monoclinic poiytype, ali the chains
in orthorhombic

TaS3 are identical.

The exact structure

of o-TaS3 is not

known but recent studies 51 indicate the space group is likely to be Cmcm with
TaS3 chains coordinated in four slabs across the narrow dimension of the unit
cell, as shown in Fig. 2-7b. The Peierls transition temperature is 210K, and the
CDW wavevector

is Q = (0.5, 0.125, _.250).

The wavevector

Brillouin zone of the material, and it becomes commensurate

is inside the first
with the lattice

at low temperatures. 44
w

B. (TaSe4)2I
The halogenated

tetrachalcogenide

(TaSe4)2I grows via thermal vapor

transport as needle shaped crystals with cross-section
Tetragonal
separated

prisms of TaSe4 are arranged
by columns of iodine.

lmmxlmm

or greater.

along the crystallographic

Each Se4 rectangle is made from two

c axis,
(Se2) 2-

41
dimers.

The tantalum

neighboring
a given
"

selenium

selenium

atoms form chains with regular
rectangles

rectangle

are rotated

is repeated

and the unit cell is consequently

of 3.206A, but

by about 45 ° . The orientation

on the fourth

subsequent

quite large along the c axis.

cell (9.531A, 3.206]L 12.824./052
CDW wavevector

spacing

leads to a diminutive

Q = (0, 0, 0.94) 53 lies in the second

rectangle,

The large unit

Brillouin
Brillouin

of

zone, and the
zone.

C. K0.3MoO3
The blue bronze
melt

of K2MoO4

appearance,
cell.
has

and

dimensions

chains

along

second

(18.25A,

are joined

Despite

the

conductivity
metal

the

is highly

chains

interesting

forming

uniform

a striking

perpendicular

with

electrical

The monoclinic

unit cell

a group of ten MoO6

assemblies

are linked

intervening

into long

potassium

a top view of the unit cell.

unit.

Adjacent

edges,

atoms

Two type
A

and two type 1

units join at the comers

of its

crystals,

The room temperature
along

the planes,

and

the

transition
wavevector

associated

over

1000

with the formation

Q = (0., 0.74, 0.5). 57
of this

material

blue

bronze

dc conductivity

to the planes. 56 At 180K, the material

features

of the unit

and flanked by two type 3 octahedra.

appearance

that

deep

infinite slabs along the [101] direction.

anisotropic.

is 80 times

wave

blue

2-8.

b axis, with

the ten-octahedra

to semiconductor

density

have

It contains

These

at their edges

of a

layer joins the first along its octahedral

complete

K0.3MoO3

9.85,/0. 55

types.

by electrocrystallization

along the [101] direction

in Figure

Figure 2-8b shows

of the type 3 octahedra,

-

7.56/I.,

the crystallographic

identical

octahedra

The crystals

is shown

different

the chains.

2 octahedra

MOO3. 54

structure

of three

separating

is synthesized

and they can be easily cleaved

The crystal

octahedra

K0.3MoO3

is its

along

times

the

undergoes

a

of a charge

One

of the more

abrupt

non-linear

42

Fig.2-8

a) Side view of the crystal structure of K0.3MoO3.

Groups of ten

MoO6 octahedra form long chains along the b axis. Potassium ions
separate the chains and contribute electrons to the conduction band
(adapted from Ref. 56).

b) End view of the blue bronze structure. The dashed outline is the
unit cell (adapted from Refs. 56 and 59).
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a)

b
°
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conductivity

when .the CDW depins at low temperatures. 3 At 4K, the sliding

CDW state in K0.3MoO3 has near-zero

differential

correspond to the sliding Fr6hlich state.

Chapter 6 is an investigation

effect of CDW depinning

at low temperatures

resistivity

and it may
of the

on the dielectric function of

blue bronze.

Conclusion
In this introductory chapter we have presented the background to the
far infrared conductivity
dissertation.

studies

to be presented

We have introduced

electronic properties of the quasi-one

in the first part of this

the crystal structure
dimensional

and some of the

inorganic materials TaS3,

(TaSe4)2I, and K0.3MoO3. A "charge density wave forms along with a periodic
lattice distortion in each of these ma, xials, and the basic notion of the Peierls
transition

was reviewed.

The well-understood

intrinsic excitation modes of

CDW systems are the pinned mode, the single particle gap excitations,
phase phonons,

and dielectric

discussed in some detail.

relaxation;

each of these

Finally, we have considered

modes

the

has been

the giant conductivity

mode recently seen in (TaSe4)2I. An elucidation of the possible origins for the
giant FIR mode and a search for the mode in other CDW materials forms the
bulk of the first part of this work.
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Chapter 3
Far Infrared Equipment
Introduction
"

Many important

physical processes

in condensed matter physics have

characteristic energies between 100_teV and 1eV. The Peierls gap and mid-gap
states in CDW conductors lie in this frequency range, 1' 2 and the pinned
phason

mode may approach

gap in a conventional
an energy

1.25meV under

superconductor

heavy impurity

CDW

doping. 3 The

described by BCS theory typically has

near 5 x 10-4eV. 4"6 The restrahl resonance

in insulating

halide crystals occurs at about 20meV, 7 and in semiconductors

alkali

the band gap

absorption and the exciton absorption band lie near or above 1eV.

Phonons

typically have frequencies between 10-1-10-2eV. In more recently synthesized
systems, the separation of hydrogenic levels for electrons in zero-dimensional
quantum dot systems is a few meV, 8 the folded phonon dispersion relation in
semiconductor

superlattices

harmonic generation

in epitaxially

wells has been demonstrated
The interesting
infrared

frequencies

(wavelengths

sensitive

parabolic

quantum

at 4meV. 10

that bridge

the

gap between

to the far and mid

microwave

Far infrared (FIR) wavelengths

mechanical
techniques

optical properties
the necessity

AlxGal-xAs

radiation

greater than about 2 cm) and visible light (wavelengths

easily generated
interferometric

grown

sub-eV energy range corresponds

than about 8 x 10-5 cm).
•

has rich features starting at 8meV, 9 and second

movements

for either tuneable monochromatic

detectors. 11 In contrast, measurements

simultaneously

light sources

of

without

or frequency-

in the frequency

monochromatic

to

and hence

that allow measurement

over a wide range of frequencies

either side of the FIR typically employ

are comparable

for optical components,

have been developed

shorter

regimes on

radiation.

(In the

50
microwave,

few tunable radiation sources exist and the light propagates

waveguides

built specifically

for a narrow band of frequencies;

in

at optical

frequencies, the availability of lasers as intense coherent light sources makes
single frequency experiments attractive. The frequency components in broadbandwidth

optical

measurements

are typically

spectrometer rather than by interferometric
Though
complex

dielectric flmctions,

determination
absorption.
optical

the physical

quantities

separated

techniques.)

of interest

are conductivities

these are measured

of optical properties

indirectly

such as reflectance,

This chapter will describe the equipment

measurements

bolometric

in the infrared,

detectors,

reflectance/transmittance

by a grating

including

interferometric

and

in the FIR by

transmittance,

and methods
the light

and

used for

source

techniques,

and

and

a

apparatus built for polarized optical measurements

on cooled samples.

Michelson

interferometer

if a beam of monochromatic
after the two beams

light splits in two, and then recombines

travel different

optical

paths,

the intensity

of the

recombined beam may be decreased from that of the original beam if the split
beams negatively
difference
reaches

interfere due to a relative phase shift.12 If the optical

is mechanically

a maximum

wavelength

varied, the intensity

of the recombined

each time the path difference

of the light.

path

is a multiple

beam
of the

A Michelson Fourier Transform Interferometer uses

this phenomena to analyze the spectral content of an infrared light source.
mercury

vapor

frequency range.

lamp produces

blackbody

radiation

over the entire

A thin piece of mylar splits the light into two beams.

A
FIR

One

beam reflects from a fixed mirror and the other from a movable mirror, and

51
the beams then recombine.
the intensity
contains
"

As the position of the latter mirror is changed,

of the output beam is modulated.

a broad range of frequency

detected by monitoring

The output beam typically

components

and its intensity

can be

the temperature rise the light causes in a bolometric

detector.

A record of the output light intensity as a function of discrete mirror

positions

is an interferogram;

the Fourier transform of the interferogram

the spectrum of the intensity of the light as a function of frequency.
resolution

of the spectrum

is inversely

proportional

is
The

to the length of the

interferogram (i.e., the total distance travelled by the movable mirror).
Though
simple,

Fourier

Transform

its implementation

Infrared

Spectroscopy

is quite complex.

is conceptually

The infrared

light beam is

chopped and the bolometer output recorded with lock-in techniques to avoid
problems

with

low-frequency

noise

and background

radiation.

Separate cryogenic systems cool the bolometer and the sample, and

each cryogenic system has an associated vacuum system.

room

Additional

spaces must be maintained in the cavity around the bolometer,
pipes joining various components,
stepper-motor

temperature

in the light-

and within the interferometer

controls the mirror motion.

vacuum

itself.

A

The mirror must accurately travel

to a given position, pause while data is collected, then continue on in discrete
steps until the interferogram is completed.
and mirror alignments

Thermal drifts in the beamsplitter

must be compensated,

sample and bolometer temperatures

and slow

changes

in the

must also be minimized.

A major portion of the work underlying

the research reported in this

u

dissertation

was the writing of computer

Fourier interferometer
framework
University,'v

and the associated

of FORTRAN
we

wrote

code

code to automate
detector systems.

provided

extensive

by the

programs

group

control of the
Working from a
at McMaster

to LxtL_la_:_"
.... _..... a_, existing
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interferometer

to an IBM PC/AT

These programs

control the

motion of the movable mirror, digitize the signal level indicated

by the lock-

in, and coordinate

computer.

the data collection, storage, Fourier analysis, and averaging

of spectra. They give the user great flexibility in the choice of apodization and
other details pertinent to the Fourier transforms.

The programs implement

an algorithm 14 that corrects linear phase errors in asymmetric interferograms
to first order. They provide for correction of various types of systematic errors
that commonly
coadding

appear in interferograms and can automate the collection and

of multiple

spectra to enhance

the ratio of signal to noise.

In

addition, I wrote a library of programs that analyze the measured reflectances
and calculate dielectric functions and conductivities
library, written in C for the Apple Macintosh

for the samples.

computer, is included

This
in the

Appendix.

Reflectance/transmittance

apparatus

We calculate the reflectance of a sample by normalizing

the intensity

spectrum for light reflected from the sample to that reflected from a polished
brass disk of the same dimensions.
two samples

The apparatus shown in Fig. 3-1 holds

and the brass reference disk in a copper slide attached with

copper braid to a coldfinger. 15

A calibrated

Lakeshore

DT-471-SD

diode

embedded in the copper slide with Stycast 2850FT epoxy measures the sample
temperature.

An aluminum

radiation shield surrounds

sample slide, and the larger aluminum

chamber

evacuated to a pressure of about lx10 -5 torr nitrogen.

holding

the coldfinger

and

this assembly

is

Evacuating the chamber

avoids infrared absorption by atmospheric water vapor and thermally isolates
the sample.
f'ho
.....

ranr_Orrr

An Air Products LT 3-110 continuous flow helium cryostat cools
¢'nlrlfingar, and............
a Lakeshore

Crvo_renics,
o .....
DRC-81C proportional

53

Fig. 3-1.

Mechanical

design of the reflectance/transmittance

variable temperature

samples.

apparatus for

The inset shows the details of the

baffle structure and the sample mounting
mounting holes are each 7/16" in diameter.

slide.

The three sample

54
Michelson Fourier
Interferometer

a) Schematic view
of apparatus

Polarizer
Sample

Coldfinger
(5K-300K)

/

Vacuum Shroud
(30OK)
Radiation Shield

Transmitted
radiation

1

Reflected
radiation

4 ¢7
He cooled
bolometer

=
=
I
II
_/
b) Sample slide
detail

lltl
I

baffles with
grooved
surfaces
Eccosorb

i

Copper sample

tr/!

holder

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

II

Temperature
diode
Movable copper slide
-"

Detachable handle
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temperature

controller

connected

to a second

resistance heater on the coldfinger

through

a .001" polypropylene

diode

maintains a stable temperature

10K and 300K. Light from the interferometer
"

temperature

window.

and a
between

enters the top of the chamber
The light

propogates

several

centimeters through a 7/16" diameter f/1.5 brass light pipe and strikes the
sample

after

polarization

passing

through

a wire

_,,,xceeding 95% from

grid polarizer.

We measured

2-700cm -1 for similar

polarizers;

the

polarizer is parallel copper wires deposited every 3.6 _m on a 4 _m thick clear
mylar substrate by photolithographic

techniques. 16

Tl_e infrared light reflects from the sample or brass reference disk into a
return light-pipe

leading

to the detector.

source light-pipe

and the entrance

about 1/2cm above the sample.

The polarizer

to the return light-pipe

The two light-pipes

and are divided by a brass septum.

The separation

terminating

the

lie side by side

merge at an 11" angle
between

the end of the

source light pipe and the sample surface allows the light to diverge slightly
and illuminate
eliminate

some of the area around the 7/16"

stray reflections

and prevents stray

from the radiation shield and other parts of the apparatus.

a poor reflector in the infrared, and we degraded

Despite

we

the circular sample and covers the copper slide and temperature

baffles are machined from Eccosorb MF 110 iron-filled epoxy.

machining

To

The lower part of the baffle immediately

diode; the upper part extends to the level of the polarizer
reflections

sample.

from the copper slide around the sample,

covered it with a two piece baffle.
surrounds

diameter

a series of fine grooves

these

precautions,

stray

reflection

problem in some of the experiments:

This material is

its reflectance

into the upper surface

The

further

by

of the baffles.

from the baffles

remained

the reflectance measurements

a

on TaS3

described in Chapter 4 contain features at low frequencies that are Fabry-Perot

56
fringes

due to light reflected

from the baffle

surrounding

interfering with light reflected directly from the sample.
eliminated

in the measurements

the sample

This problem was

on (TaSe4)2I described

in Chapter 5 by

placing the sample faces flush with the surface of the lower Eccosorb baffle.
The apparatus
experiments
through

in Fig. 3-1 can also be configured

by replacing the Z-shaped light-pipe

the sample.

In this configuration

for transmittance

path with a path straight

the polarizer

terminating

the

source light pipe lies directly above the sample and covers the entire area of
the sample.
reflectance
stages

Although the final results reported in Chapters 4 and 5 are for
measurements,

of the experiments

we used tranmittance
to verify

small

measurements

features

in the early

in the reflectance,

particularly in frequency ranges where the reflectance of the sample was near
unity.

Bolometric detector
After leaving

the reflectance/transmittance

light travels via light-pipes
dewar

holding

bath.

superfluid

through a mylar window
liquid helium surrounded

helium.

the infrared

into a double

glass

by a liquid nitrogen

A Winston cone at the furthest tip of the light-pipe

light onto a composite

with

apparatus,

concentrates

bolometer 17 in a brass vacuum can immersed

the

in the

The light is absorbed by a .001"x4mmx4mm sapphire substrate coated

a 1000A evaporated

layer of bismuth.

Kevlar

threads

suspend

the

sapphire within a brass ring. 18 Electrons in the substrate and the bismuth
absorb the light and convert the optical energy into thermal motion of the
atoms.

The heat passes through

epoxy into a 227gmx248gmx248gm
germanium.

a tiny amount of Emerson-Cummings
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chip of neutron-transmutation-doped

19 Brass or copper wires connect gold pads on the faces of the
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germanium

chip to the brass ring, which is held at the temperature

of the

helium bath.
The energy of the infrared light collected by the sapphire antenna heats
"

the

germanium

temperature

chip quickly.

The chip then

at a rate controlled

cools

to near the bath

by the thermal conductivity

of the metal

wires. The metal wires also serve as electrical contacts for a small (~2_A) bias
current through the germanium chip. Since the resistance of the germanium
chip is a sensitive

function of its temperature,

under constant current bias is a measurement
power.

the voltage

across the chip

of the incident infrared optical

This optical loading is a combination of the light reflected from the

sample and room temperature
and the light-pipes
contributions,

blackbody radiation from the mylar window

near the top of the helium

the interferometer

dewar.

output is chopped

To separate these

at about 25Hz and the

voltage across the bolometer detected with a PAR 124A lock-in amplifier after
amplification
differential

with

a home-built

low-noise

preamplifier

and a PAR 117

preamplifier.

The germanium

chip

is heated

not

only

hy

the

chopped

and

background optical radiation coupled to it by the sapphire absorber, but also by
Ohmic dissipation
wires

is a crucial

composition
-

relaxation

of the bias current. The thermal conductivity
parameter

in the bolometer

design.

We chose

the

and size of the metal wires so that the thermal system has a
time appropriate

temperature
corresponding

rise

of

the

for the chopping
doped-germanium

to the optimum

Typically, the bolometers

input

rate and so that the overall
chip

resistance

We optimized

yields

a resistance

for the preamplifiers.

have a dc temperature offset of .5K above the bath

temperature of 1.2K at about 1 torr helium pressure.
500kf_.

of the metal

the bolometer

Their resistance is about

used for reflection

measurements

in
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Chapters 4 and 5 for a relatively
loading of about 1 _W.

high background

optical and electrical

It has .002" copper wires with thermal conductivity

G = 3.25x10-6W/K.

Beamsplitters

and filters
,i

Just before the infrared light enters the vacuum

can containing

the

composite bolometer, it passes through one or more low-pass filters.

These

cold filters serve two purposes.

room

First, they attenuate

the unchopped

temperature blackbody radiation from the warm parts of the apparatus.
unimpeded,

this radiation can heat the bolometer chip several degrees above

the bath temperature and seriously diminish its responsivity.
cold

filters

second

and

'q)eamsplitter maxima" in the spectrum of the chopped

light.

attenuate

the interferometer
"beamsplitter

radiation

from

maxima"in

of the mylar beamsplitter.
by absorption

beamsplitters, and clear polypropylene
of the mirrors.)

this modulation

is inversely

lines

windows

are used in the experiments;

interferometer

components

measured

(The blackbody
mylar

in the interferometer,

and by

to the beamsplitter

warm

extrema in
thickness.

minimum (the cutoff

Yoshinaga

filters

in the

helium bath attenuate

This avoids aliasing of the high frequency spectral

to lower frequencies

optical properties

pattern

vapor,

and the cold filters in the superfluid

light at higher frequencies.

in a series of

The frequency interval between
proportional

order

The light from

in water

Typically, only frequencies below the first beamsplitter
frequency)

higher

the frequency domain by an interference

is also affected

the alignment

the

Secondly, the

is roughly a blackbody spectrum modulated

due to the finite thickness
spectrum

If

for a spectral

during the Fourier transform process.
feature at a certain frequency

using the thickest possible

beamsplitter

The

are usually

with a cutoff frequency
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greater than the frequency of interest.
In addition,

their low cutoff frequencies

oi: the interferogram.
"

Thick beamsplitters

take longer

allow less frequent

In a given amount

interferograms

are easier to align.
spatial

sampling

of time then, the experimenter

and obtain

finer frequency

resolution

can

in the

spectnm_ being measured.
Table 3-I lists the characteristics
beamsplitters

used

in these experiments.

typical raw spectra measured
various

combinations

the useable

frequency

cutoff frequency)

of the cold and warm filters and the
Figure 3-2 is an illustration

in different frequency

of the components.

ranges corresponding

to

The top part of the Figure gives

ranges for the beamsplitters

and the pass bands

of

(typically

10-90% of the

for the cold and warm filters.

bottom part of the Figure shows (to scale) representative

The

raw spectra for light

reflected from a brass reference disk at room temperature.
Several considerations
(2cm-I):

very little signal power is generated

frequencies;

the low-pass

filters admit

30cre -I and thus degrade
optimized

to operate

limiting

considerations

crucial:

the accuracy

precision
-

the signal

sometimes

interferogram

of spectra

of _e

500cre -I because

absorption

bands

bolometer

responsivity

radiation

Mechanical

for these

high

during

In addition,

must be

tolerances

at high

on the
of the

frequencies.
the

course

The
of

an

signal falls off

and windows

and again near 1000cm-l.
seriously

the

become

depends

the optical

the mylar beamsplitters

degrades

about

mirror and on the alignment

appreciably

at this frequency

below

At high frequencies,

500cre -I critically

appropriate

drifts.

lamp at low

to noise ratio; the bolometer

above

changes

due to thermal

above

by the mercury

background

are very different.

thin beamsplitter

alignment

limit of these experiments

at very low signal levels.

of the linear motion

extremely

rapidly

set the low frequency

have

Finally, the

frequencies

as the
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TABLE 3-I. Beamsplitter and Filter Characteristics
a) Mylar beamsplitters
ii

i

Thickness
(.001")
.125
.25
.50

First Interference
Minimum (cm -1)
1000
500
250

Useful Frequency Range
(cm -1)
200 to 800
100 to 400
38 to 200

42
12.5

8 to 38
2 to 10

3
10

.
.

b) Room temperature filters
Type

Composition

Yoshinaga #1
Yoshinaga

#3

Yoshinaga #5

Approximate
cutoff

Polyethylene (.84),

BeO(.08),ZnO(.08)

Beamsplitter

frequency(cre -1)
400

(.001")
.25

220

.50

52

3

30

10

Polyethylene (.85),
SrF2 (_08),LiF (.07)
Polyethylene (.53), Til (.15),
TICI(.05), KBr (.05)
BiOC1 (.07), Cu20 (.03),

BaF2(.04),KCI(.08)
Fluorosold

c) 1.2K cold filters

Type

Approximate

1.0 mil black polyethylene

cutoff
frequency(cre'l)
700

Beam-splitter

thickness (.001") i
.125

Z-cut quartz (wedged)
Perkin-Elmer 1048 (white)

250
100

.50
1

Perkin-Elmer 1049 (yellow)
Glass beads embedded in black

60
25

3
10

polyethlene, backed by Huoro_;old

I
"
"
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=

.a

q

Fig. 3-2.

Characteristics
investigation.

of the beamsplitters

and

filters

used

in this

In the upper portion of the figure, each set of three

bars shows the cutoff frequencies for a pair of cold and warm filters
and the useful frequency range for a given beamsplitter
the filters.
spectra

The lower portion of the Figure shows to scale typical

measured

beamspli_er/filter
_

z

used with

for different
combination.

frequency

ranges

using

each
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background

optical loading heats the bolometer

operating temperature.

chip well above its design
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Chapter 4
Refle_ance
the I_rivsic

and Conductivity

of TaS3:

CDW Conductivity

Modes

Introduction

"'

One of the most outstanding

features of relatively

weakly

pinned

charge density wave (CDW) conductors is the unusual ac response spectrum.
It is well established that there are at least three distinct and clearly-defined
excitation modes: dielectric relaxation at low (audio) frequencies,
acoustic phason (in the microwave

region),

the pinned

and single particle excitations

across the Peierls gap (at frequencies near 1013-1014Hz). 1
A recent far infrared 2 study demonstrated
established

excitation

conductivity

mode in the FIR frequency range between

and the Peierls gap. 2
conductivity

modes,

that, in addition to the three

the CDW conductor

Reinterpretation

of several

(TaSe4)2I has a giant
the acoustic phason

previously

published

data sets on the blue bronze K0.3MoO3 shows that this CDW

conductor most probably also has a distinct giant FIR mode. 2 Hence, a very
prominent fourth IR-active mode exists in the two CDW materials for which
the full ac response spectrum is known. 3
It has been suggested that the giant FIR mode observed in (TaSe4)2I and
K0.3MoO3 may be generic to all CDW conductors and, on this basis, several
general CDW conductivity

models

hand, both (TaSe4)2I and K0.3MoO
(as discussed
peculiarities

have been constructed. 2' 4 On the other
3 are

relatively

complicated

CDW systems

below), and it is possible that the giant FIR mode arises from
of these materials.

In this chapter, we report on FIR reflectivity
CDW conductor

TaS3 which,

optical 8, 9 measurements,

together

complete

with

measurements

previous

the excitation

of the

microwave 5"7 and

spectrum for this system.
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From the FIR reflectance

in the CDW state, we show conclusively

that in

TaS3, no FIR mode exists comparable

in size to the giant mode seen in two

other CDW materials.

and frequencies

are determined.
generic

The strengths

FIR modes

From these results, we rule out several models predicting

giant FIR mode

applicability

of smaller

and place constraints

of a zone-folding

on any new models.

a
The

model is evaluated.

Crystal growth and sample preparation
High-purity
transport

crystals

of TaS3 were

grown

by conventional

vapor

methods in new quartz tubes with 2.4cm exterior diameter. 10 The

tubes were cleaned by soaking overnight in a 20% solution of HNO3:k_

(3:1),

followed by rinsing five times each with 2M KOH, distilled H20, electronicsgrade tricloroethlyene,

acetone, and ethanol.

Using a hydrogen-oxygen

we sealed one end of each lm long tube and divided

torch,

the remainder

into

subsections by melting constrictions every 20cm. The tubes were firepolished
to remove exterior oxidation.
the tubes emitted

While they were being worked with the torch,

a brown gas of unknown composition.

We removed

gas as well as much of the water vapor and hydrogen that commonly

this

diffuse

from quartz at elevated temperatures 11 by baking the tubes under lx10 -6 torr
vacuum for 2 hours at 100°C and then 24 hours at 850°C. The tube cooled to
room temperature
-

crystal nucleation
stoichiometric

'

under vacuum.

Using a long funnel to avoid creating

sites on the tube walls, we poured approximately

l gm of a

mixture of the highest available purity Ta and S into the sealed

end of the tube.12,

13

The tube was flushed and evacuated

argon, and then sealed and separated

at the constriction.

pressure in the tube was about 300mTorr.

five times with
The final argon
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Ten such tubes were baked simultaneously
oven.

The oven maintained

a temperature

in a large multiple-zone

gradient from 630°C

along the tubes, with the starting materials at the hot end.
gradient induced

circulation

grew at numerous

of the vaporized

sulfur.

to 550°C

The temperature

TaS3 nucleated

sites near the cold end of the tubes.

and

After ten days, we

quenched the ho _.end of the tubes in water to condense the remaining sulfur
away from the TaS3 crystals.

We opened the tubes at room temperature by

puncturing

and gradually

them in vacuum

venting

air through

a hollow

needle into the tubes.
In order to prepare a sample suitable for FIR reflectance studies, we
aligned over a thousand single crystals by hand into an opaque mat l cm in
diameter.
(>50_m)

Only cohesive

crystals with lengths

greater than lcm and wide

single crystal faces were used; early attempts at this measurement

showed that the reflectance of the sample decays over a period of months if
small or fibrous TaS3 crystals are included in the sample.

The crystals in the

mat were held in piace by a trace amount of a plastic resin. 14
shows

the optical

reflectance

properties

and transmittance

of the resin at room

Figure 4-1

temperature.

shown in the Figure were measured

The
on two

samples of different thic.kness; the measured values do not add to unity, bvt
this is not necessarily
even spacing

a sign of strong absorption in the resin.

and slowly varying amplitude

fringes indicate

Rather, the

of the Fabry-Perot reflectance

that the resin has a slowly varying dielectric

small

conductivity. 15 Though these fringes are not resolved

above

30cm -1, they persist to much higher frequencies.

constant

and

in the Figure

The resin has no

strong modes in the FIR frequency range and no spectral features in common
with those measured

for the crystal mat.
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Fig. 4-1.

Room temperature reflectance and transmittance

versus frequency

for the plastic binding resin used to immobilize

the TaS3 samples.

The samples

were of different

thickness.

used for the two measurements
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Figure 4-2 is a depiction of the mounting technique used to align the
crystals and immobilize

them with the resin.

Crystals were laid one by one

onto a glass slide covered with an adhesive teflon tape. 16 Additional crystals
"

were added until an area about l cmxlcm was completely
took many days.
covered

opaque; the process

During pauses in the building of the sample, a second tape-

glass slide served as a weight

to prevent shifting

When the sample was finally completely

of the crystals.

opaque, small strips of the teflon

tape were applied along the long edges of both the top and bottom slides, and
the two slides were clamped with spring clips.
slides

enough

to hold

the TaS3 crystals

The clips bowed the glass

tightly,

but the slides

did not

completely touch because of the TaS3 mat and the tape strips along the edges.
Additional

teflon tape was then applied to seal the long edges of the two

slides together.

The plastic resin and its catalyst were mixed in a ratio of 20:1

(a lower ratio than that recommended
about 5:1 with trichloroethylene.

for large-volume

castings) and diluted

The thinned resin was applied with an

eyedropper to the end of the slide sandwich.

As the resin wicked slowly into

the space between the slides, we monitored the progress of the meniscus by
shining a strong light through the tape/slide

assembly.

After the TaS3 crystals

were completely

wetted with resin, the slide assembly was baked at 80°C for

twenty

and cooled

minutes

to room temperature.

The spring

clips and

exterior teflon tape strips were removed and the slides pried apart.
-

point the sample can easily delaminatc_-great

care is necessary.

At this

The sample

was lifted from the lower slide and then baked in air an additional 45 minutes
e.

at 80°C to fully cure the resin.
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Fig. 4-2

Technique for mounting

and fixing TaS3 samples in binding resin.

a) Exploded view of glass and teflon tape assembly used to support
immobilize the crystals.

b) Slides and sample assembled
plastic resin.

and clamped

for saturation

with

Teflontape

a)
Glass Slide
Teflon tape

TaS3 crystals laid over
pattern of aperture

Resin and catalyst

Aligr_ed samples

Spring clip

Resin menisci
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Mounting the samples
We

mounted

the

reflectance/transmittance

sample

apparatus

in

the

described

variable

temperaturp

in Chapter

3.

The lower

Eccosorb baffle clamped the fiat sample against the copper slide. This pressure
mounting

provided

cold copper slide.

sufficient

thermal contact between

We saw no evidence

the sample and the

in the reflectance measurements

drifts in sample temperature relative to the measured slide temperature.
surface of the baffle was .070" above the surface of the sample,

of
The

and this

contributed to spurious Fabry-Perot fringes in the measured reflectance at low
frequencies.

The smoothing of these fringes will be discussed below.

Temperature-dependent

reflectance of TaS3

Reflectance measurements
above

and below

were made at numerous temperatures

the CDW transition

polarized parallel and perpendicular

temperature

Tp=220K, with

to the chain axis.

both
light

Because of the high

electrical anisotropy of the material, the information about the charge density
wave

dynamics

is contained

Before proceeding

in the measurements

to these more important

for parallel polarization.

measurements,

discuss the results for light polarized perpendicular

we will briefly

to the conducting

chain

axis.
A: Perpendicular

polarization

Fig. 4-3 shows the reflectance of TaS3 as a function of temperature for
perpendicular
independent

polarization.

The

reflectance

is

nearly

except for the emergence of phonon features.

that will be described Lu detail below, we derived
reflectance and fit the features of the conductivity

temperature

Using techniques

the conductivity

from the

to appropriate models.

Fig.

4-4a shows the dielectric function at 32K and Fig. 4-4b shows the model fit.
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Fig. 4-3.

Far infrared reflectance of TaS3 for light polarized perpendicular

to

the long axis of the crystals.

at

The dashed curve was measured

room temperature and the solid curve at 32K.
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Fig. 4-4.

a) Re e (dashed line) and Ime
Kronig

analysis

(solid line) deduced

of the 32K reflectivity

by a Kramers-

data for TaS3 for light

polarized perpendicular to the long axis of the crystals.

b) Multi-oscillator
perpendicular
the solid line.

fit to the dielectric

polarization.

function

for TaS3 for

Re efit is the dashed line, and Im efit is
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The dashed lines in the Figure are real part of e(c0) and the solid lines are the
imaginary

part.

At room temperature,

At lower temperatures,
"

the Drude

the material

conductivity

features that were fit with independent
for the oscillators

below

resembles

is supplemented

Lorentz oscillators.

particular,

of the CDW other

than

a decrease

by phonon

The parameters

100cm -1 and the room temperature

given in table 4-I. We note the absence of any strong features
the formation

a Drude metal.

Drude

fit are

associated

in carrier

with

density.

In

there is no strong feature at 500cm-1 that might be associated with

the feature seen in TaS3 for this polarization

by bolometric

absorption

techniques. 9
B: Parallel polarization
Fig. 4-5 shows
temperatures
crystals.

the measured

for incident

FIR reflectance

light polarized

parallel

polarization

polarization.

is 4-5 times

As the sample

begin to emerge.
temperature
line).

parallel to the long axis of the

The room temperature reflectance

near unity at 10cm-1 to 25% at 700cm-1.

falls slowly and smoothly
Below 75cm -1, the reflectance

larger

temperature

Fig. 4-6 is a comparison

of TaS3 at a variety of

than

that

from
for

for perpendicular

falls, sharp reflectance

features

of the reflectance of TaS3 at room

(dashed line) and at 15K, in the CDW state well below "rp (solid

Neglecting

measurement

the low frequency

apparatus, a substantial

about 40cm -1, culminating

Fabry-Perot

oscillations

drop in the 15K reflectance

due to the
begins at

in a sharp fall from about 75% at 60cre-1 to about

6% at 76cm-1. This dramatic reflection edge near 70cm-1 begins to develop at
about 200K, just below Tp, and it sharpens continuously

as the temperature is
/

lowered.
reflectance

Beyond the reflectance edge, there is a series of narrow peaks in the
at 83, 89, and 92cm -1 followed

150cm -1- The low temperature

reflectance

by a broad maximum

centered at

stabilizes to about 9% at 300cm-1

80

Fig. 4-5.

Reflectance versus frequency for TaS3 at room temperatures

and a

series of temperatures below the Peierls transition Tp. The incident
light was polarized parallel

to the long axis of the crystals.

curves have been offset for clarity.

The
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Fig. 4-6

Reflectance
triangles

versus

frequency

are reflectances

conductivities

for TaS3 at 15K and 295K.

calculated

from microwave

measured at 30 K in Reference 5.

The

frequency
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of any outstanding

feature near 500cm-1 that might be associated

500cm-1 anomaly 9 observed

in transverse-polarized

bolometric

with the

absorption

spectra of TaS3.
Repeated
700cm-1.

efforts

Absorption

were made

to determine

measurements

the reflectance

beyond

_

using a TaS3 crystal as a bolometric
!.

detector

of monochromatic

light 8, 9 indicate that gap absorption

above 500cm -1. The intensity of the interferometer

should begin

signal is very low at high

frequencies because of absorption lines in the beamsplitters and windows,

and

the accuracy of the spectra depends crucially on the alignment of the .000125"
mylar beamsplitter.

Though some of our measurements

indicated reflectance

features that might be associated with the edge of the Peierls gap, these results
could not be repeated consistently enough to firmly establish that conclusion.

Kramers-Kronig analysis: the dielectric function of TaSa
The complex dielectric function, E(c0),is most directly obtained from the
reflectance via a Kramers-Kronig

calculation, for which it is desirable to have

reflectance data over as wide a frequency range as possible.
we have

generated

experimental

effective

reflectance

For this purpose

data for frequencies

limit of 3cm -1 by converting

previously

measured 5 on TaS3 to reflectance.

are shown

as triangles

microwave

below

conductivity

These microwave

our
data

data points

in Fig. 1; they agree well with the trend of our

measured reflectance at low frequencies.
The Fabry-Perot

oscillations

in our data between

3 and 11cm -1 have
m

been

smoothed.

elevated

These

features

are due to reflection

from the slightly

rim of the Eccosorb baffle covering the copper sample holder.

oscillations

are nearly independent

of temperature

The

and the spacing between

reflectance maxima is consistent with the thickness of the baffle.

They

die
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away at higher frequencies
absorber.

as the sample holder becomes

Such an artifact cannot

procedure.
should

A line drawn

smoothly

give the true reflectance,

reflectance

derived

smoothing

from

in generating

the

through
and

the oscillations

of the oscillations

agrees

conductivity.

constant

well

with

We used

discussed

with and without

a better

by the normalization

the middle

such a line

microwave

the dielectric

Kronig transforms performed
smoothing

be fully removed

effectively

below.

such smoothing

the
such

Kramers-

indicate that

has no effect on the dielectric constant calculated

above 12 crn-1.
The Peierls
Modelling

gap 8 is expected to affect the reflectance

above 700cm-l.

of this gap was found to have little effect on the dielectric function

calculated at lower frequencies,

so the high frequency

continued

The reflectance was smoothly

at its 700cre -1 value.

with a 00-4 frequency

dependence

reflectance

was simply

reduced to zero

above 10000cm -1.

Fig. 4-7 shows the complex dielectric function e((o) for TaS3 calculated
from the smoothed and extended 15K reflectance.
expanded

above 50cm -1 to show detailed structure

inset shows
shows

the low frequency

that el crosses

negative

climbs

behavior

from its large

at high frequencies.

of e(_0) more clearly.

positive

value

The

The Figure

at zero frequency

to

values at about 0.Scrn -1, reflecting the pinned acoustic phason mode

near this frequency.
-

The vertical scale has been

At higher

frequencies,

el

then recovers

to another zero crossing that corresponds

and slowly

to the dramatic

infrared

reflectance edge we observe between 70 and 80cm -1.
Aside from the dominant phason mode observed

below l cm-1 in Fig.

4-7, there are several other identifiable modes that modify the gradual rise in
el and affect the location

of the zero crossing.

To determine

the relative

86

Fig. 4-7

Re _ (dashed line) and Im _ (solid line) deduced

by a Kramers-

Kronig analysis of the 15K reflectivity data for TaS3. Above 50 crn°1,
the vertical scales are expanded by a factor of 10.
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strengths

of these

smaller

modes,

we fit them to independent

Lorentz

oscillators and a background dielectric constant _._o:

El(f)=8"+

Z

Si

(1"(_)2)
(l"(f_)2)2+ (fl_zi)2

i

(4-1)

__L_
E2(f) = Z

Si
i

f2zi
•
(1_(J..)2)2+ (.___._)2
ti
fl _i

(4-2)

The fitting parameters for the ith mode are the mode frequency fi, damping
time 1:i, and static polarizability

Si. The charge density n, rnass m* and charge

e* for each mode are related to the oscillator strength _p2 by the relation:

=4_ne .2 = (2_fi)2Si .
m*

(4-3)

Table 4-I gives the fitting parameters for all the prominent
below

osciUation modes

100cm -1 that respond to light polarized parallel to the long chain axis.

(The table also lists the parameters
perpendicular

the fit to the E(c0) for

polarization shown in Fig. 4-4.) The strongest mode lies near

8.9cm -1 and is marked
uncertainties

used to generate

by an arrow in Fig. 4-7.

in the measurement

and the smoothing

By considering

the

we establish an upper

limit f_p2 < 6.8 x 1026 on its oscillator strength, a factor of 40 or more smaller
than that of the giant FTR mode 2 in (TaSe4)2I at 38cm -1.

Ali the modes at

frequencies greater than 60cm -1 have oscillator strengths flp 2 < 9.0 x 1025.

D

89

TABLE 4-I. Parameters from the fit of Lorentz oscillators
to the conductivity of TaS3

-

a) E IIlong axis of crystals
Mode frequency fi
(cm-1)

Static
Polarizability

Si

Damping time 1:i
(cm)

OsciUator
strength

(2_fi)2Si

(s-2)
.61
8.88
15.4
64.3
81.7
88.6
92.6

73250
243.8
1.27
.16
.36
.08
.05

.71
.14
.33
.35
.28
.37
.63

iii|iii

9.70x1026
6.83x1026
1.07x1025
2.35x1025
8.53x1025
2.23x1025
1.52x1025

b) E .I. long axis of crystals
Mode frequency fi
(cm-1)

Static
Polarizability Si

Damping time _i
(cm)

•
0

OsciUator
strength

(21_fi)2Si

(S-2)
0 (Drude)
24.9

5.6x10 "2

0.63
8.18

2.45x1025
1.2x1024
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Discussion
A: The conductivity of TaSs and (TaSe4)2I
Our FIR measurements

on TaS3 essentially

complete

the excitation

spectrum for this material. In Fig. 4-8, a comparison is made between the real
part of the ac conductivity

a(c0) of TaS3 and that of (TaSe4)2I over a wide
q,

frequency

range.

The TaS3 data in Fig. 4-8a near the Peierls gap are an

approximate conversion
previously

by

from the bolometric absorption spectrum published

another

group. 8 The line

below

2 x 1013Hz

is the FIR

conductivity determined from this study. It was calculated as described above
using a low frequency reflectance based on the 30K microwave
reasonable reflectance
mode

extrapolations

can shift the frequency

by a factor of 3; in ali cases,

qualitative

agreement

with

microwave measurements.
frequency

a low

the conductivity
temperature

the Figure.
conductor

below

3cm -1 is in

extrapolation

of

the

and is consequently

sample

Dielectric relaxation occurs at frequencies below those shown in
Fig. 4-8b shows a similar plot of a(00) for the related
(TaSe4)2I,

conductivity

of the pinned

Exact agreement is not expected since the pinning

varies with impurity concentration

dependent.

data. 5 Other

obtained

modes are identified

CDW

from the literature. 2' 17, 18 The intrinsic
in the Figure,

along with the giant FIR

mode at approximately 1012Hz.
A comparison

of Figs. 4-8a and 4-8b reveals the dramatic difference

between the excitation spectra of these two similar CDW materials.

Clearly,

no giant FIR mode exists in TaS3. The reflectance edge is a result of a zero
|

crossing

of the real part of the dielectric function, but that zero crossing

primarily a manifestation

of the microwave

pinned acoustic phason mode

rather than any single mode at infrared frequencies.
TaS3 has a relatively small oscillator strength.

is

The largest FIR mode in

91

Fig. 4-8

a) Re a for TaS3. Thi3 work is the solid line (intermittently
below

the

measurement

limit

of

3cm'1).

dashed

The dashed

line

schematically represents the Peierls gap from Ref. 8.

b) Re c_for (TaSe4)2I from the literature. The triangles (connected by
a line to guide the eye) represent microwave
from Ref. 17, the solid line is calculated

measurements

a_.50K

from the FIR oscillators

reported in Ref. 2, and the dashed line represents the conductivity
near the Peierls gap measured at 140 K in Ref. 18.
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B: Models of the FIR mode
We now discuss the implications
"

CDW

conduction.

conductivity

None

of the

of ali three materials.

of these results for general models of
existing

models

fully

explains

the

The small size and low frequency of the

8.9cm -1 mode in TaS3 piace constraints on any theory that describes it as a
generic mode of similar origin to the large FIR mode seen in (TaSe4)2I and
K0.3MoO3.

To describe the giant FIR mode, Sherwin et al. 2 considered

an

"optical phason" argument similar to the "first harmonic phason" described
earlier by Walker. 19 Lyons and Tucker 4 have attributed the giant FIR 1node to
coherent
impurities.

oscillations

of the CDW phase

Because each of these models

in tiny
assumes

regions

surrounding

only the presence of a

CDW and makes no reference to the crystal structure, each predicts a mode
should be present in ali CDW materials.

The optical phason has a frequency

given by 2

fOP = (2) (2kFVph)

lr

2_

(4-4)

where kF is the Fermi wavevector and Vph is the phason velocity.

The Lyons-

Tucker impurity mode has a frequency 4

.

4

2_

(4-5)

where _11and _± are the phase coherence lengths parallel and perpendicular
the CDW wavevector

and AO is the cross-sectional

to

area per conducting chain.

For o-TaS3, the unit cell of 24 chains has dimensions

(38.804,/_, 15.173./_,

3.340,_)

.25). 1

and

the

CDW

wavevector

is _=(.5,

.125,

This gives

94
kF = 2.38x107cm "1and AO = 2.45x10"lScm 2. The coherence length asymmetry
(_11/_±) ~ (all/a.l.) 1/2 = 10 and the FrShlich mass mFr- 1000mb are given by low
frequency transport experiments. 20 Combining these estimates with the LeeRice-Anderson

21 expression for the phase velocity Vph = vFYm_mFr, we find

the estimated

optical phason

frequency is fop = 250cm "1 in TaS3, and the

mode described by Lyons and Tucker4 should appear at about fLT= 85cm'1. In
addition

to predicting

a mode frequency

far higher than that observed,

neither model explains why the oscillator strength of a mode in TaS3 should
be more than an order of magnitude smaller than in the other two materials.
Though these mechanisms may possibly account for the small high-frequency
features in e(co), they do not accurately describe the conductivity of TaS3 and
are thus unlikely

explanations

for the _,lant mode

seen

in other CDW

materials.
Recently, one additional
generic
•

FIR mode

model has been proposed 22 that predicts a

in CDW conductors.

frequencies

higher

than

consequence

of interactions

The model

the pinned
between

acoustic

predicts

phason

a mode

frequency

the CDW and impurities.

at

as a

The model

will be discussed in the context of our studies of doped (TaSe4)2I in Chapter 5.
A different

type of model suggests

that the giant FIR mode seen in

(TaSe4)2I and K0.3MoO3 should be entirely absent in TaS3.23, 24 This "zone
folding mode generation"

model is consistent

with our results if the small

8.9cm -1 mode in TaS3 is entirely unrelated to the giant FIR mode in the other
materials.

Mode generation through zone-folding

produces the rich phonon
.!

spectrum observed by Raman spectroscopy
and the spin wave
originally considered

spectrum

expected

in semiconductor

for magnetic

superlattices 25

superlattices; 26 it was

by Sugai, Sato, and Kurihara in their studies 23, 24 of the

Raman modes in (T_Se4)2I. In contrast to the magnetic and semiconductor

95
superlattice

systems,

which

have relatively

featureless

dispersion

before the zone folding, CDW materials have a soft Kohn anomaly
In (TaSe4)2I, a structural

distortion

expands

of the second Brillouin
in the reduced

zone.

When the phonon

dispersion

curve is folded

As the temperature

optical branch

is decreased

toward

Tp, the TO Kohn anomaly begins to soften and triggers the CDW distortion
the usual
energy

way, but the interaction

TA branch

degenerate

forces the TA branch

to 00=0 first.

In these materials

understood

as follows:

frequencies

arises from the TA anomoly,

Kohn anomaly,
TO branches

and the lower

(Additionally,

the

the observed

modes

are

the pinned acoustic phason mode seen at microwave

and the two small higher

also produced

the giant FIR mode from the TO
frequency

modes from two more

by the folding of the original dispersion

A situation analogous

to that just described

any CDW material with 2kF>x/a
through

the interaction

branches

folded into a common

should

the TO branch

in

modes at q---'_kF are mixed to yield both a Raman and an infrared

active mode for each branch.)

-

between

the

is located near the edge

zone scheme, the soft mode lies on a transverse

above the transverse acoustic branch.

at q=2kF.

the unit cell and shrinks

Brillouin zone so that the soft Kohn anomaly phonon
4

curves

curve.

for (TaSe4)2I could occur in

(such as K0.3MoO3) with a FIR mode arising

of the Kohn anomaly

phonon

With other

region of the Brillouin zone.

phonon

No such mode

be present in TaS3 (or NbSe3), where the chains are uniform

and the

Kohn anomaly is always on the lowest lying phonon branch.
Though
difference

separate

mode

in c_(c0) between

plausability
phonon

zone-folding

of the model

dispersion
explanation

curve

generation

predicts

the

TaS3 and (TaSe4)2I shown

awaits a mapping
in (TaSe4)2I.

by neutron

In addition,

qualitative

in Fig. 4-8, the
scattering

of the

the model requires a

for the 8.9cm -1 mode in TaS3.

Initial microwave

96
measurements
conductivity
rather

than

5 indicate that below 60K the CDW is in a glassy state and the
is best described by a broad distribution
a single

measurements

pinning

frequency.

of pinning

Within

this

energies

picture,

our

suggest that in TaS3 at low temperatures this distribution is bi-

modal, with prominent contributions

at 0.5 and 8.9cm-1. The 8.9cm -_-mode
e,

weakens

rapidly as the temperature

is raised from 15K and appears to be

absent by 100tC

Conclusion
In summary, we have measured
FIR conductivity
measured

of TaS3 and find the

modes to be much smaller than those in two previously

CDW materials.

may be consistent

the reflectance

with

Though a zone folding mode generation model
this qualitative

difference

between

the various

materials, several current models that predict a universal FIR mode in CDW
conductors are inconsistent with these results.
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Chapter 5
Far Infrared Conductivity of (Tal.xNbxSe4)2I alloys
Introduction
P

The previous
.

conductivity

chapter reports the measurement

of the charge density

features of the conductivity

wave

conductor

of the far infrared
TaS3.

The distinctive

in this material provide key information

about

the nature of the giant FIR mode previously seen in (TaSe4)2I and K0.3MoO3.
First, we found that although

TaS3 has a simple Brillouin zone structure

along the chain directions and is not expected to have any FIR modes due to
folding of the phonon branches to the zone center, a small FIR mode does in
fact occur in the material.
appelation

Second, the size of the mode is remarkable.

"giant" is clearly not descriptive

The

of the FIR mode in TaS3: the

oscillator strength of the mode is only two percent of that for the modes in
the other two materials.

Finally, the mode in TaS3 occurs at about 10cm -1, a

lower frequency than the frequency

of the large infrared modes in (TaSe4)2I

and the blue bronze. This low frequency is well above the resonant freque':_cy
of the pinned
frequencies

acoustic

phason

mode,

yet well

below

the characteristic

assoc,'ated with amplitudons, 1 optical phasons, 2"4 and distortions

ol the CDW near strong impurity pinning sites. 5 Ali the theories describing a
generic FIR mode in CDW conductors
frequency
"

fail to predict

the small size and

of the mode in TaS3, and yet the very existence

makes the zone-folding

structural explanation

of a small mode

for the mode 5"7 unsatisfying

as

weil.
In this chapter we continue
measuring
materials
and make

the conductivity

our investigation

of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I

break the translational

invariance

the FrShlich "superconductor"

alloys.

of the FTR mode by
Impurities

in CDW

of the energy of the condensate
into an insulator

with a strong

100
microwave
impurity

pinning

resonance.

Intentional

atoms along themetallic

doping

of the crystals

with

chains can raise the frequency

pinned acoustic phason mode into the low FIR range.

By measuring

of the
the FIR

reflectance we are able to investigate the interaction of the pinning resonance
with the giant FTRmode.
roughly

independent

slightly

with increasing

In general, we find that the size of the FIR mode is

of the dopant level, and that its frequency
dopant level.

decreases

These results are compared

with a

recent theory of the FIR mode 8' 9 that shows how high frequency oscillator
strength associated
resonances.

with polarizable

impurities

can cause lower frequency

The conductivity of our most highly doped sample can be fit by

the new theory.
discussing

We will evaluate

the theory in detail and conclude

by

the difficulties still presented by the FIR mode in CDW conductors.

Crystal growth and sample characterization
The crystals of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I alloys were grown in a two step process.
First, tantalum and niobium powders were sintered to intimately mix them,
and the resulting material then served along with added selenium and iodine
as starting materials for the growth of the CDW crystals.
step, we thoroughly
and sealed

mixed high-purity

the mixture

in evacuated

For the sintering

tantalum 10 and niobium 11 powders
l cmx4cm quartz ampules. 12 These

quartz tubes and the larger ones used for crystal growth were new, but not
washed with acids or organic solvents.
were firepolished,

Before the sintering step, the tubes

divided into sections, and baked under lx10-6 torr vacuum

for 24 hours at 850°C to remove the hydrogen, water vapor, and other gases
emitted by fresh quartz. 13 The powders were baked in the sealed ampules for
24 hours
crushed

at 900°C.
the pellet

The sintering

produced

into small pieces

a hard, granular

and powder

pellet.

and combined

We

them in

P

101
2.5cmx20cm

quartz

tubes

with

the

selenium 14 and half the stoichiometric

proper

stoichiometric

amount

of

amount of iodine !5 necessary for the

(TaSe4)2I crystals. If the full proportion of I2 is used, it later condenses on the
faces of the crystals and on the walls of the tube when they cool, and the
iodine fouls the crystals irreparably.

We sea.led the tubes with a hydrogen-

oxygen torch after flushing them with argon five times and evacuating

them

to 150mtorr.
Each quartz tube was placed in an oven with dual concentric nichrome
heating coils wrapped on thick quartz support tubes.
the entire

length

thermocouple
tempera_tre

of the sample

near the empty

tube.

end

within the coil at 425°C.

The inner coil spanned

A controller

of the

sample

connected

tube

to a

regulated

the

The shorter outer coil encompassed

only the part of the sample tube containing the starting materials.

A second

temperature controller was set to provide a maximum temperature of 590°C
withir, the short heating coil.

In the region where the crystals grew within

the sample tube, the temperature
490°C it_ 2cnt..Large

gradient

was quite sharp, from 580°C to

(TaSe4)2I crystals grew in this double-wound

oven in

about 36 hours, whereas substantial cryst_ growth typically takes 7-10 days in
conventional
gradual

with

temperature

powders
'

ovens

variably

gradients.

spaced

windings

and more

A batch of (TaSe4)2I grown

from metal

(rather than metal wires) typically

intergrown

nichrome

contains

many small, tightly

crystals unsuitable for FIR refl_:ctance studies.

We avoided

this

problem by minimizing the number of nucleation sites caused by stray metal
powder

on the tube wall_. This precaution along with the accelerated growth

rate in the double-wound
adjoining crystals.

oven produced large fiat crystals relatively

free of

The face of one crystal incorporated in the 1.2% Nb-doped

sample was almost 3mmx5mm.

At the end of Me growth period, the quartz
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tubes were removed
quenched

from the ovens and the hot end of the tube quickly

in water to condense

the vaporized

iodine away from the (TaSe4)2I

crystals.
Each FIR sample was prepared from crystals grown in a single tube to
ensure that the impurity
possible.
impurity

concentration

We prepared
concentration

the amount

two samples

within

of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I,

x=.006 and one with x=.012.

of niobium

included

in the original

of x were chosen to match those of samples
had been previously

the sample

is as uniform

as

one with nominal

The values of x indicate

metallic

sinter.

whose microwave

The values
conductivity

measured. 16 Of course, the amount of Nb introduced

to

the tube may be widely different from the amount actually incorporated

in

the (TaSe4)2I crystals; we found that if the presintering step is eliminated and
Ta and Nb wires are used rather than powders, the crystals contain very little
niobium.

We characterized

measuring

the dc resistivity

transition

temperature

the zero-temperature

the actual impurity
as a function

level in the crystals by

of temperature.

Tp, the sharpness of the transition,

The CDW

and the value of

gap a are ali affected by the impurity concentration.

In

particular, the transition temperature of pure samples (Tp = 263K) is reduced
as impurities are introduced, with

dx
This relation
microwave

= -53K/atomic

was

determined

conductivity

impurity

concentration

residual

impurity

determined

using

%.

(5-1)

by Kim et al. 16 in their

of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I alloys.
of their samples using

level

of the nominally

their technique,

studies

of the

They measured the actual

wet chemical methods.
pure

material

but in other materials

could

The

not be

it is typically

103
1018 pinning
low

sites/cm3.

temperature

analysis,

9' 16, 17 These microwave

reflectance

extrapolation

and so we will compare

measurements

used

our FIR samples

in our

provide

the

Kramers-Kronig

with those of Kim et al. in

some detail.
Part a of Fig. 5-1 shows the normalized

resistance

of crystals taken from

used in the FIR samples.

Part b of the Figure

the same preparation

batches

shows

dln(R(T))/d(1/T)

the derivitive

resistance

was measured

techniques

with

temperature
resistance
There

where

R(T) is the dc resistance.

every half a degree Kelvin using standard

sputtered

is the slope

gold

contacts.

of a straight

at that temperature

is a broad maximum

The

derivitive

line fitted

to the

and at neighboring

in the derivitive

four-probe
at a given

logarithm

temperatures

for samples

of the

within

Pure (TaSe4)2I

below the Peierls transition,

of the impurity-doped

a different

behavior,

saturates
other

hand,

temperatures.
samples

with

x = .0075+.0015

our samples

measurements

below

samples

with A continuing

In this sense,

conductivity

•

with p ~ exp(+A/kBT)

resistance

120K.

is a semiconductor

to decrease

differ

sets

in the Figure clearly
at temperatures

from those

used

samples

show

From Eq. (5-1), the actual
nominal

doping

respectively.t

similar

impurity

in the microwave

behavior

concentration

x = .006 and x = .012 is about
Though

our samples

has

as low as

of Kim et al. 16 For the latter samples,

of

well

= A. The

about 140K, with Ax=.O06= 1150K and Ax=.012 = 850K.
both

doped

at temperatures

and d(lnp)/d(1/I")

illustrated

2K.

of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I

with x = .012, and a much sharper peak at T = 244K for the more lightly
x = .006 samples.

The

are somewhat

at

the gap
On the
higher

within

our

x = .0035

and

more lightly

An error in the calibration of the temperature diode used in the R(T) measurement made the
derivitive of the resistance unreliable between 214K and 230K. The peak of the broad
maximum in the derivitive for the x=.012 sample falls in this range. In Fig. 5-1b, the
derivitive values in this temperature range are smoothly interpolated.
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Fig. 5-1.

a) Resistance

vs. temperature

for (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I

x = .012 (solid line) and x = .006 (dashed line).

crystals

The resistance

either case is normalized to the room temperature resistance.

b) dln(R(T))/d(1/T)

for the same two samples.

with
in
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doped with impurities
conductivities

than those of Kim et al., we will use their measured

to generate the low temperature reflectance.

Mounting the samples
In Chapter

Four we

reflectance measurements
plastic resin.

described

mounting

TaS3 crystals

by saturating the many hand-aligned

for FIR

fibers with a

In principle, the relatively large, p!anar faces of (TaSe4)2I are

better suited for FIR reflectance studies than those of fibrous TaS3, but they
still present

many mounting

challenges.

Only ten to fifteen crystals are

required for a typical sample, but the crystals have varying thickness and the
front surfaces

must be accurately

aligned

and immobilized

in a plane.

Bemuse the crystal faces do not fill the entire aperture below the polarizer in
the reflectance/transmittance
samp!es must be normalized
irregular

geometry

apparatus,

the measured

reflectance

of the

to account for the reduced sample area and the

of the crystals.

We accomplish

this normalization

by

coating the crystal faces with sputtered gold (and scraping away the gold from
the

surrounding

temperature.
crystals

areas),

then

remeasuring

For this normalization

reflectance

at room

to be accurate, the material holding the

in piace must have extremely

investigation

the

low reflectance.

In the original FIR

of (TaSe4)2I, Sherwin et al.3 formed a crystal mosaic by pressing

warm wax around aligned

crystals to immobilize

them.

They then scraped

away part of the wax to expose the rear faces of the crystals and fastened the
exposed rear faces with Stycast epoxy.
several problems.

Often the crystals shift and their aligrLment is spoiled as the

paraffin is pressed around them.

The volatile wax fouls the vacuum chamber

when gold is sputtered or evaporated
measurements.

The technique usually works, but it has

onto the crystals for the normalization

Finally, the wax-over-Stycast

combination

surrounding

the
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crystals

has a fairly high reflectance,

section, we describe a modification

near 10%.

In the remainder

of this

of this mounting technique that addresses

these problems.
•

In our modified mounting

technique, the (TaSe4)2I crystals are potted

in a quick-setting plastic binder. The plastic cannot be simply poured around
the samples, though: the crystals float, their alignment
faces get covered with plastic.

is ruined, and their

To prevent this problem, we temporarily affix

the crystals to a glass slide covered with a thin film of paraffin.
paraffin is deposited

A drop of hot

onto the slide and then quickly wiped across the glass

surface with another glass slide. The latter slide is slightly elevated over the
first by strips of teflon tape along the edges, and the cold wax film is about
.001" thick.

(TaSe4)2I crystals with large planar faces are removed

from a

freshly opened quartz tube and aligned face down within a 7/16" circle on a
glass slide. After several crystals are in piace, the slide is heated from below by
the tip of a soldering
moment,

iron for about ls.

This melts the paraffin locally for a

and the crystal faces stick to the slide when

the wax resolidifies.

Surface tension and gravity draw the flat crystal face tightly against the glass
slide when the paraffin is liquid.

The displaced

the edge of the crystal that prevents

subsequent

wax forms a meniscus
accumulation

around

of plastic on the

crystal face. More crystals are then placed on the slide, and the alignment
local-melting
-

diameter

u_fi! a circular area slightly less than 7/16"

is filled with well aligned crystals.

examine
surrounding
surrounded

process is repeated

it under

a microscope.

each crystal
by wax.

and

and ensure

The orientation

We then turn the slide over and

We check

the

meniscus

that the flat crystal
of any misaligned

adjusted, again by local heating of the slide with a soldering

of paraffin

face is entirely
crystals
iron.

can be
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A cylindrical die of aluminum

lined with teflon tape is placed over the

crystals and fastened tightly to the glass slide. The plastic casting compound 18
is then mixed and poured in around the the crystals.

The compound

is a dry

powder mixed in 2:1 ratio with a solvent, and we let it thicken for about six
minutes prior to pouring it over the crystals.

The reflectance of the plastic is

less than 5% over most of the FIR frequency range, and the material has no
strong conductivity
an hour.

modes.

The plastic cures at room temperature

in about

The glass slide is then released from the crystals by heating it from

below with running hot water.

We remove traces of residual wax from the

crystal surfaces by rinsing them in running 55°C water for about 30s.
found

no

evidence

intercalation,

that

such

a water

removal of iodine, or physical

wash

injures

the

crystals

We
by

damage: the crystals were not

visibly changed, the FIR reflectance of the crystals was very similar to that for
crystals mounted with the wax/stycast
has only a small solubility

technique, and while elemental iodine

in warm water, (TaSe4)2I showed

no visible

evidence at ali of loss of iodine in water.
Each (TaSe4)2I sample then, is a 7/16" disk of plastic with an upper
surface comprised

of aligned crystals.

The samples are much sturdier than

the fibrous mat samples of TaS3. They were fastened with set screws into the
copper sample slide of the reflectance/transmittance

apparatus.

The crystal

faces were aligned with the top of the first reflectance baffle, rather than with
the front plane of the copper sample slide.
eliminate

Such a mounting

position should

Fabry-Perot reflectance fringes caused by light reflected from the

sample interfering
still susceptible

with that reflected

from the baffle.

The measurement

is

to Fabry-Perot fringes that arise from multiple reflections of

light between the sample and the nearby polarizer, from misalignment

of the
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front faces of the sample and the adjacent brass reference disk, and from other
gaps and windows within the system.

Calculation of the normalized reflectance
We measured

the

reflectance

of the

(Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I

(Ta.994Nb.006Se4)2I samples over a broad range of temperatures

and

from room

temperature to 14K. The reflectance of a sample is the ratio of the intensity of
light reflected

from the sample

to that of light reflected

reflective sample of the same geometry.

from a perfectly

We approximate the latter by coating

the sample and casting plastic with 2000,/_ of sputtered gold, then scraping
away gold adhering to the plastic.

Since the measurement

of the reflected

intensity from the sample and the gold-coated sample are necessarily widely
separated in time, we normalized the raw measured spectrum of each to that
of a polished brass disk.

Figure 5-2 shows the normalization

procedure for

(Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I at 14K. The dashed line is the reflectance of the sample
(and the surrounding plastic) at 14K and the intermittently
reflectance of the gold-coated
at room temperature.
approximately

sample (and the uncoated surrounding plastic)

The reflectance

logarithmically

dashed line is the

of the gold-coated

with increasing

frequency.

sample falls off
The ratio of the

two is the sample reflectance, shown by the solid line.
The gross features of the sample reflectance
"

after normalization

are

consistent with those usually seen in CDW materials at FIR frequencies: there
are a series of resonances

with intervening

nearly fiat, and for the powerful
approaches
problematic.

unity.

regions where the reflectance

low-frequency

The details of the normalized

At low frequencies, the normalized

that corresponding

resonances

to the conductivity

is

the reflectance

reflectance

though,

are

reflectance falls well short of

measured with microwave

techniques.
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Fig. 5-2

Normalization
indicates

procedure

the reflectance

for a (TaSe4)2I mosaic.
of the bare crystal

The dashed line
mosaic

intermittent dashed line is the reflectance of the gold-coated
The solid line is the normalized reflectance of the sample.

and the
mosaic.
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This discrepancy may be caused by incomplete

removal of the sputtered gold

from the plastic matrix (the crystals are extremely
scalpel used to remove the gold touches them).
crystal edges, the normalized
disturbing

reflectance

feature is the oscillation

fragile and splinter if the

If excess gold is left near the

will be underestimated.

of the reflectance

above unity below 30cm -1. The conductivity

A more

near and sometimes

calculated by a Kramers-Kronig

transform is extremely sensitive to values of the reflectance near unity, and
the reflectance oscillations

at low frequencies

conductivity

resonances

that may

normalization

procedure is the primary source of uncertainty in our results,

and we will thus treat normalization

are manifest as a sequence

be spurious.

We believe

that

of
the

in more detail in the remainder of this

section.
In Fig. 5-3 we examine
30cm -1, corresponding

the normalization

for frequencies

to a 10mil mylar beamsplitter

less than

in the left part of the

Figure and a 3miI mylar beamsplitter in the right part of the Figure.

Part a of

the Figure shows the raw spectra for the uncoated sample and brass reference,
part b shows the raw spectra for the gold-coated
and part c shows
normalized
strongly
separated
features

the reflectance

reflectance.

modulates

sample and brass reference,

corresponding

to each pair and the final

An interference effect somewhere

ali the raw spectra.

Peaks in the detected

by about Af = 2.95cm'1 for the 3mil beamsplitter,
at about half this frequency

beamsplitter.

in our apparatus

separation

appear

intensity are

and additional
with the 10mil

The peaks in the detected intensity are marked with arrows in

part a of the Figure, and identical arrows are placed in parts b and c for
comparison.

The source of the modulation

to a Fabry-Perot interference

is not known, but it corresponds

with optical path nt=l.7mm.
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Fig. 5-3.

Details of the normalization

scheme for (Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I.

In all

three frames the curves on the left side of the graph correspond to
measurements

with a 10mil mylar beamsplitter

right side of the graph correspond

and curves on the

to measurements

with a 3rail

mylar beamsplitter.

a) Raw spectra for the crystal mosaic (solid line) and the brass
reference disk (dashed line).
in the modulation

The vertical arrows indicate maxima

of the raw spectra.

The set of arrows

is

reproduced in parts b) and c)

b) Raw spectra for the gold coated crystal mosaic (solid line) and the
brass reference disk (dashed line).

c) Nominal
dashed

line),

normalized
•

reflectance

of the bare crystal

the gold-coated

reflectance

previous two quantities.

(solid

mosaic
line),

mosaic

(dashed

which

(intermittent

line),

is the ratio

and the
of the
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Such modulations
spectrum

by the reference spectrum,

modulations

but Fig. 5-3c clearly shows

that the

persist in the calculated reflectance of both the bare sample and

the gold-coated
.I

should be cancelled in the division of the sample

sample.

Even worse, the periodic variations in the measured

reflectance are in some cases enhanced by the final normalization

step, when

the sample reflectance is taken to be the ratio of the reflectance of the bare and
gold-coated
wildly,

samples.

especially

The resultant

oscillates

fairly

below 10cm -1. One of the reasons the modulations

of the

raw spectra are not fully cancelled

"sample

reflectance"

is that such modulations

correspond

to

peaks in the interferograms on either side of the large zero-path central peak.
The heigh _.of the outlying peaks is extremely sensitive to the alignment
the

beamsplitter.

beamsplitter

Any

misadjustmen_,

or drifting

alignment

Periodic oscillations
beamsplitters

of the

causes the interferogram peaks to be slightly asymmetrical

introduces errors in the calculated intensity of the modulations

of

and

of the spectra.

within the raw spectra are less significant for the thinner

when the resolution

than the spacing between

of the measurement

adjacent modulations.

chapter we will discuss the conductivity

is necessarily

less

In a later section of this

calculated both from the measured

sample reflectance and from a sample reflectance with reduced low frequency
resolution.

•

Temperature dependence

of the reflectance

We measured the reflectance of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I alloys with x = .006 and
x = .012

at

several

temperatures

temperature for the pure compound.
sample with 1.2% Nb concentration
_from__microwavemeasurements

below

263K,

the

Peierls

transition

In general, the overall reflectance of the
is slightly lower than that hhat calculated

on similar sa-nples; the overall reflectance

of
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the heavily doped _/ampie also falls short of the reflectance of the more lightly
doped sample.
removal

We attribute this low value of the reflectance to incomplete

of the sputtered

gold around the crystals, and consequently

have

multiplied the reflectance values for the heavily doped crystal by 1.059 to give
better agreement with the microwave
The reflectance

values.

of the 'two alloys

temperature

in Fig. 5-4.

temperature,

with a sharp reflectance

distinct resonances
reduced

appearing

well below

predpitous

Both samples

the lowest

are highly

the Peierls

transition.

as a function

reflective

edge developing

at higher frequencies

and the resonances

in (Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I.

is presented

near room

near 100cm-1 and

as the temperature

The reflectance

more pronounced

of

is

edge is more

in (Ta.994Nb.006Se4)2I than

In both samples, the reflectance rises from about 90% at

frequencies

to a maximum

value near unity on a broad plateau

from about 50-80cm-1. The rise in reflectance to a broad plateau indicates the
presence

of an infrared mode.

In the measurements

of Sherwin et al. 3 on

pure (TaSe4)2I samples, the reflectance rise corresponding
mode is rather sharp, from 80% to 96% at 38cm-1.

to the giant infrared

Our doped sample with

x = .006 shows a similar but less distinct feature at about 35cm-1, and and the
sample

with x = .012 shows

slightly lower frequencies.
the samples
because

oscillators.

in the reflectance

at

The more gradual onset of enhanced reflectance in

with impurities

it precludes

a broad general increase

complicates

the analysis

accurate fitting of the reflectance

of the measurements
to distinct Lorentz

It does not, however, indicate that the FIR mode is negligible in

these samples; the strength of the mode is roughly indicated
the plateau and by the difference
above and below the plateau.
pure and niobium-doped

in reflectance

values at frequencies

These two quantities

samples.

by the width of
well

are quite similar for the
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Fig. 5-4.

a) Reflectance

vs.

frequency

as a function

of temperature

for

frequency

as a function

of temperature

for

(Ta.994Nb.006Se4)2I.

b) Reflectance

vs.

(Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I.
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Conductivity

of (Tal.xNbxSe4)2I

As described
reflectance
function

in Chapter

of a sample
and

reflectance

the ac conductivity

measured

are then

we

by Kim

simple

samples.

at 14K for the sample

used

light.

We used a Kramers-Kronig

of the (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I

results of the analysis

integral

shift of the reflected

ac conductivity
shift.

analysis

4, the Kramers-Kronig

to the phase

complex

and phase

extrapolation,

alloys: a Kramers-Kronig

the

et al. 16

microwave

the

The dielectric

functions

analysis

of the

to calculate

Figure 5-5 illustrates

with x = .012.

the

As a low-frequency

conductivity

The reflectance

relates

of similar

is related

samples

to the conductivity

a(c0) = Ol + io2 by

R(w) (5-2)
This

relation

ignores

approximation
function

the

is valid

at microwave

E(c0) is enormous

measurements

cover

contribution

because

frequencies

to

frequencies

of the pinned

the

mode.

from 4 to 700cm -1.

Between

this frequency

though,

minimum

introducting

reflectance

spurious

in this region
700cm -1 and

Geserich

et al. 19 for pure

reflectance

exponentially

ratio introduce

conductivity

rather

between

a deep

(TaSe4)2I.

Beyond

raw

Within

spectra

errors in the reflectance.

modes,

used

dielectric

350cm -1 and

features.

in the

we used

than the measured

40,000cre -1, we

the

the

Our FIR reflectance

with no prominent

range,

reflectance;

where

rises very slowly

avoid

"

e_

700cm -1 the reflectance

360cm '1 and a low signal-to-noise

-

of

the

near
To

a linear fit to the

values.
reflectance

At frequencies
measured

by

40,000cm -1 we reduced

the

to near zero at the high frequency

cutoff of 106cm -1.
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The measured
extrapolations
oscillations

reflectance

are shown

along with the low and high frequency

in Fig. 5-5a.

in the reflectance

below

As discussed

30cm -1 are primarily remnants

interference effect that modulates the raw spectra.
the influence

of these oscillations

reflectance at low frequencies,
reflectance

at a given

surrounding

previously,

without unduly supressing

by an average

points within a 3.5cm-1 window.

of an

In an attempt to minimize

we smoothed the oscillations

frequency

the

the trends in

by replacing the

of the reflectance

This smoothed

at

reflectance is

also shown in Fig. 5-5a, slightly offset from the measured reflectance.

Parts b

and c of the Figure show the real part of the conductivity

by the

Kramers-Kronig

technique

from the measured

deduced

and smoothed

reflectances.

The pinned acoustic phason mode appears at 4.3cm-1 and a broad FIR mode
appears above 20cm -1. The conductivity is negative below the pinned phason
mode; this unphysical
microwave

result is a consequence

and FIR reflectances.

from the measured
corresponding

of the mismatch between

As expected,

reflectance

has small,

to the reflectance oscillations.

the conductivity

regularly

The conductivity

to the smoothed FIR reflectance is much more reminiscent
originally

fit to the pure material.

course introduces

uncertainty

spaced

The smoothing

into the calculated

the

calculated
resonances

corresponding

of the giant mode

process itself, though, of
conductivity,

because

it

almost certainly affects the location assigned to the onset of the mode.
In Fig. 5-6 we compare the ac conductivity over a broad frequency range
for the two impurity-doped

samples and pure (TaSe4)2I. The conductivity

parts a and b of the Figure is calculated from smoothed
x = .012 and x = .006 samples

(part a corresponds

Figure, plotted on a logarithmic
conductivity

of the pinned

frequency

scale).

reflectances

in

for the

to frame c of the previous
In the x = .006 sample, the

acoustic phason mode is much

larger than the
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Fig. 5-5.

a) Reflectance

values for (Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I used as input to the

Kramers-Kronig routine.

The lower curve represents the measured

FIR reflectance and the upper curve is a smoothed
reflectance.

version of that

The low and high frequency extrapolations

to measurements

b) Conductivity

correspond

in References 16 and 19.

calculated from a Kramers-Kronig

transform

of the

measured reflectance.

c) Conductivity
smoothed

calculated from a Kramers-Kronig

reflectance.

transform of the
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Fig. 5-6

Conductivity

vs. frequency for various (Tal.xNbxSe4)2I

open circles represent

microwave

measurements

alloys. The

from Reference

16.

a) Re(a(co))for

(Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I calculated

from the smoothed

(Ta.994Nb.006Se4)2I calculated

from the smoothed

reflectance.

b) Re(a(o0))for
reflectance.

c) Refa(c0)) for nominally pure (TaSe4)2I, as reported
Reference 9.

in Figure 1 of
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measured

microwave

mismatch

between

frequencies.
ostensibly

conductivity.

This effect

the microwave

is probably

and smoothed

Figure 5-6c is adapted

due to the

FIR reflectance

at low

from Figure 1 of Kim et al. 16 This is

the result of a Kramers-Kronig transform of the FTRreflectance of

pure (TaSe4)2I measured by Sherwin et al., 2"3 along with rf, 20 microwave, 21
and optical

measurements.

19

The FIR reflectance

of the pure material,

though, has oscillations at low frequencies as severe as those reported here for
the impurity doped samples.
Ydm et al. calculated

the extremely

not from the measured
of that reflectance.

The preceding

discussion

makes it clear that

smooth conductivity

curves of Fig. 5-6c

FIR reflectance, but from a highly smoothed

version

The three frames of Fig. 5-6, then, are illustrations

of

comparable quantifies for the pure and impurity-doped

materials.

The circles

in each frame of the Figure represent the microwave

conductivity

measured

at 50K.

Discussion
A. HR resonance behavior as a function of doping
Figure 5-6 shows the systematic trends in the conductivity
impurity

atoms

accordance
pinned
•

are introduced

with previous

acoustic

concentration.
lower frequency

phason

into the crystals

microwave
resonance

as niobium

of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I.

In

measurements, 16 the frequency of the
increases

monotonically

with

dopant

The FIR resonance, on the other hand, moves to a slightly
in the doped materials

than in the pure crystals.

Similar

results were reported 9 for the behavior of the mode in K0.3MoO3 doped with
tungsten.

From the Kramers-Kronig

analysis, the maximum

conductivity

of

the far infrared mode lies at about 19cm-1 in the x = .006 sample and at about
24cm -1 in the x = .012 sample.

The magnitude of the peak conductivity

of the
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FIR resonance may increase slightly as more impurities

are introduced.

As

discussed previously, the accuracy of our determination

of the frequency and

size of the far infrared mode using the Kramers-Kronig

technique is limited

by the difficulties in normalization
enforced

smoothing

between

the

of the raw spectra at low frequencies.

of the low-frequency

measured

reflectivity

(measured at higher temperatures)
conductivity.

for the pinned

the

microwave

conductivity

both cause inaccuracies in the calculated

and that it is by a much less dramatic factor than the shift

resonance.

by the

independent

data and the slight mismatch

It is clear, though, that any shift in the frequency of the infrared

mode is downward

measured

and

The

The oscillator

integrated

conductivity,

strength

of the FIR mode,

is approximately

as

constant,

of the doping level.

B. Bound vibrational modes in polar semiconductors
One of the puzzles that has prevented the identification of the physical
mechanism

underlying

the FIR mode

in CDW materials

is that that the

frequency of the mode lies well above the pinned acoustic phason resonance,
yet well below

the frequencies

characteristic

of phonons,

optical

phasons,

excitations of the amplitude of the CDW, and the adjustment of the phase of
the CDW near strong pinning sites. Recently, Degiorgi and Gruner proposed
a "bound collective
They

mode state" in an effort to explain the FIR resonance. 9

treat the effects

conductivity
impurity

of impurities

and show that high frequency oscillator

sites within a system with a low frequency

intermediate
originally

of the polarizability

frequency

modes.

on the bulk

strength
resonance

localized

at

will cause

Their ideas are an application of the theory

proposed for localized vibrational modes in polar semiconductors

by A.S. Barker. 8 The Barker theory is presented in detail here, together with

"
o
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its application

to charge density

wave systems.

A subsequent

section will

make a comparison to the measured data.
A prominent restrahlung resonance typically dominates the reflectance
of polar

semiconductors.

conductivity
resonance
material

resonance
broadens

A comparison

and shifts to slightly

though,

(at a frequency

innized

electrons

higher

of the ionized

an additional

samples

Barker proposed

the

in pure and impurity-doped

due to the presence

temperatures,

of

room

samples

shows

frequencies

impurity

resonance

temperature

in the doped

electrons.

emerges

for

above the TO restrahlung frequency).

are bound

to the impurity

that the polarizable

that the

At low
the doped

The thermally

sites at low temperatures,

bound

electron

changes

and

the dielectric

function in the vicinity of each impurity.
The combined
material

embedded

system has dielectric
with spheres

function

with a different

pure material has dielectric function

¢bulk(00),

a((0). It consists of pure
dielectric

function.

The

and the material within a radius

rs of an impurity has dielectric function %((o) = ¢bulk(00)+ F-,e(0)), where _(c0) is
the contribution
Ns.

of the bound electron.

The number density of impurities is

ao

When the filling

medium

theory can be used to evaluate e(c0). To simplify the algebra, the

spheres with Cs(O))embedded in material with _ulk(O_)can be treated as a gas of
spheres with relative dielectric function Erel(C0) = ¢s(C0)/Ebulk(C0),
by a vacuum.

surrounded

The dielectric function for the dilute gas is:

E_s= 1+

4_N_z
1 - _N_

'

(5-3)
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where o_= p/Eloc is the polarizability
each sphere,
P = p/(_:r_)
,.3

of the sphere, p is the dipole moment of

and Eloc is the local field at the sphere.

The polarization

is given by:

p = erd
4_- 1rElo:. 4xp),

(5-4)

where the second term in the parentheses

is the depolarizing

"

field within the

sphere. Isolating P in Eq. (5-4) gives:
-1
p = 4x
_3_.{
erel+ 2) Eloc"
_er4

(5-5)

From the relation between c_,p, and P and the definition for the filling factor f
we have

4_Nlx = 3fle_-l).
(e,,t+2)

(5-6)

Substitution in Eq. (5-3) gives the dielectric function of the gas of spheres:

= 1+
Multiplying

by £bulk(O)

polar semiconductor

F.,(¢3) -

1)

erel + 2-f (e.t- 1)

.

(5-7)

the effective dielectric constant for the impure

gives

material:

£bulk((O)

+

3/(es(O))

- ebulk((O))

e,(co) + 2e_k(co) - f (es(co) - eh.tk(Ca))

(5-8)

This function has the expected resonances at frequencies corresponding
to the poles of £bulk and es, but it also diverges when the denominator
second term goes to zero. This occurs when

of the

•
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e_k(c0)+ _L_Ee(c0)
_ 0.
3
Since f<<l,

(5-9)

trfis condition is satified when Ebulk and Ee have opposite

sign.

For the case when the electronic resonance occurs at a much higher frequency
°

than the bulk mode, then Eq. (5-9) is satisfied just before the zero crossing at
.

c0LOas ebulk(C0)recovers from its deep negative swing on resonance.t

Thus, in

general there is an additional mode at an intermediate frequency between the
ele_ronic
depend

and bulk resonances.

The location

only on the low frequency

dielectric

function

associated

with

and strength

limit (i.e., the value near
the

electronic

of th,_ mode
c0LO)

polarizability

of the
of the

impurities.
Figures 5-7 and 5-8 illustrate the bound phonon mode theory as it was
applied in the original doped polar semicondu_or

case. The two Figures are

similar to Figures presented in the original Barker paper. 8 The solid line in
part a of Fig. 5-7 shows a model dielectric function for the pure bulk material,
using the form:

Ebulk(O)= Eoo+

S0o_

.

e0_- (a2 - ic0y0
The frequency,

strength,

and damping

(5-10)
of the bulk mode have the values

(ao= 367cm "1,SO= 1.96, and 70 = 1.96c m'l, and e_ = 9.1. This Lorentz oscillator
form is identical to the one often used to model the response of the pinned
acoustic phason mode in CDW's (see Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2)). The dashed line in

.

Fig. 5-8b shows the dielectric function in the vicinity of the spheres:
.

t Condition (5-9) may be satisfied again just above the electronic resonance if that mode has
sufficient oscillator strength. Of course, ebulk and _ are complex quantifies and when the real
p_rts of these functions cancel: the mismatch in their irr_a_nary, pa-ts causes the .vole in _(co)to
have a finite height and width.
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Fig. 5-7

a) Real part of the components
GaP.

The solid line represents

line represents

of the model dielectric
the bulk material

the material near impurity

sites.

function

for

and the dashed

Model parameters

are given in the text.

b) Real part of the effective

dielectric function

for the impurity-

doped material. This Figure is based on Figure 4 in Reference 8.

b)
40

EffectiveDielectricFunction
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Hg. 5-8

a) Model

reflectance

vs. frequency

for a bound

phonon

mode

corresponding to GaP doped with Te.

b) Im(¢(co)) for the bound phonon model.

c) Im(-1/E(ca)) for the bound phonon
Figure follow Figure 5 of Reference 8.

model.

Parts b and c of this
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es(m)= e_k(m) + ao+

S_m2

,

co2- co2- io0_,1

(5-11)

with 001= 500cm-1, S1 = 0.3, _ = 1.0cm -1, and ¢0 = 7.0.
Figure 5-7b shows the effective dielectric function for f = 0.10 according
to Eq. (5-8). The bound phonon mode lies at 398cm q, between
and bulk resonances.
system.

Fig 5-8a shows the reflectance

Parts b and c of the Figure highlight

respectively

by showing the imaginary

energy loss spectrum Im(-1/¢(o0)).

the electronic

expected

for such a

the TO and LO features

part of the dielectric function and the

The relative strength of the bound phonon

mode and the bulk phonon mode can be evaluated by integrating

the area

under the curve associated with each mode in Fig. 5-8c:

_

ImC-1/ECm))
do0

I_

Im(-l/E(o_))dca

(5-12)

For a model system such as those depicted in Figs. 5-8 and 5-9, the value of A
varies

linearly

with

the

filling

factor f

(neither

the

numerator

nor

denominator of A varies linearly with f).
C.. The bound collective mode in charge density wave materials
Degeorgi and Griiner have applied and adapted the bound mode theory
for use with charge density waves materials. 9 They assume that the electronic
or other resonance represented by the final term in Eq. (5-11) occurs at a much
higher frequency

than

the pinned

acoustic

phason

mode.

The dielectric

function of the spheres associated with the pinning sites is then simply

es(o0)= e_k(o0) + eO.

(5-13)

°
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The model is fit to the conductivity of TaS3, (TaSe4)2I, and K0.3MoO3,
the conductivity
fit requires

of the impurity-doped

blue bronze K0.3Mo.985W.01503

that the dielectric function enhancement

and 1000 for the other materials.

and to
.

The

_0 be 190 for (TaSe4)2I

The filling fraction f is 0.2 or less for the

pure materials, and as expected the filling factor is much larger for the doped
blue bronze.

In general, the fits reproduce the qualitative features of the _(c0)

fairly weil.

The width

of the FIR resonance

though, and the peak conductivities
mode are not accurately reproduced.
conductivity

is always

underestimated,

of the bound mode and acoustic phason
The measured dielectric function and

of TaS3 and the fit using the bound collective mode model are

shown together in Fig. 5-9.
The measurement

of the conductivity

of (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I

reported in this chapter allows a quantitative evaluation
conductivity

is now known for two values

alloys

of the theory.

The

of x, as well as for the pure

material with x = 0. The dominant pinning mechanism

and consequently

should not vary with x, at least for the impurity-doped

samples.

E0

The bound

collective mode model fit to _(c0) for the sample with, say, x = .012 should also
fit _(c0) for the more lightly doped sample with only a reduction in the filling
factor f.

If that conjecture

is borne out, a scaling

frequency and strength with f can be established.
initial paper that the frequency, of the bound
•

measurement

of the dopant

concentrations

for the bound

(Barker speculated
mode

in polar

mode
in his

could be used as a
semiconductors.

8)

Moreover, if the scaling can be established and extrapolated to the case with
x = 0, a comparison between the model predictions and the measured oy(ca)for
the pure material should indicate whether the residual pinning sites have the
same pinning mechanism

as the Nb sites in the intentionally

doped crystals.

Thus, we seek to establish the scaling of the bound mode t_,_tures with / and
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Fig. 5-9

a) Re(e(co)) for TaS3.

The solid line is the measured

Chapter Four, and the dashed line represents

value from

the bound collective

mode fit using the parameters given in Reference 9.

b) a) Re(a(co)) for TaS3. The solid line is the measured
Chapter Four, and the dashed line represents

value from

the bound collective

mode fit using the parameters given in Reference 9.
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to correlate

that scaling

with

the established

scaling

of the

transition

mode

model can

temperature and Peierls gapand Ns.
We find, though, that while the bound collective
independently

fit the measured ¢(c0) for both x = .012 and x = .006, it cannot fit

both with a common _.

Fig. 5-10 shows the measured

the model fit to it for x=.012.
parameters

For the pinned

of an oscillator fit to the microwave

dielectric

function and

phason

we used the

acoustic

conductivity, 16 and for E_ we

used the value at 400cm-1, just below the onset of the reflectance
the gap (this value
high frequendes

may underestimate

is inaccurate).

rise due to

the true E_ if the normalization

We then adjusted

at

f and EOto get the best

possible fit to the real part of E(0a). The measured E(0o)is shown as a solid line
in Fig. 5-10a, and the best fit to the bound collective

mode is shown as a

dashed line. The position and size of the bound mode feature can be adjusted
over a wide range by varying f and _.
f give approximately

In general, increasing _ and decreasing

equal fits. Thus, in the absense of a definite theory for ¢0,

the value of f cannot be considered to be definitely established.
we found that given any _ and the corresponding

Nonetheless,

value of f that fit E(00) for

x = .012, we could not fit the dielectric function for x = .006 very well using the
same _ and a reduced f. One example is shown in Fig. 5-10b. The solid line is
the measured

dielectric function.

The dashed line is the bound collective

mode model, using _0 from the best fit to the x = .012 measurement
with parameters

for the microwave

value for f half way between
determined
functions
similar.

for x = .006, and a

that for the pure case and the filling fraction

for the x = .012 case.
do not match weil,

oscillator appropriate

along

The predicted

though

and measured

the qualitative

features

dielectric
are again
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Fig. 5-10 a) Re(¢(co)) for (Ta.988Nb.012Se4)2I.
measured dielectric function.

The solid line represents

the

The dashed line represents a fit using

the bound collective mode model with parameters Eo = 350, f = 0.65,
¢_ = 30, coo= 4.2cm -1, So = 2180, _'0= 1.8cm-1.

b) Re(a(co)) for (Ta.994Nb.006Se4)2I.
measured dielectric function.

The solid line represents

the

The dashed line rcpresents a fit using

the bound collective mode model with parameters ¢o = 350, f = 0.3,
and¢_

= 30.

The pinned

SO= 2930, and _/o= .45cm'1.

mode

parameters

are coo--2.0cm
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Degeorgi

and Gr/iner

fit their model

to the conductivity

(TaSe4)2I using appropriate values for the microwave

of pure

oscillator along with

¢0 = 190, and f = 0.2. We were not able to produce a good fit to E(c0) for either
alloyed material using E0 = 190 given the restriction f<<l.
that the pinning

mechanism

and sphere radius

This may indicate

appropriate

for residual

pinning sites in the pure material are different from those for the Nb sites in
the intentionally

doped materials.

We attempted to evaluate

of the bound mode strength on impurity concentration

the dependence

using the definition

of A given by Eq. (5-12) and the measured values of Im(-1/E(00)), but we could
not separate the peak due to the FIR mode from the other background peaks.
In short, the bound collective mode model is capable of independently
fitting a(c0) measured for various values of x in (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I samples, but
we are unable to apply the model consistently for samples with x = 0, .006, and
.012 by varying only the microwave osdllator parameters
f. In particular,

and the filling factor

we cannot establish definite scaling of f with the measured

impurity content nor unambiguously
and residual impurities.

compare the character of Nb impurities

These comments do not necessarily

imply that the

bound collective mode theory fails to describe CDW conductors, espedally

in

light of its success in qualitatively describing the infrared dielectric function of
every CDW material measured
Indeed, the smoothing
4,

so far with reasonable

model parameters.

of the low frequency reflectance

and the mismatch

between

reflectances

generate

errors in a(c0) large enough

described

above.

from the microwave

The difficulties

do indicate,

mode theory is not predictive

materials

without

various types of impurities.

may

to account for the fitting difficulties

collective

an accompanying

and FIR measurements

though,

of the infrared

theory

that predicts

that the bound
features

of CDW

values for a0 for

In Barker's original analysis, 8 the Te, Se, S, and
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Sn impurities
material.

have an extra bound electron with respect to the GaP bulk

The enhancement

the polarizability

_0 can be evaluated using a calculation based on

of a hydrogen

atom, adjusted for the background dielectric

constant of the semiconductor.

In the (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I

though, the niobium impurities

have the same number of valence electrons

as the tantalum
enhance

atoms they replace.

the bulk dielectric

Their polarizability

function

to account

alloys studied here,

may not sufficiently

for the FIR mode.

The

addition of strong impurity pinning atoms such as tungsten into (TaSe4)2I or
niobium into K0.3MoO3 should substantially change the values found for _0.
In addition, other mechanisms
impurity sites.
certain

In particular, Tfitto and Zawadowski

conditions

modulating

may give local perturbations

the

competition

between

have shown that under
the

the amplitude of the CDW near impurities

CDW between

impurities

oE _(c0) bound to

Friedel

oscillation

and the undistorted

gives rise to bound states inside and outside the

gap. 22
An additional

problem

with

the bound

collective

mode

model

concerv, s the value of the filling fraction f. Consider K0.3MoO3. For the pure
material, the fit to e(c0) yields f = 0.2. Given a residual impurity concentration
Ns = 1x1018/cm 3, the radius of the spheres is about 36J_.9 The density of Mo
atomr "_ the crystal is roughly 7x1021 /cm3,
K0.3Mo.985W.01503 is about lxl020/cm
f = 20.

This indicates

the spheres

medium theory is inapplicable.

so the density of W atoms in

3. For the same value of rs, this gives

are highly overlapping

and an effective

The fit of the model for K0.3Mo.985W.0150

requires f = 0.8. Clearly, either rs for the tungsten impurities

3

is much smaller

than rs for the residual impurities, or only a tiny fraction of the incol,'porated
tungsten serves as a local mode site, or the theory is inappropriate
high doping

level, or perhaps all three.

Once again, it proves

for the

difficult

to
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evaluate the validity of the bound collective mode theory unless it is coupled
to a theory predicting

a value for co.

importance of the task of identifying

These considerations

emphasize

specific pinning mechanisms

the

for various

types of impurities.

Conclusion
In this chapter,
reflectance

and the associated

We described
measured

described

the measurement

of the reflectance,

and the use of Kramers-Kronig
These measurements

phason

to low FIR frequencies

mode

They establish

decreases

of the FIR

the correction

errors associated

conductivity.

doped.

the measurement

dielectric function for (Tal-xNbxSe4)2I

values for systematic

procedure,

•

we have

alloy.-.
of the

with the normalization

procedures

to evaluate

the

confirm the shift of the pinned acoustic
when the CDW crystals

that the frequency

are highly

of the FIR mode in (TaSe4)2I

slightly with increasing doping, and that the strength of the mode

does not depend strongly on the density of impurities.
We compared
collective

these

results

with the predictions

mode" model proposed by Degeorgi

theory of FIR modes in polar semiconductors
reproduced

"
,!

and Grfiner 9 and based on a

by A.S. Barker. 8 The theory has

the qualitative features of the FIR conductivity

We found that, witt, reasonable
(Tal-xNbxSe4).,I alloys.

parameters,

of a new "bound

in other materials.

the theory can fit E(0_) for the

On _.heother hand, we could not fit the theory to the

data for both the x = .006 and x = .012 alloys by varying only the parameters
that should depend on the concentration
due to errors in our measured
normalization
the theory.

procedure,
In either

dielectric

of impurities.

This difficulty may be

function caused by the problematic

or it may indicate a fundamental

case, a microscopic

theory

shortcoming

of _0 is needed

in

to fully
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evaluate the applicability of the the bound collective mode theory for charge
density

wave

systems.

measurements

In addition,

on samples

the interpretation

with a variety

require accurate determinations

of dopant

of reflectance

concentrations

of the number of incorporated

will

impurities.

Other types of experiments will be necessary to characterize the various types
of

pinning

at

chemical

impurities,

grain

boundaries,

and

crystal

imperfections.
In the absence of these necessary

supplements

to the bound collective

mode theory and the refinements of the experimental

approach to reflectance

measurements
collective

on doped

mode theory

CDW systems,

qualitatively

data, but it has very little predictive
experiment,

though,

we

reproduces
power.

that the bound

most of the accumulated
A very different

transforms.

difficulties,

The CDW dynamics

or problematic

can be probed

varying the characteristics of the FIR mode, but be fundamentally
underlying
described

pinned

type of

can evaluate the bound collective mode theory without

reference to varying dopant levels, normalization
Kramers-Kronig

conclude

acoustic

in Chapter

phason

6, which

will

mode.

altering the

Such an experiment

conclude

not by

the first portion

will be
of this

dissertation.

T
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Chapter 6
Optical Properties of K0._MoO3 with Pinned and Sliding
Charge Density Waves

Introduction
Charge density waves are historically important because they provided
an intriguing early model for superconductivity:

in principle, a perfectly rigid,

freely sliding density wave would carry current with zero resistance because
its energy would be translationaUy invariant. 1 The model is wrong, of course.
Real charge density waves do not slide freely.
imperfections
proportional

immobilize

them and they resonate

to the impurity concentration.

are not rigid, and the internal excitations
dielectric relaxation at radio frequencies
they

undamped:

manifestation

the

Instead, impurities

finite

width

at a pinning

of the condensate

the

pinning

of the damping of charge density waves.

the crystals flow to compensate
CDW and the condensate

frequency

Moreover, charge density waves
are revealed by

and other phenomena.
of

and crystal

Neither are

resonance

is one

Normal electrons

for regions of internal polarization

also interacts with thermal excitations.

in

of the
Charge

density waves slide, but only when sufficient force is applied, and only with
dissipation.
The amount of dissipation varies with the number of normal electrons
•

that are present
uncondensed

At low temperatures,

electrons becomes exponentially

Fermi surface
experiments

in the material•

is fully

gapped

the number

of

small in materials where the

by the CDW lattice

distortion.

Recent

2"5 in K0.3MoO3, and later6 in TaS3 and (TaSe4)2I show that at

very low temperatures,

idea_ Fr6hlich conductivity

may in fact occur when
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materials

are true insulators

temperatures

with virtually

no free electrons

(R > 1012f_), but current-voltage

differential conductivity
well-defined

measurements

at helium

show that the

increases dramatically if the bias voltage exceeds a

threshhold field ET. Above the depinning threshold, the current

may increase by many orders of magnitude without a measureable
the

bias

voltage.

conductivity"

We

will

call

the

phenomena

or "ideal Fr6hlich conductivity"

only occurs

above

a threshhold

field

"ideal

to emphasize

change in
differential

the fact that it

and not at zero field

as in true

superconductivity.
In this chapter we will present a model of the far infrared properties of
materials with ideal FrOhlich differential
attempt to measure

and the results of an

the optical properties of K0.3MoO3 in its insulating

ideally conducting states.
reasons.

conductivity

The work has fundamental

_irst, it recalls the classic experiment

importance for several

of Glover and Tinkham 7 in

which the oscillator strength within the superconducting
be distributed
associated

above the gap and in the conductivity

with superconductivity.

conductivity:

develops

dc conductivity.

the highly
Second,

insulating

the experiment

of the far infrared conductivity

measurements.

techniques

delta function

A similar effect is expected

shift from the microwave

must occur when

investigation

transforms

gap was shown to
at dc

in FrOhlich

the oscillator strength in the pinned mode is removed from the

gap at Tp, and a further
frequency

and

The reflectance

to calculate e((a).
give

problematic

pinned

mode

CDW state suddenly
constitutes

ali use Kramers-Kronig

The previous chapters have shown
if the

the first

mode not based on reflectance

measurements

results

to zero

measurements

that such

in different

frequency ranges are made on different samples, or at different temperatures,
or
if the measurement
........................

ar)r)aratus
introduce.q sy.qf_rnafic- orrnrg " Thnl_cTh
a:a: ..............................
.....
O ...... rho
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onlyinterpretedby reference

transmittance can
Kramers-Kronig
pinned modes
"

transforms are not used), the signatures of the infrared and
and the shift in oscillator strength

results can be interpreted
the transmittance
sensitive

to particular models of _(c0) (if

in qualitative

terms.

of a CDW compound

test for the bound

collective

to dc are strong, and the

Finally, the measurement

in pinned

of

and sliding states is a

mode theory. 8' 9

When the CDW

slides, it perturbs the bulk dielectric function, and the bound collective mode
develops a distinctive

transmittance signature independent

oi: the parameters

used in the model.
The arguments
sections to follow.

supporting

these three points will be expanded

We will first present a history of experiments

the existence of the ideal Fr6hlich differential conductivity,

in the

that suggest

then discuss our

model for the conductivit 7 of CDW in the pinned and sliding CDW states.
We will calculate the simulated transmittance
sliding

states in the presence

for crystals with pinned and

of an infrared mode.

We will then present

similar calculations for crystals with a bound collective infrared mode rather
than a true dissipative
quite different.
movement

mechanism.

They suggest

of oscillator

signature indicative

The results of the two simulations

transmittance

strength

compare
measured

associated

to dc, and an additional

of the presence of a bound mode.

experimental details of a measurement
"

features

with

the

transmittance

We will present the

of the transmittance

of K0.3MoO3 and

the measured T(o_) to the predicted T(co). Though the changes in the
transmittance

when the CDW depins

are much less prominent

than those predicted by the models, they do suggest that the anticipated
in oscillator strength does in fact occur in one sample.
chapter

are

and the first part of this dissertation

shift

We will close the

with a discussion

of the
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implications

of this attempt and offer suggestions

for improved

and related

experiments.

Evidence for ideal Fr6hlich differential conductivity

in K0.sMoO3

Nonlinear conductivity caused by the depinning of the CDW in NbSe3
was first reported

by Monceau 10 in 1980, and the phenomena

was later

reported in all the other quasi-lD CDW crystals by many other authors.
conductivity

is ohmic below

the threshhold

carried by the normal electrons.

field because

w

The

the current is

The slope of the current-voltage

curve

increases above the threshold voltage as the charge density wave breaks free
of the impurities.
temperature

The threshold

and then increases

field

decreases

again at lower

below

the transition

temperatures.

The first

evidence for ideal Frohlich differential conductivity came in a series of papers
by Mih_ly, Beauch_ne, et al.2"4'6 They showed that two threshhold fields are
actually present in K0.3MoO3. The lower threshold field is the one described
by Monceau.

It corresponds to the depinning and subsequent damped motion

of the charge density wave.
threshold

field

corresponds

disappears.

A second

to the depinning

charge density
increase

Below 48K, the extra conductivity

wave.

threshold

and subsequent

voltage

free sliding

At very low temperatures,

at the threshold

field

by nine

discernable increase in bias voltage.

orders

at the first
of about

motion

2V

of the

the CDW current can
of magnitude

The differential conductivity

with

no

in the ideal

Fr6hlich sliding state exceeds 104f_-lcm-1, though one study indicates that the
differential resistance may be non-zero above 1.25K.5
Similar

sharp

current-voltage

characteristics

are present

tempertures 6 in TaS3 and (TaSe4)2I. The onset of the conducting
within

10-8s of the application

of the bias voltage.

at low

state occurs

The parameters

of the

a
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pinned acoustic phason mode determine the dc dielectric constant.

They are

related to the threshold field by _(oo- 0)ET/en± ~ const in ali the materials (n±
is the number of conducting chains per unit cross section). 6 There have been
"

no studies of the ac conductivity in the sliding state.

Optical properties of crystals with pinned and sliding charge density waves
A. Measured and model conductivities

of K0.3MoO

3

The optical properties of the pinned charge density wave in K0.3MoO3
have been measured

over a wide frequency range at several temperatures

below the Peierls transition. 11"13 The acoustic phason mode dominates
spectrum
powerful

at microwave

FIR frequencies.

infrared

conductivity

model conductivities

resonances

15cm -1, the

near 72cm -1 and 84cm-1.

The

of K0.3MoO3 is presented in Fig. 6-1 along with two

for the pinned and infrared modes.

The open circles in Fig. 6-1a are the microwave
The giant infrared conductivity

conductivity

at 6K.8

resonance is shown as a dashed line with a

peak at about 15cm -1, as initially reported by Travaglini

and Wachter for

crystals at 5K. 13 Other groups 11' 12 subsequently

the center of the

mode
shown
"

Above

infrared mode discussed in Chapters Four and Five is prominent.

There are additional
measured

and low

the

reported

at 22cm-1 and 35cm -1, with a peak conductivity
here.

The samples

in our experiment

within 15% of that

are immersed

in superfluid

helium with T < 2K. We chose to put the peak of our model conductivity
22cm -1 in accordance with the data of Ng et al., also measured
solid line in Fig. 6-1a is a fit to the measured
microwave

and infrared resonances.

conductivity

at

at 2K. The

using separate

The dielectric function is given by:
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Fig. 6-1.

a) Conductivity

of K0.3MoO3 at low temperature.

the microwave

conductivity

Open circles are

at 2K of the pinned acoustic

phason

mode, from Figure 3 of Reference 8; the dashed line represents the
conductivity

of the FIR mode at 5K, from Reference 13. The solid

line is a(co) for a model using two independent

resonances,

with

resonance

and a

parameters given in Table I.

b) Conductivity

for a model

using a microwave

bound collective infrared mode.

'm
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1

(co)= E. +

Sj¢o_

:

ico.

_0 c0_

tj

The resonant frequencie s, strengths,
given in Table 6-I.
conductivity

times of the two modes are

of this chapter,

we will refer to this

fit as the "dual oscillator model"•

in Fig. 6-lb.

Q

for a second model of the infrared

This model is the bound

and

K0.3MoO3
model.

and damping

In the remainder

The conductivity

Degiorgi

(6-1)

Griiner. 8

It describes

with the same microwave

collective infrared
the bulk dielectric
resonance

mode is depicted

mode introduced
function

by

for pure

used in the dual oscillator

The effective dielectric function for the crystal is then:

(co)
= ekCCO)
+

3f(E,(co)
-kCCO))

e.(W) + 2ebulk(C0)
- f (es(C0)- eb./k(C0))

(6-2)

where es(C0)=ebulk(C0)+e0.Parameters

for the filling fraction f and the impurity

enhancement

function

e0 of the dielectric

frequency

and peak conductivity

oscillator

model,

narrowness

but

of the infrared

the bound

oi the infrared

are given

resonance

in Table

6-I.

The

mode match those of the dual

collective

mode

narrow.

The

is typical for fits using the bound

mode

model for ali the charge density wave materials.

is quite

The model predicts

a lower

frequency for the zero crossing of el(co) and the infrared reflectance edge than
those observed.

In addition, we note that while the bound collective

mode

model can often reproduce the qualitative a(co) ii the infrared mode is smaller
than the microwave

mode, the initial reports 12-14 of the infrared modes in

both K0.3MoO3 and (TaSe4)2I show the peak conductivity

of the infrared

mode to be much larger than that of the pinned acoustic phason mode.
our experience,

the bound mode

collective

model

cannot reproduce

In
such
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i,

Table 6-I
Parameters

used in model fits to the conductivity

of K0.3MoO3 at 2K

Dual Oscillator Mode]
Infrared Mode:

(al = 22crn-1

$1 = 1763

zl = .125cm

Acoustic
phason
pinned
CDWmode:

(ao = 2.7cm -1

SO= 22500

to =1.0cre

Acoustic
phason
sliding
CDWmode:

c0_=
4---_- 1.32x1030

m* = 10000

A = 1600cm-1

= 100.

Bound Collective Mode Model
In_ared Mode:

= 1050

Acoustic
phason
pinned
CDWmode:

(ao= 2.7cm-1

SO= 22500

t0 =1.0cre

Acoustic phason mode:
sliding CDW

(o_
4"--_= 1"32x1030

m* = 10000

A = 1600cm-1

_=
s

f = 0.32

100.
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features.

For the remainder

of this chapter,

the conductivity

depicted

in

Fig. 6-1b will be called the "bound collective mode model".
Neither of these models has any oscillator strength at ca = 0; the sample
i

is an insulator.

When a voltage in excess of the threshold voltage is applied

across the sample, the CDW depins and the sample becomes an ideal Fr6hlich
conductor.
oscillator
spectrum.

The conductivity
strength

above threshold is a manifestation

to dc from some

other portion

The dielectric function of the portions

of a shift of

of the conductivity

of a sample that become

conducting should be strongly affected when the charge density wave depins.
The conductivity
calculated

of an ideal Fr6hlich charge density

by Lee, Rice, and Anderson

wave conductor

was

(LRA). 15 The salient features of the

theory were summarized in Chapter Two, and the LRA conductivity

is given

by Eqs (2-5)-(2-7). The parameters used for the plasma frequency rap,the gap A,
and the CDW effective mass m* that characterize the LRA mode are given in
Table

6-I.

The

values

were

taken

from

the

infrared

reflectance

experiments.12, 13 In the next section we will compare the dielectric functions
and transmittances

expected

within

the dual oscillator

samples of K0.3MoO3 with pinned and sliding CDWs.

model

for thin

The subsequent section

will make the same comparison using the bound collective mode model.
B. Pinned

and sliding

CDWs interacting

with an intrinsic

infrared

mode
The real parts _1(c0) and al(ca) of the dielectric function and conductivity
for the dual oscillator model are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 6-2. V_rhen the
microwave

mode is replaced by the Lee-Rice-Anderson

lines in the Figure are the result.

conductivity,

the solid

When the CDW depins, the conductivity

in

the pinned mode shifts to a delta function at co= 0. The dielectric function for
the sliding

CDW no longer has the large positive

static dielectric

constant

ii
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Fig. 6-2

a) Real part of the simulated dielectric function for a sliding CDW
(solid line, Lee-Rice-Anderson
(dashed

line, pinned

conductivity)

microwave

mode).

and a pinned CDW
The infrared

mode is

modeled as an independent resonance.

b) Real part of the simulated ac conductivity for the models in a).
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characteristic of the highly polarizable static CDW. Instead, _1(co) is negative
and diverging

at dc.

For conducting

refraction ft'(00)= _-_)=
•

n + iK,

material

with

then transmittance

complex

index

of

of thin samples

in

vacuum is given by 16

T:
1 + p4 e-4KT!_
In this expression,
wavelength

T1= 2_h/k,

(6-3)

2 p2 e-2KTicos(20+2ml)

where h is the sample thickness

of the incident light.

and k is the

The formulae for the reflection coefficient

p, the phase shift O, and the transmission coefficients _12 and I;23 are given in
the Appendix.
important,

Equation

(6-3) must be modified

when

edge effects

are

that is, when the lateral sample dimension and k are comparable•

The cosine term in the denominator

modulates

the transmittance

with the

familiar Fabry-Perot pattern. The exponential prefactor to the oscillatory term
damps the interference
exceeds

the wavelength

fringes when the optical
of the light.

numerator strongly suppresses

thickness

The same exponential

the transmittance

of the sample
term in the

for materials with negative

or complex ¢(c0).
We simulated

T(00) for thin crystals with pinned and sliding charge

density waves using Eq. (6-3) and the dielectric functions shown in Fig. 6-2.

.

The result is shown in Fig. 6-3, with a dashed line for the pinned

charge

density wave and a solid line for the sliding CDW.

of the

transmittance
refraction.

varies exponentially
Since our models

with the imaginary

only approximate

The magnitude

part of the index of

that value for K0.3MoO3

crystals, we have plotted T(c0) on a logarithmic scale to emphasize the largescale features.

The sample thickness in this simulation

is 20_m, equivalent to

the thickness of the thinnest free standing crystal we were able to make.

-
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Fig. 6-3.

a) Simulated transmittance
condensate
line).

for a thin crystal with a sliding CDW

(solid line) and a stationary CDW condensate

The sliding state is modelled

conductivity
resonance.

and the stationary

b) Relative

using a Lee-Rice-Anderson

state uses a pinned

The infrared mode is an independent

2 shows E(co)and a(co) corresponding

transmittance

with an independent

(dashed

microwave

resonance.

Fig. 6-

to these transmittances.

of the slida_g and pinned

infrared resonance.

CDW states
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Above 10 cm-1, the transmittances
are approximately
dominates

equal because

the opdcai

properties

for the pinned and sliding CDWs

in either

case the infrared

of the sample.

resonance

The transmittances

of the

samples decrease as the ratio of the sample thickness to the light wavelength
increases, and they plummet sharply at 22cm -1 when _1(00) becomes negative.
Below 10cm -1, the transmittances
different.
very

of the pinned and sliding CDWs are quite

At the lowest frequencies,

large, real, positive

coefficient

the crystal with the pinned CDW has a

dielectric

function.

The associated

reflection

is near unity, so the absolute value of the transmittance

is only

about 1%. The first interference peak in T(c0) occurs at about 2cm -1, but the
transmittance
conductivity

quickly

falls at higher

of the pinned mede.

frequencies

due to the increasing

From 3 to 10cm -1 the transmittance slowly

recovers as the pinned mode conductivity

decreases, only to fall again above

10cm-1 as the infrared mode begins absorbing energy.
are present above 3cm-1.
beyond

40cm -1 because

No Fabry-Perot fringes

The crystal remains in the thick-sample
of the finite conductivity

limit well

of the microwave

and

infrared modes.
The

sample

characteristics.
an associated
essentially
crosses

with

a sliding

At zero frequency
negative

zero.

CDW

has

very

different

oFtical

the delta function in the conductivity

divergence

of the real part of E((o), and T(00) is

The transmittance remains strongly suppressed

until _1((0)

zero at about 5cm -1. From 6 to 10cm-1, _1 > 0 and c_1-0.

interference

peaks

develop.

has

The peaks

gradually

die away

Strong
at higher

frequencies as the conductivity associated with the infrared mode grows.
The relative transmittance
Fig. 6-3b.

A signature indicating

clear: at frequencies

T(I>0)/T(I=0)
the presence

for the crystal is plotted

in

of the LRA sliding mode is

below the pinning frequency

the transmittance

for the

a
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crystal with
stationary

CDW should

trnnsmittance

should

fall well short of that for a crystal with

CDW, and at frequencies

relative
•

a sliding

develop

will

be

greatly

in the relative

interference

peaks

in the

suppression

of similar

near and above the pinning
enhanced.

transmittance

transmittance

peaks

frequency

a
the

Moreover,

oscillations

due to prominant

Fabry-Perot

of the

by the pinned

sliding

mode.

mode

These

and

the

oscillations

in

T(I > 0)/T(I - 0) may persist to 10cm -1 and beyond.
C. Pinned

and sliding

infrared

the

waves

giant

particular
with

represents

charge
•
b

and

frequency

wave

begins

bulk dielectric

a bound

collective

pinned

sites.

collectiv_

shifts
to slide.

the denominator

function

changes,

arising

and sliding

mechanism
section

we

dissipative

with

described

the

mechanism

the transmittance

infrared

to a sharply

mode.

mode

of crystals

of any physical

The

of Eq. (6-2) is minimized.
mode

acoustic
line

by a LRA
when

of the infrared
mechanism,

line is

solid

frequency

of the bound

of the

the dashed

is replaced

lower

The frequency

the location

at a

from a perturbation

In Figure 64a,

the pinned

charge

associated

from Eqs. (6-1) and (6-2) for a pinned

is set not by the energy
at which

a true

mode

El(ra) when
mode

previous

with

infrared

a bound

The infrared

this model

with

Here we examine

calculated

the altered

density

crystals

near the impurity

function

mode

of crystals

In the

frequency.

collective

function

the dielectric

mode.

mode.

infrared

dielectric

with

also holds clues about the physical

of CDW

a bound

phason

transmittance

infrared

transmittance

interacting

mode

The infrared
density

CDWs

mode

the
in

but by the
When
shifts.t

the
The

t If the bound collective mode theory proves to be the explanation for the infrared mode, a
similar effect may account for the shift in the infrared resonance from sample to sample and
with varying dopant concentrations and temperatures.
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Fig. 6-4.

a) Real part of the simulated dielectric function for a sliding CDW
(solid line, Lee-Rice-Anderson
(dashed

line, pinned

conductivity)

microwave

mode).

and a pinned
The infrared

CDW

mode

modeled as a bound collective mode.

b) Real part of the simulated ac conductivity for the models in a).

is
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magnitude

of the frequency shift of the infrared mode depends

on the slope

of the bulk dielectric function in the vicinity of the mode, and as the Figure
shows, the shift may be quite pronounced.

In applying the bound collective

mode model to the experiment on (Tal.xNbxSe4)2I alloys in Chapter Five, we
altered the size and frequency of the infrared mode to fit the observed E(co)by

i

changing E0 and f." Here, E0 and f remain the same for a crystal as the charge
density wave depins, and the size and frequency of the infrared mode vary as
_bulk(O) changes.
A more surprising consequence
shown

of the bound collective mode model is

in Fig. 6-4b: the real part of the conductivity

for the bound mode

model is identically zero in the presence of a sliding CDW described by a LRA
theory.

This striking feature follows from Eq.(6-2).

Lee-Rice-Anderson
real.

The conductivity

model is zero inside the gap, so the dielectric function is

At frequencies well below the: resonance associated

polarization

of the

with _e electronic

of the impurity atoms, the sphere dielectric functions

well, and hence ali the terms in Eq. (6-2) are real.

are real as

Thus, _,rithin the bound

mode model, the infrared mode still exists in the dielectric function, but there
is no associated
conductivity

conductivity.

not only destroys

mode, but it also destroys
mode.

This profoundly

The onset

of ideal

the dissipation

the dissipation

Fr6hlich

associated

associated

differential

with the pinned

with the giant infrared

affects the transmittance at frequencies

in the vicinity

of the infrared mode.
We calculated
cases with

simulated

transmittances

as a bound

collective

and _liding
mode.

The

results are shown in Fig. 6-5a as dashed and solid lines, respectively.

The

transmittance

the infrared mode modelled

for the pinned

of the crystal with a pinned CDW and a bound mode is very

similar to the transmittance

for a crystal with a pinned CDW and an intrinsic

,p
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Fig. 6-5.

a) Simulated transmittance for a thin crystal with_a sliding CDW
condensate
line).

(solid line) and a stationary CDW condensate

The sliding

conductivity
resonance.

state is modelled

and the stationary
The infrared

(dashed

using a Lee-Rice-Anderson

state uses a pinned

mode is modelled

mode localized on impurities in the system.

microwave

as bound

collective

Fig. 6-4 shows _(o_) and

a(c0) corresponding to these transmittances.

b) Relative

transmittance

of the sliding

with an bound collective infrared mode.

and pinned

CDW states
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infrared mode.

At high frequencies, T(o_)recovers more rapidly for the bound

mode case. This is primarily due to the reduced width of the bound mode in
comparison to the measured infrared resonance.
low frequency

features of T(w) are reminiscent

with intrinsic infrared mode.

The transmittance

When the CDW slides, the
of those for the sliding case
is small near dc when el < 0,

but strong Fabry-Perot transmittance peaks develop at frequencies below the
infrared mode.
transmittance

The divergent

dielectric function

near the frequency

of the shifted

quickly recovers at higher frequencies
infrared mode, there is no dissipation

strongly

infrared mode,

and approaches

unity.

and _1 is small.

approach

enhancement
collective

unity,

and the minima

should

of T(0o) occurs in the same frequency

infrared

mode

suppresses

the

but T(¢o)
Above

the

Regular interference

peaks occur out to the onset of midgap states or phonons.
maxima

suppresses

The transmittance

exceed

10%.

This

range where the bound

the transmittance

when

the charge

density wave is pinned.
The relative transmittance

of the sliding and pinned CDW states for

the bound mode ;infrared theory are shown as the solid line in Fig. 6-5b. At
low frequencies,

.v > 0)/T(I = 0) is enhanced

mode, and prominent oscillations
sliding state should be present.

for the crystal with a sliding

associated with Fabry-Perot
The situation is qualitatively

for the dual oscillator model, shown for comparison
Figure.
.

At frequencies

predictions:

peaks for the
similar to that

as a dashed line in the

above about 20cm-1, the two models give different

for a dual oscillator

model the relative

transmittance

should

remain constant, while in the bound mode model the relative transmittance
should be greatly enhanced and contain strong oscillations due to undamped
Fabry-Perot

interference.

these predictions.
m

We now turn to an experiment

designed

to test

I
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Measurement of the transmittance of thin samples of K0.3MoO3
A. Preparation of blue bronze crystals.
Many quasi-one dimensional charge density wave materials are fibrous
or fragile, but the sturdy crystals of K0.3MoO3 and Rb0.3MoO3 are well suited
for transmittance

studies.

Single crystals of the blue bronzes often grow in

cubes as large as 1/2cm on a side, and they can easily be cleaved or shaped by
abrasion into thin slabs. We grew large crystals of Ko.3MoO3 by electrolytically
reducing

a melt of K2MoO4

intimately

and MoO3 .17

The starting materials 18 were

mixed in a crucible and then tightly packed into a 10ml pyrex

beaker with platinum electrodes crimped along the sides.
connected
source.

the electrodes

Nichrome

through the walls of a box furnace

wires

to a current

With the current souce off, we slowly heated the beakers in air to

620°C. The powders melt Coa brown liquid at about 560°C. After letting the
melted powders
1°C/rain

mingle for ten minutes, we lowered

to 558°C, just above the recrystallization

the temperature

temperature.

about

We turned

the current source on and adjusted it for 40mA current through the beaker.
The chemical reaction caused violent bubbling in the melt.

As the reaction

proceeded, the flux gradually solidified and the current became erratic.

After

twenty four hours we turned the current source and the oven off and let the
crystals cool slowly to room temperature.
The crystals have a beautiful deep blue-black sheen; they are encased in
a clear yellow flux.

After removing

them and then further

cracked

the beakers from the oven, we cracked

the flux surrounding

hammer.

This technique often preserved

removing

the tough crystallized

the crystals

with a

more intact crystals than gradually

flux with a scalpel or dentist's drill.

prepared thin samples for the transmittance

measurements

We

by mechanically

i
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polishing

them with a Buehler Minimet oscillatory polishing machine.

First,

we cleaved a large crystal to expose a clean fiat face and mounted it face down
with hard sealing wax onto the steel sample holder of the polishing machine.
Most of the bulk of the sample was abraded away by 600grit emery cloth
.

lubricated with water.
A1203 polishing

The final 50_m were removed by a using a 0.05_m

emulsion

mixed with distilled

We carefully monitored

the thickness

Our thinnest

were

samples

water on a soft fabric base.

of the sample

to avoid breaking it.

20_tm thick and the samples

used

in the

measurements reported here are 72_m thick. We removed the sample from
the steel slug by dissolving the wax with warm methanol.
We chemically
NH4OH

polished

the freestanding

and attached contacts to either end.

samples

in a solution

of

The best contacts to the blue

bronzes are typically made by depositing electroplated copper from a saturated
copper sulfate solution.

Our thin crystal slabs, though, were extremely fragile.

The handling

in the electroplating

such contacts.

involved

process

precluded

the use of

Instead, we covered the middle section of the samples

thin aluminum foil and evaporated 2000_k of indium
of the samples.

We tilted the crystal during

onto the exposed

the evaporation

with
ends

to ensure full

coverage of the end surfaces.
Gold lead wires were then attached to the
indium pads using silver paint.
The samples, bolometric

detector, and filters were all mounted on an

insert within a double glass dewar.
.

with

the

samples

immersed

The experiment was performed at 1.5-2K

in superfluid

helium

to ensure

uniform

temperature throughout the crystals. They sat in a rotating brass wheel at the
end

of a light

interferometer.

pipe

connected

to

the

Michelson

Fourier

transform

We attached each sample with rubber cement to a brass disk

covered with insulating

mylar tape.

An aperture through the disk and the
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tape admitted light to the sample.

The gold wires from the sample contacts

were connected to solder pads on the brass disk, and from there via manganin
wires to the electronics

external to the dewar.

The disk and a companion

reference disk with the same aperture were mounted in adjacent positions on
the

sample

wheel.

A

reflectance/transmittance
above the samples.

polarizer

similar

to

those

in

the

apparatus was mounted on the end of the light pipe

The electric field was polarized along the conducting axis

of the crystals. A second brass rotator wheel with infrared low-pass filters sat
between

the samples

and the mylar window

that sealed

the chamber

containing the bolometer.
We measured
fragments
mounted

the transmittance

from a single initial polished

crystal.

samples

that were

The larger sample A was

atop a 1.5mm square aperture, and the smaller sample B covered a

circular aperture with 0.052" diameter.
partway

of two different

through

transmittance

the

sample

that

Sample A had a longitudinal
may

have

enhanced

its

crack

apparent

by leaking some light. The crack certainly impeded a uniform

current distribution in the sample.
We placed a current-limiting
the dewar and connected
We measured

resistor in series with the sample outside

a HP6234A voltage source across the combination.

the applied voltage with a Keithley

177 DVM and monitored

the current with a chart recorder connected to PAR113 amplifier connected
across the current-limiting
case, we slowly increased
voltage,

then increased

resistor.

For measurements

in the sliding

CDW

the bias voltage until the sharp CDW threshhold
the voltage

maintain the desired current.

drop across

the limiting

resistor

to
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B. Results
Figure 6-6 shows the transmittance
quantity

of K0.3MoO3

for sample

A. The

shown is a ratio of the detected spectra for light transmitted through

"

the sample and through the reference aperture.

.

quite low, so the optical loading

on the bolometer

sample replaces the reference aperture.
sensitive

for the sample spectrum

The sample transmittance is
is reduced

The bolometer

when the

is colder and more

than for the reference

spectrum.

The

displayed value of the transmittance has not been corrected for the differences
in bolometer responsivity

and it overestimates

the actual transmittance

by a

factor of about 2. The transmittance decreases with increasing frequency and
it is modulated with periodic interference maxima.
somewhat

The peaks are suppressed

near 40cm -1 and more closely spaced above 50cre -1. These two

features may signal the dissipation

associated

with the infrared mode.

The

interference peaks are suppressed again at 70 and 80cm-1 near the locations of
small modes
general,

at 72 and 84cm-1 in the infrared reflectance

the transmittance

simulations

spectrum.

of sample A is greater than expected

In

from the

portrayed in Figs. 6-3 and 6-5. The Fabry-Perot modulation is also

more prominent than expected.

These features may indicate that the pinned

and infrared modes in K0_3MoO3 have lower peak conductivities

and larger

damping times than assumed in our model.
The threshold voltage of Sample A was 18.1V. We depinned the CDW
"

and set the current at 8 mA. The relative transmittance
the spectrum

of light transmitted

by the sample

shown in Fig. 6-6b is

with the sliding

CDW

normalized by the spectrum of light transmitted by the sample with the CDW
pinned.

The relative transmittance

is 95% from about 20cm-1 out to 250cm-1.

The value falls short of unity, probably because heat dissipated
contacts warms the helium bath and makes the bolometer

at the sample

less responsive.
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Fig. 6-6

a) Measured

transmittance

for a K0.31VloO3sample with a stationary

CDW. The sample is 72_m thick. Heavy optical loading reduces the
bolometer

sensitivity

during

measurements

spectrum, and hence the true transmittance

of

the

reference

is less than that shown

here.

b) Relative transmittance

_I = 8ma)/_I

the CDW is sliding and pinned.

= 0) for the sample when
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The transmittance drops slightly at low frequencies and shows evidence of a
more

pronounced

interference

transmittance

is enhanced.

transmittance

signature

peak,

and

Both these

below

features

for the presence

15cm-1

the relative

are reminiscent

of the LRA mode

of the

in the dual

oscillator mode model.
We repeated the measurements

on the smaller sample B in an effort to

more fully characterize T(0a) at frequencies

below 25cm -1. The current was

limited to 85_A to avoid heating the helium bath. The dc voltage across the
bolometer

(a measure of its temperature)

depinned.

Fig. 6-7 shows the relative transmittance

line represents measurements
line represents
signal

measurements

below 40cm-1. The solid

for a .010" mylar beamsplitter

measurements

for these

remained constant when the CDW

and the dashed

with a mylar beamsplitter

measurements

was

much

lower

.003" thick.

than

that

for the

on Sample A because of the reduced size of the aperture and

the reduced passband of the infrared filters. We partially compensated
reduced signal to noise ratio by alternating measurements
current.

The displayed

spectra.

At the very lowest

diverges

(the divergence

interferograms

The

transmittance

is the average

frequencies,

may

well

with and without

of ten such pairs of

the relative

be caused

for the

by

transmittance
slow

rather than by changes in T(oo)in the sample).

drifts

again
in the

Between 20 and

25cm -1 the interference oscillations are suppressed, perhaps by the presence of
the FIR mode.

The oscillations reform at higher frequencies.

Discussion
Some of the features of the measured transmittances
the features
conductors.

expected

from our modelling

In particular,

are reminiscent of

of LRA conductivity

the measurements

on sample

in CDW

A inaicate

an
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Fig. 6-7

Relative transmittance "/(I = 85_a)/_I

= 0) for a sample of K0.3MoO3

when the CDW is sliding and pinned.
measurements

The solid line represents

from 2-10cm -1 using a 10mil mylar beamsplitter, and

the dashed line represents measurements
rail mylar beamsplitter.

from 8-40cm -1 using a 3

Each line is an average of ten spectra.
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enhanced low frequency transmittance and enhanced Fabry-Perot interference
peaks in the conducting

state above 10cre-1. The spectra for Sample A were

e×_'emely quiet and reproducible, and we believe the effects are real. We do
not see a concurrent enhancement
infrared

mode.

of the transmittance

To the extent that the results

in the region of the

on sample

A reveal the

existence of a LRA mode, they also indicate that the infrared mode is not a
bound collective

mode.

On the other hand, the observations

repeated on sample B. The measurements

could not be

on sample B are less reliable, and

the oscillatory features in the relative transmittance

are comparable in size to

the variations between nominally identical spectra.
In both samples the effects of the presence of a sliding CDW on the
transmittance

are quite small, on the order of a few percent.

The dual

oscillator and bound collective mode models in the initial part of this chapter
predict a much larger perturbation of T(w).
assume

a change in the dielectric

differential conductivity

constant

One problem is that the models
throughout

the sample.

The

of the sliding charge density wave, though, is zero.

Once the CDW in one part of the sample depins, it shunts ali the current and
prevents

a subsequent

voltage rise in other parts of the sample.

If various

sections of the crystal have slightly different threshold voltages, only the first
filament that conducts will have an altered dielectric constant.

Estimates of

the fraction of the crystal volume occupied by the sliding CDW range from
•

1% to more than 50%, but ali authors agree that once the cond_lction begins,
there is no substantial

increase

in the conducting

area once the current

,a

exceeds

1mA. 3' 12 We could perhaps

raise the volume of the sample under

the influence of the current by providing
sample,

or more simply by requiring

through the sample.

multiple current paths through the
the current to trace a sinuous

path

180

Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented
optical properties of K0.3MoO3
potential and slides freely.
nficrewave

oscillator

a simulation

of the change in the

when the CDW breaks free from the impurity
The acoustic phason mode was modelled

and with the Lee-Rice-Anderson

as a

conductivity.

The

giant infrared resonance was modelled as an intrinsic physical oscillator and
with the bound collective
shift in oscillator

mode model.

We found that the signature of the

strength is an enhancement

of the transmittance

in the

vicinity of the pinned mode, and a suppression

of the transmittance near dc,

below the frequency of our FIR measurements.

In addition, we found that if

the LRA mode

accurately models

the shift in oscillator

nature of the infrared mode is also revealed.
surprising
strongly

result for depinned

conductivity.

charge density

The transmittance

then the

The bound mode model gives a
waves:

affects the real part of the dielectric

associated

strength,

the infrared

function,

mode

but there is no

of the crystal should approach

unity, with sharp Fabry-Perot fringes, in the vicinity of the infrared mode.
We have presented measurements
charge
samples.

density

wave

in the pinned

and sliding

In the larger sample, the transmittance

The rise is in general agreement
strength

of the transmittance

rise in the transmittance
characteristic

of T(e0) when

oscillator

in the vicinity of the infrared mode that would be

polarization near the impurity sites.

compromised

is enhanced below 15cm -1.

We do not see the concurrent

of a bound infrared mode associated

for a second sample.

states for two different

with the models

shifts from the pinned mode to dc.

of K0.3MoO3 with the

with additional

The observations

electronic

could not be repeated

The quality of the spectra for the latter sample

by the small sample size, the low signal-to-noise

was

ratio at low

181
frequencies, and possibly by the small current through the sample.
our measurements
strength,

on the larger sample are suggestive

we cannot

claim

the that the shift

Though

of a shift in oscillator

has been

unambiguously

w

demonstrated.
b

The changes in the transmittance of these samples are at the

very limits of our experimental

sensitivity.

The transmittance

experiments

could be improved by using larger samples or a brighter infrared light source.
The influence of the moving CDW on the optical properties may be enhanced
by applying multiple contacts to the sample and depinning
of the crystal simultaneously.

separate sections
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Chapter 7
Introduction to the Isotope Effect

Variation of transition temperature with isotopic mass
The spectacularly high transition temperatures of the newly discovered
classes

of oxide

superconductivity

superconductors 1"3 have resulted in suggestions
in these materials may be fundamentally

from that of "conventional"

superconductors.

that the

very different

The Bardeen Cooper Schrieffer

(BCS)4, 5 theory of phonon-mediated

electron pairing mar not be aaequate to

explain

these

superconductivity

within

new

materials.

._hapiro

step

experiments 6 on Lal.85Sr0.15CuO4 and YBa2Cu3OT, which exploit intrinsic ac
Josephson effects within polycrystalline
a fundamental
Although

specimens, have clearly indicated that

charge q = 2e is associated

with the superconducting

most researchers believe that this result demonstrates

pairing does occur, the specific pairing mechanism

state.

that electron

(phonon or non-phonon)

is generally considered to be an open question.
In Chapter 8 we will present details of a careful measurement
oxygen isotope effect in YBa2Cu307-8.
about the contribution
chapter ser:es

of phonons

as an introduction

The measurement

in the formation
to this experiment.

gives information

of Cooper

then give an extensive

overview

of previous

coefficient ez in the oxide superconductors.
contradictory

results

measurements

by systematic

the

research and
of the isotope

Previous experiments

and have been plagued

pairs; this

We will discuss

historical role of isotope effect experiments in superconductivity
"

of the

have given
errors.

The

experiment to be discussed in Chapter 8 was designed to greatly reduce such
errors, and our results set the tightest error limits on c_reported for any oxide
superconductor.
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The dependence
isotopic

of the superconducting

transition

temperature

Tc on

mass M in the host lattice has been one of the most revealing

phox_on-mediated
elemental

pairing.

mercury

provided

The original

showed

that

one of the important

superconductivity.

According

isotope

Tc-M-a,

clues

with

which

to the simple

tests for

effect

experiments

o_ = 0.5.

This

resulted

7' 8 in

discovery

in the BCS theory

BCS model,

of

Tc is given by

1
kBTc=1.13 hOODe N(0)V
where

N(0)

strength

is the (constant)

of the attractive

density

interaction

and CaD is the Debye frequency,
mediate
varies

the interaction.

treated

_. and

separately

between

an upper

Tc is directly

as M -0-5 in an ideal

interaction

of states

at the Fermi

V is the

of the Cooper

pair,

cutoff energy

for the phonons

that

solid.

to CaD, which

When

interelect_on

in a two-square-well

level,

members

proportional

harmonic

the renormalized

(7-1)

the

Coulomb

model 9 within

in turn

electron-phonon
repulsion

BCS theory,

_* are

(z takes the

form

[

cz = 12 1 - _. _ _* / ]
It may
this

be reduced

model

from

o_ cannot

0.5 and

be greater

assume
than

(7-2)

negative
+0.5.10

values.
Indeed,

However,
isotope

within

studies

in
o

conventional

superconductors

find

(cz-uranium).

11

for zirconium

value
well

is consistent
model

using

superconducting

Interestingly,
with

cz ranging

phonon-mediated

values
properties

and

electron

of _* and _. calculated
of the individual

from

0.5 (mercury)

ruthenium,
pairing

from

materials.

to -2.2

(z _--0. This

in the two square

the normal

state

and
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Background of high-Tc isotope studies
The first isotope studies on high-Tc oxide superconductors
"

isotope

substitution

experiments

Batlogg et al.12' 13 substituted

performed

were oxygen

on the YBa2Cu30 7 structure.

180 isotopes in YBa2Cu307

and in EuBa2Cu307

by heating samples to 550 ° C in vacuum, removing approximately
oxygen, and heating again in an 180 2 atmosphere.
the 160 had been substituted
backscattering spectroscopy.

with

180,

After 3 cycles, 74%:t:7%of

as determined

shift of a = 0.0_.02.

data and therefore set a limit

A Raman line at 500 cm -1 that was

assigned 14 to the O(1) site which bridges the inequivalent
isotope shifts of about 4% demonstrating
modes

were

isotope

by Rutherford

They observed resistive shifts of-0.3K to -0.4K in

Tc, but observed no shifts in the magnetization
on the isotope

10% of the

shifted.

Cu atoms gave

that at least some of the phtmon

Bourne et al. 15 substituted

180 for 160

YBa2Cu30 7 by heating a sample at 950oc in an 180 atmosphere.

An identical

heat treatment was performed in 160 on another sample derived
same

parent

pellet.

The oxygen

temperature-programmed-desorption
total oxygen

isotope

content

in

from the

was measured

with

and with 50% (random) rel_oval of the

content, 90% of the desorbed

oxygen

was found to be 180.

Within an experimental uncertainty of £-0.3K, no isotope effect was observed
in both magnetization

and resistivity measurements,

yielding o_= 0.0 4-0.027.

Leary et al. 16 reported a finite oxygen isotope shift in YBa2Cu30 7. Using
,w

a gas exchange technique similar to that of Bourne et al., they obtained 180
enrichments
desorption),

of 73% to 90% (determined
and identified

shifts in Tc of-0.3K

by thermally

programmed

to -0.5K from magnetization

data. The shifts in Tc were reversed in one sample and partially reversed in a
second

sample

by re-substituting

160 for the 180.

The same group later

188
reported magnetization
for 67% 180
determined

data 16 suggestive of 180 isotope shifts of-0.5K to -0.9K

enrichment,

yielding

by this group

a = 0.07 to 0.12.

lie outside

The isotope

the original

shifts

error limits

set by

Batlogg et al. and Bourne et al.

"

Morris et al. 17 attempted

to reduce the error limits of the oxygen

isotope effect in YBa2Cu3OT. Since an applied magnetic
substantially
values

field was found to

increase the measured transition width, they used applied field

of only 30e

during

the magnetization

measurement.

A high

temperature gas exchange technique was again used to substitute 180 for 160.
After measuring

the Tc's, the isotope

species

of the two samples

were

reversed with another high temperature gas exchange treatment and the Tc's
were again determined.

With 180 isotope enrichments of approximately

88%

(estimated from sample weight changes), o_was found to be 0.019"_.005.

i'he

error limits were estimated from variations
susceptibility
annealing

vs. temperature

curves and from variations

on YBa2Cu30 7.

(determined
initially

between

the two

runs.

Lopdrup et al. 18 also performed
studies

in ATc at different points in the

Samples

by thermally

gas phase oxygen

containing

programmed

isotope

up to 95% 180

desorption

exchange

enrichment

measurements)

were

reported 18 to have Tc's as much as 1K lower than the corresponding

160 samples, but subsequent

work 19, 20 revised these shifts to about-0.2K,

again giving (z=0.02. One sample prepared with 98% enriched 180 2 gas was
found to have 97% 180 enrichment.
i,

Reports have also emerged of extremely

large oxygen isotope shifts in

YBa2Cu30 7. Ott et al21 prepared oxygen isotope enriched YBa2Cu30 7 samples
by dissolving

Y, Cu,

and BaC160 3 in 180 or 170

enriched

HNO 3.

The

resistive midpoint transition temperatures were 93K for the 160 samples, 77K

189
for samples with 170, and 59K for samples with 95% 180. The sample quality
decreased

dramatically

measurements

showing

with decreasing

Tc's, with magnetic

susceptibility

transition widths of 40K or more for the lower Tc's.

"

A brief heat treatment in 160 increased Tc from 59K to 77K for an 180 sample

J

and from 77K to 90K for an 170

sample.

The large Tc shifts reported

by

Ott et al. correspond to (z = 3.5.
In YBa2Cu307,
other atomic sites.

isotope experiments have also been performed
In general these experiments

on the

are less easily controlled

since it is not possible to reversibly exchange isotopes on the Y, Ba, or Cu sites
for a given sample. A new sample must be prepared for each isotopic species.
Bourne et al. 22 prepared

YBa2Cu30 7 with different

Ba and Cu isotopes

through a solid-state reaction process using Y203, BaCO3, and CuO.
was used

to dissolve

transitions.

and mix the precalcined

powder

to yield

CuO with 99.6% 65Cu and CuO with 99.7% 63Cu were

one pair of samples;

HNO 3
sharp

used for

BaCO 3 with 78.8% 135Ba and BaCO3 with 99.7% 138Ba

were used for another pair of samples.

Through resistivity

measurements

the isotope shift was determined to be less than 0.2K for Cu ((z = 0.0 :!:.07) and
less than 0.1K for Ba (0_= 0.0 +.1). Quan et al.23 placed similar bounds on the
isotope

•

shift for Cu (ATc = 0.0 :i: 0.2K) using both a.c. susceptibility

resistivity

to characterize

confirmed

by Vasiliev et al. 24' 25 Hidaka et al. 26 studied the effects of 134Ba

(85% pure)

substitution

the transition,

for naturally

inductive technique, they determined

and the value

and

occurring

has also been

Ba (70% 138Ba). With an

that there was no isotope shift within

0.15K.
Although no experiments
in YBa2Cu307,
elements

have been reported for different Y isotopes

the Y site has been substituted

by a host of other rare earth

with very different masses. 27 Some Tc dependence

on rare earth

190
species is observed, but there is no correlation between Tc and the ion mass.
Hence no obvious isotope effect is observed.

Isotope studies in other high-Tc superconductors
Oxygen isotope studies have also been performed
from the YBa2Cu30 7 structure.

on several high-Tc

oxides

distinct

For Lal.85Sr0.15

Cohen

et al., 28 Batlogg et al., 29 Faltens et al., 30 zur Loye et al., 31 and

t

CuO 4,

Bourne et al.32 have reported significant shifts for 70%-80% 180 enrichment
corresponding to o_between 0.1 and 0.2. For Lal.85Ca0.15 CuO4, zur Loye et al.
report shifts of -_.3K to -1.6K with 75% 180 enrichment,
0.90; the same group has reported oxygen

isotope

similar large values of (z for BaPb0.75Bi0.2503.

yielding

o_= 0.73 to

shifts corresponding

to

Values of (z greater than 0.5

have never before been observed for any superconductor,

and such values are

inexplicable

of the value of Tc.

Batlogg

within conventional

BCS theory, regardless

et al., 33 on the other hand, report (z = 0.22.-t:.03 for oxygen

substitution

isotope

in BaPb0.75Bi0.2503.

Recent studies of oxygen isotope substitution

in Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O indicate

o_= 0.026 and 0.048 for the Tc - 110K and Tc = 85K phases, respectively. 34 In
the copper-free
This relatively

perovskite system

(Ba,K)BiO3, Tc = 30K and o_= .35-.41. 35, 36

large value of the isotope shift indicates

that the pairing is

mediated by phonons in this material.
a,

Conclusion
I,

Despite much work, the determination
magnitude

of the isotope effect in most high-Tc oxide superconductors

an important area of research.
producing

of more precise estimates of the

sufficiently

is still

Part of the difficulty in achieving this goal is in

well-characterized

samples

with

sharp

and

191
reproducible

transitions.

Some

ambiguity

may

even

arise

from

the

interpretation of the data. For example, in deducing the finite oxygen isotope
shift of -0.5K in YBa2Cu30 7, Leary et al. 16 compare
"

magnetization

curves

which differ by the quoted amount near the transition onset, but cross near
the transition midpoint (suggestive

of a zero isotope effect with large error

bars).
Reliable determination of (z with small error limits necessitates
control of sample preparation, measurement,
following

chapter,

we present

a study

and data interpretation.

of the oxygen

isotope

careful
In the

effect

in

YBa2Cu30 7 in which we have attempted to lower the error limits for each of
these contributions.
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Chapter 8
Measurement of Finite Filamentary and Bulk Isotope Effects in YBa2Cu30 7

"

Introduction

.

Recently,

several

superconductors.

studies

The first

substitution in YBa2Cu307,

have

examined

experiments

isotope

1"3 involved

effects

in oxide

oxygen

isotope

and found no or very little shift, with a = 0.0±.03.

This small value of a is not easily explained within the standard two square
well model if Tc-90K,
mechanism.

and is thus suggestive

of a non-phonon

pairing

Later studies, 4"6 on the other hand, indicated that for oxygen

isotope substitution in YBa2Cu3OT, a might be as large as 0.12, or even greater
than 3.5. Hence, the findings to date are contradictory.
mechanisms

yield

different

values

of a,

Since different pairing

it is important

to establish

the

magnitude of the isotope shift.
In this chapter, we report on a detailed study of the oxygen
effect in YBa2Cu3OT, where up to 94% of the 160 in the sample was
by 180.7 Multiple cross-exchanges
quality sample/control
mass.

replaced

of oxygen isotopes were performed in high

pairs to eliminate Tc shifts not associated with isotopic

Time dependent

temperatures

isotope

effects were also studied

for various isotopically

substituted

by monitoring

transition

samples

over a period of

isotope

effect

five months.
"
4

We find
YBa2Cu30 7.
O_bulk =

that a small
Magnetic

but finite

measurements

0.019"2:.004. Resistivity

oxygen
indicate

measurements

above the bulk superconducting
associated

with the filamentary

transition

samples

occuring one to two Kelvin

temperature.

superconductivity

in

that for the bulk material

in freshly prepared

show evidence for filamentary superconductivity

occurs

The isotope

shift

is similar to but slightly

196
larger than the bulk shift: O_fiI ---0.028+.003.
filamentary

superconductivity

bulk transition temperature

The transition

temperature

is not stable, but decays smoothly
over a period of several months.

studies, 1"3'8, 9 but are inconsistent

toward the

Our observed

values of (z are within the error limits of several previous YBa2Cu30
isotope

for

7

oxygen

with other findings. 4"6 We show

that our values of (z cannot be explained within a standard three dimensional
phonon-mediated

pairing

model,

and

we

examine

other

possible

mechanisms.

Experiment
A.Sample preparation
Polycrystalline

samples of YBa2Cu30 7 were produced by the solid state

reaction of high purity (99.999%) powders
grinding

of Y203, BaCO3, and CuO.

was done in an agate mortar in a nitrogen

maintain high purity and to reduce the deleterious

All

filled glove box to

effects of water vapor.

The precalcining and subsequent sintering heat treatments used gold foil as a
substrate

to minimize

contamination.

The mixed powders

were heeted to

850°C, held for 15 hours, then cooled over 8 hours to room temperature.

The

resulting blackened powder was reground and calcined at 930°C for 15 hours
then cooled to room temperature over 9 hours.
pelletized,

This powder was reground,

and sintered at 930°C for 15 hours then cooled over 9 hours.

After

the final heat cycle the pellets were stored with a desiccant, P205, in vials and
the vials were kept in an evacuated desiccator.
Samples

of YBa2Cu30 7 produced

by the above

procedure

characterized by magnetic susceptibility and dc resistivity measurements.
were typically

near 92K with

sharp transitions.

widths were 2-3K, with 50% Meissner signals.

Full magnetic

were
Tc's

transition

197

B. Isotope exchange and measurement
The isotope
diffusion

_.nd resistively.

inhomogeneities
species)

was achieved

with a high-temperature

gas

technique and after each exchange the samples were characterized

magnetically

st

exchange

technique

To reduce the effects of a._y existing sample

in the initial samples

introduced

during

or differences

the high temperature

(unrelated to isotopic
process,

we

designed an experimental procedure which averaged out such deviations.

As

outlined

in Fig. 8-1, four YBa2Cu307

weights

were chosen

exchanges.
resistive

Within
tests

exchange

pellets (two pairs) of near identical

and each pellet underwent

several

oxygen

isotope

each pair, one sample

was designated

primarily

for

(Ra or Rb) and one sample

was designated

primarily

for

magnetic tests (Ma or Mb).
During the isotopic exchange,

the samples were placed on platinum

boats in identical quartz tubes. The quartz tubes were placed side-by-side and
equidistant

from the coils of a small tube furnace.

coupled to similar s_atic gas reservoirs
(occasionally

98%) enriched

The quartz tubes were

containing 99.99% pure 160 and 95%

1"80, respectively.

At room temperature

the

pressures in the two reservoirs were 740 torr and during the exchange,

they

would rise to 750 torr. In each of the first three exchanges,

the samples were

heated to 950°C over 2 hours, held for 10 hours, cooled to 300°C over 9 hours,
-

then cooled in the oven to room temperature.

In on,

iest, the 160

and 180

gases were switched between reservoirs to ensure that no asymmetries existed
in the isotope exchange apparatus; n:ne were found.
After each exchange, a small chip was removed from each of the two
samples desJ.gnated for resistaztce measurements

(Ra and Rb). The chips were

mounted

measure_ient

in the standard

four probe resistance

coPfiguration

198

Fig. 8-1.

Schematic of 160 and 180 isotope exchange. R and M refer to
samples used for resistive and magnetic tests, respectively.
Subscripts differentiate between different samples and superscripts
refer to the last exchange that the sample has undergone.

The

numbers in parentheses refer to the associated curves in Figs. 8-2
and 8-3.
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with silver paint contacts, and placed side-by-side

on a solid copper probe in

close proximity to a calibrated diode thermometer.

The samples were cooled

with a helium gas flow system.

The resistance versus temperature curve for

each sample did not change when the sample positions
were interchanged,
probe.

indicating negligible

Each resistance measurement

on the copper probe

thermal gradients

across the copper

at a given temperature

was performed

with forward and then reversed dc current (typically 1mA) to ensure freedom
from thermal

EMF's.

We measured

the magnetic susceptibility

M b) using a modified
unmodified

(usually of samples Ma and

S.H.E. model VTS-805 SQUID magnetometer.

form, the instrument

measures

the magnetic

In its

moment

of a

sample by passing it slowly through a pair of coils coupled to the SQUID, a
process that takes about 25 seconds.
controller stabilizes

the temperature

computer

the moment

sample

averages

through the coils.

For a given measurement,

a proportional

of a flowing exchange

gas and then a

measured

during five such cycles of the

Though the gas temperature

remains within

a

threshold range of the target temperature set by the operator, the temperature
does drift and may oscillate by as much as 0.51< during the several minutes of
data accumulation.
sample
with

temperature
greater

configuration.
stabilized

The modifications

in the magnetometer

to be regulated with greater precision

accuracy

than possible

with

the

allowed

the

and determined

standard

magnetometer

To remove temperature gradients within the sample tube, we

the system at a temperature slightly above the transition for thirty

minutes.

A computer

controlled

(0.01K/min.)

for the

magnetization

typically 12 times per .1 degree.

that the temperature

samples

the slow

downward

in the magnetometer

of the samples

temperature

drift

and recorded

their

Subsequent tests have verified

was accurate to 0.05K and repeatable

m

201
between

runs to 0.03K.

calibrated

before

superconducting
well below
,

The magnetic

each run by measuring
tin sphere.

the transition,

magnetization
susceptibility

field was typically

2-30e

the magnetization

The susceptibility

and was
of a small

of a given sample at T = 40K,

varied by as much as 10% between

measurements

due

to

flux-trapping

effects,

repeated
but

curves for any given sample at higher temperatures

were found to be repeatable.

the

near Tc

Samples Ma and Mb were kept intact throughout

the series of isotopic exchanges and magnetic measurements
from changing the geometrical demagnetization

to avoid errors

factors for the samples.

We determined the isotopic content of the samples both by measuring
the weight change caused by the exchange and by the more accurate method
of Laser-Assisted

Ion Mass Analysis (LIMA). In 'abe LIMA technique, a 4eV

laser vaporizes and ionizes a small portion of the _ample. Constituents
resulting

plasma

are driven through

of the

a time of flight spectrometer,

thus

determining (within approximately 1 or 2% accuracy) relative isotopic content
of the sample.
surface,

The samples were examined at differen_ !ocarions across their

and as a function

inhomogeneous

of depth

isotopic enhancement

into the bulk.

was found.

No

evidence

for

For analysis 15urposes, we

shall use the LIMA results for the isotopic enrichment, which agree to within
-10% with those determined by sample weight changes.

"
•

Results
Fig. 8-2 shows the results of resistive and magnetic
the pure and isotopically

measurements

for

exchanged YBa2Cu30 7 samples. Withh_ the Figure,

Graphs (0) show R(T) and x(T) for the samples as initially prepared.

Graphs

(1)-(3) show resistive and magnetic data for the sample sets following the first,
second, and third exchanges, respectively

(see Fig. 8-1).

Ideally, the sample

202

Fig. 8-2.

Resistance vs. temperature for samples Ra and Rb, and
magnetization

vs. temperature for samples M a and Mb: (0)

immediately after initial preparation of the samples; (1) after the
first isotopic exchange; (2) after the second exchange; (3) after the
third exchange.
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data plotted together should be identical in (0), and the curves for 160 and 180
enriched pellets in (1) should reflect directly any oxygen isotope shift.

The

curve for a given sample would then be expected to switch between the 160
and 180 positions in subsequent frames after each isotope exchange step. This
ideal situation is not realized in Fig. 8-2 because the initial samples already
show slightly different Tc's. Nevertheless,
magnetic measurements

for each sample, both resistive and

exhibit a clear pattern of oscillation between a higher

value of Tc for 160 enrichment and a lower value of Tc for 180 enrichment as
one progresses from graphs (0) to (3).
Tables 8-I and 8-II summarize
from the data illustrated in Fig. 8-2.

the isotope

shift information

drawn

For resistance samples Ra and Rb, the

transition temperature was taken to be the temperature midway between the
temperatures

where the sample resistance was 90% and 50% of the normal

state resistance at 95.05K.

For magnetization

samples Ma and Mb measured

after the second or third exchange, the transition temperature was taken to be
the

temperature

magnetization
at 89.55K.

midway

between

the temperatures

where

was 10% and 50% of the superconducting
The onset temperature

of the transition

the

sample

state magnetization

for the magnetization

samples after only one exchange is about a degree lower than the onset after
the samples had further exchanges; the transition temperatures
exchange
samples.

were accordingly

normalLzed

after the first

to 88.45K for the magnetization

We chose not to normalize the magnetization

measurements

to the

values of the magnetic moment at lower temperatures

because flux trapping

was found

below

to contaminate

temperature.
transition

Using

temperature

to its transition

the measurements

these definitions

well

the transition

of Tc, Table 8-I gives the change in

for each sample after each isotopic exchange

temperature

before the exchange.

relative

The change in transition

d

205

2O6
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temperature

could in principle be due to both an isotope

annealing cycle; by subtracting the change in transition

effect and the

temperature for the

180 sample from the change for the 160 sample the effects of the annealing
"

cycle are canceled.

The relative Tc shift must be divided by two for the second

J

and third exchanges to obtain the net shift since these are cross exchanges.
The spread is the variation of the relative Tc shift over half the transition
width according to the above definitions.

(A small spread corresponds to the

two R(T) or M(T) curves for the samples being virtually parallel over most of
the width

of the transition.)

The results

of the LIMA measurements

of

isotopic enrichment are also shown in the table.
The resistive

and magnetic

exchanges

are most appropriate

exchanges

are both cross-exchanges,

data taken after the second
for extracting

a net isotope

and third
shift.

The

and the data reveal sharp transitions and

consistent 180 isotope enrichments of approximately 80%. From Table 8-I we
determine

from resistance

YBa2Cu30 7 of-0.25+.02K,
of-0.17+.03K.

measurements

a net oxygen

and from magnetization

In the discussion

isotope

measurements

shift in
a net shift

section below, we extrapolate these shifts to

full oxygen isotope substitution and determine corresponding values of (z.
After the three isotope

exchanges

discussed

above,

two additional

exchanges were performed to increase the relative 180 contenf, e__a particular

-

specimen

(sample

sequences

are also shown in Fig. 8-1.

enriched

Ra) as much

as possible.

The additional

In the fourth

exchange,

exchange
the-95%

180 from the third exchange experiment was reused in the 180 arm

of the exchange apparatus,

and the samples were held at 950°C for 25 hours

and cooled to 300°C over 9 hours.

In the fifth exchange,

the samples were

held at 950°C for 40 hours before cooling to 300°C over 9 hours, and the purity
of the 180 exchange gas was increased

to 98% enrichment.The

results of the
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fourth and fifth exchanges are shown in Fig. 8-3, together with the results of
the third exchange. The third exchange data, Fig. 8-3, graph (3), correspond
84% enrichment

of the 180 sample.

sample after the fourth exchange
fifth exchange.

The isotopic

enrichment

for the 180

was increased to 91%, and to 94% after the

Fig. 8-3 shows a similar isotope shift between

samples following

the fourth and fifth exchanges

the third exchange.

to

160 and 180

as was observed following

This suggests that the few 160 atoms which remain in the

YBa2Cu30 7 lattice in a typical 180 substitution

experiment

do not by some

unusual mechanism mask a large intrinsic isotope shift.
The data of Figs. 8-2 and 8-3 also illustrate interesting
phenomena.

Although

the isotope exchanges

time dependent

and measurements

of Fig. 8-2

were all performed within several weeks of ti_e initial sample synthesis,
measurements

the

described in Fig. 8-3 span a period of five months. In Fig. 8-3,

the data in graph (3) were recorded on fresh samples, two weeks after initial
synthesis.

The data of graphs (4) and (5) were recorded six weeks and five

months after initial synthesis,
Fig. 8-2 shows
determined

that the superconducting

resistively

is consistently

than that determined
identify the magnetic
material.

magnetically

magnetization

resistive

superconductivity

superconducting

between

transition

transition

as representing

transitions

temperature

one and two Kelvin higher

for the corresponding

transition temperature

The higher

filamenta,'y

respectively.

are taken

sample.

We

Tc for the bulk

as evidence

for

above Tc(bulk). Fig. 8-3 shows that the bulk

temperature

is relatively

time independent:

graphs (3) and (5) have nearly identical onset temperatures

a given isotope, even though the measurements

the
for

were taken 5 months apart.

On the other hand, the resistance data of Fig. 8-3 show a steady decrease in Tc
with Eme. For example, the 160 sample has a Tc near 94K in graph (3), and a

209

Fig. 8-3.

Resistive and magnetic transitions of oxygen exchanged samples: (3)
after third exchange, one week after initial production of the
samples; (4) after fourth exchange, one month later; (5) after fifth
exchange, five months after initial production.

The magnetization

measurement (3) was performed on samples Ma3 and Mb3 while (5)
was performed on ,_amples Ra5 and RbS.

210

Resistance

Magnetization

211
Tc near 92K in graph (5).
ma.gnetically

for the s_me specimen.

superconductivity
"

The later Tc corresponds

is time dependent

to that determined

This indicates

that the filamentary

and disappears

after several months.

The resistive and magne_c transition temperatures coincide thereafter.
Apparently

resistive

material (estimated

from our magnetic

fraction of the specimen)
and undergoes

measurements

near Tc test a small portion of the
data to be less than 0.3% volume

which is compositionaUy

"degradation"

different from the bulk

faster than the bulk.

Over the span of 5

months,

the bulk properties remained constant while the resistive transition

shifted

steadily

downward.

superconductivity
such as those
boundaries.
filamentary

It seems

likely

that

the

filamentary

is restricted to regions of high oxygen or impurity mobility
between

grains

or within

a small

distance

Figs. 8-2 and 8-3 and Table 8-I show,
superconductivity

experiences

of the grain

however,

that the

an oxygen isotope shift similar to

that of the bulk YBa2Cu30 7 and that the relative shift remains constant in
time.

Discussion
A. Calculation of o_
The results of our oxygen isotope cross-exchange
in Fig. 8-2 and Table 8-I unequivocally
"

superconducting

demonstrate

experiments described
a small but finite

transition temperature shift between 160 and 180 samples of

YBa2Cu30 7. The calculation of the appropriate (z for full oxygen substitution
from the observed Tc shifts is not immediately
our experiments
oxygen constitutes

obvious for two reasons.

First,

did not achieve 100% 180 replacement for 160, and second,
only 54% of the total number of atomic sites in YBa2Cu30 7.

212
100% oxygen
addressed

isotope

when

replacement.

comparison

The second

is made between

complication

our measured

must

be

o_ and that

predicted by various models.
Of the four inequivalent
one (O(1)) is singly occupied
occupied.

oxygen sites within the YBa2Cu30 7 unit cell,
and three (O(2), 0(3),

It is desired to extrapolate the measured

(and rx) which would

occur with complete

and 0(4))

are doubly

Tc shift to an effective shift

substitution

at each of the four

sites. For each site, there wiU be a different shift of the transition temperature
with complete

160 to 180 exchange.

If there were non-uniform

substitution

of oxygen atoms, then a site on which T c were particularly dependent could be
left unsubstituted.

For the chain site(O1) to be left unsubstituted,

the sample

must contain less than 86% 180, and for any other site, no more than 72%
could be exchanged.
and fifth exchanges,
substituted.
incomplete

With our 91% and 94% exchange achieved in the fourth
at least half of any particular

From the constancy
substitution

of the relative

is not a serious

site must have

shifts,

concern

we deduce

in our isotope

been
that
shift

determination.
At least two methods can be used to extrapolate the measured Tc shifts
to 100% isotopic substitution.

In one method,

one assumes that the mass that

enters into Tc _ M-a is in fact an average over ali similar sites; thus, for 75%
180 substitution, a mass of 17.5 is used. Alternatively,
by the isotopic ratio, (# of 180 atoms)/(Total
the shift to 100% substitution.

one can divide the shift

# of oxygen atoms), to normalize

In practice, these two methods

differ in the

calculated value of o_by only a few percent, less than the typical experimental
error. Here, we use the latter method.
To determine
obtained
_

from

o_ for the bulk material,

_magnetic

mea_urp.m_nt._
....................

at

we use the averaged
ar_r_rnxirnatplv
JL" ,1" ....

J

_tf_
.....

shift
18(")
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enrichment:

AT c ----0.17+.03K,

with Tc -__.
92K.

This leads to an effective

YBa2Cu307 oxygen isotope exponent of O_bulk ---0.019-2:.004.
for similar 180 enrichment
"

filamentary

superconductivity

Tc ---94K, we find
material

yield an oxygen

isotope

in YBa2Cu30

and that for the filamentary

data

effect relevant

to the

From AT c - -0.25+.02K

7.

Hence the isotope

O_fiI ---0.028±.003.

The resistive

regions

and

effect for the bulk

are very similar,

and this

suggests that the bulk and filamentary regions are structurally similar.

Our

value of abulk lies within the original error limits set by Batlogg et al.1"2 and
Bourne et al.3 for oxygen isotope substitution
gives

a

graphic

summary

of

oxygen

in bulk YBa2Cu30

isotope

effects

7.

Fig.

reported

8-4
for

YBa2Cu3OT.prior to the completion of this experiment.
Interpretation of the isotope shift is less straightforward
than for elemental
cause

anomalous

solids.
changes

example, substitution

Anharmonic

for compounds

and zero point motion effects can

in Tc upon isotopic

substitution.

In PdH, for

of D or T for H results in a substantial increase in Tc

and a large negative value for a. 10"12 Even in the absence of these effects, the
meaning of (z in the relationship Tc_M-a is not obvious. In superconducting
compounds,

e_ is conventionally

expressed as (z = _

M i is the mass of the atom in the ith position
different
ways,
•

lattice positions

the various

contribute

o_i are unlikely

and Tc _ I'IMi'ai where

within

to the phonon
to be equal.

the unit cell.
spectrum

Since

in different

To perform a theoretical

calculation of (zi, it would be necessary to know how each lattice site affects
each portion of the phonon
binding
assuming

the electrons.

spectrum

and which

More simply, an effective

phonons

are active

o_' can be calculated

in
by

an equal scaling of ali atomic masses Mi by a factor y:.Mi' ---vMi.

The phonon

spectrum will then scale in frequency as co'--0)/71/2

, and the

resulting shift in Tc can be used to define o_'= -AlnTc/AlnM - -AlnTc/lny.

The

214

Fig. 8-4.

Graphical plot of the reported values of the oxygen isotope
exponent (z in YBa2Cu30 7. The appropriate reference is noted
alongside the first author of a particular experiment.
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above definition of

ensures

cti

that in the limit of infinitesimal

mass changes,

ct' -----_cti"

In the particular

case of oxygen substitution

at the four inequivalent

sites in YBa2Cu307, we expect the resulting oxygen isotope exponent a o = ctO1
+ ctO2 + ctO3 + ctO4 to be nearly equal to the theoretically

derived ct' since
q

oxygen
model
Cu13,

is much lighter than the other elements.
will not describe

15

this compound

A one-square-weU

since experiments

BCS

with Ba, 13' 14

and rare earths 16 have shown that ct'--_cty + ctBa + ctCu +OtO< 0.5.

The small observed
possibility

value

of ct and the high Tc-90K

that the electron pairing mechanism

that of low transition
consequences

temperature

of the observed

phonon-mediated

the

in YBa2Cu30 7 differs from

superconductors.

isotope

suggest

We next examine

shift for three dimensional

the
BCS

pairing.

B. BCS theory
To test the applicability
phonon-mediated
transition

of the standard isotropic

model of superconductivity

temperatures

interaction spectrum

and isotope

shifts

three-dimensional

to YBa2Cu30 7, we calculate
from

the

electron-phonon

ct2F(c0) and the Coulomb repulsion parameter

tr* using

the Matsubara representation 17 of the Eliashberg theory. 18 The isotope effect
exponent

ct is not related to the electron-phonon

also represented

matrix element

which is

by an ct in ct2F(ta). We consider several different models of

the electron-phonon

interaction

spectrum

ct2F(co) to test the dependence

of

the isotope shift ct on tz2F_,(0).
We consider
various

a simple model of oxygen isotope

parts of the ct2F(ta) spectrum

repulsive Coulomb

are shifted,

interaction tt is independent

substitution
and assume

of isotopic mass.

in which
that the
Hence, the
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calculated

isotope

effects

frequency

of the phonons

are obtained

by simulating

the change

arising from the substitution

in the

of one isotope

for

another.
"
it

Since shifting the entire a2F(c0) spectrum would be appropriate only for
calculating the isotope effect in the case of an elemental superconductor,

we

have also calculated the shifts resulting from shifting only the high-frequency
half of (z2F(o0) as a simple approximation

for oxygen substitution.

Fig. 8-5

shows the calculated isotope effects for shifting the entire ct2F(c0) spectrum.
We find that the calculated values of the isotope effect are independent

of the

shape of c_2F(oo)for small values of _* and exhibit only a small amount of
scatter for extremely
Coulomb interaction

large values
evaluated

of _*, where _t* is the renormalized

at the root-mean-square

Therefore, we expect that small differences
the actual a2F(c0)

in YBa2Cu307

between

phonon frequency.

our model spectra

and

wiU not affect the calculated values of the

isotope shifts significantly.
Using
experimental

electron-phonon

similar

to

those

presented

in

data, we have calculated the isotope effect in YBa2Cu30 7 with

the goal of determining
three dimensions
oxides.

spectra

whether

a standard

can be responsible

From the results presented

phonor,-mediated

for superconductivity

pairing

in

in the ceramic

above, we assume ,_he following

values

for YBa2Cu307: o__=0.023 -t-0.008 and Tc = 93K.
•
.

For YBa2Cu30 7, the experimental
harmonic

phonon-mediated

isotropic

results appear to exclude a solely
three-dimensional

model.

Fig. 8-6

shows the results for YBa2Cu307, with the Tc = 93K isotherm and the lines of
constant a = 0.023 + 0.008. When the entire spectrum is shifted, no values of
the parameters _ and tr* will yield the necessary values of cc and Tc. When we
consider a simulated oxygen substitution

by shifting only the high-frequency

218

Fig. 8-5.

Values of c_calculated for _,= 1 (open symbols) and _. - 7 (filled
symbols) using an Einstein phonon spectrum (squares) and a model
Lal.85Sr0.15CuO4 spectrum (triangles). At constant _,, the values of o_
are nearly independent

of the shape of the phonon spectrum.
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Fig. 8-6.

Values of _. and _* for which Tc = 93K from numerical calculations
(dashed curve).

The shaded area represents solutions with

o_= 0.023i-0.008 found numerically by shifting only the phonon
spectrum peaks corresponding to oxygen vibrations.

An

intersection of the solid curve with the shaded area would indicate
values of _. and _* consistent with phonon-mediated
superconductivity

in YBa2Cu30 7.
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phonon

modes,

we find that the intersection

constant-o_ line occurs for unphysically
that our standard

three-dimensional

and the

large _, > 30. We therefore conclude
harmonic phonon-mediated

incapable of describing superconductivity

Discussion

of the Tc isotherm

model is

in YBa2Cu30 7.

of the results of other investigations

A. Further isotope effect experiments
Since the completion

of the experiment

reported here, other workers

have performed various types of isotope effect experiments.
experiments

was motivated

One such set of

by the concern 19 that the inequivalent

oxygen

sites in YBa2Cu30 7may have different binding energies so that a gas-exchange
experiment

may reflect preferential

occupation

energies and anomalous isotope effects.
preparation

of the superconducting

from the outset.

samples

compound

typically involve

with incorporation

from these starting

isotope shifts of-1.7K.

mechanically

These experiments

of 180

Franck et al. prepared BAC1803 and Cu180 (but not Y21803)

and made sintered
magnetic

of sites with low binding

materials. 20 They found

Yvon et al. prepared metallic YBa2Cu3 by

alloying BaCu and CuY intermetaUics that had been cleansed

of

oxygen impurities with a hot zirconium getter. 21 The alloy was then oxidized
in a differential

scanning

calorimeter in flowing

180 or 160.

The samples

showed isotope shifts of-.4 :t:.1K.
Though these experimenters

have obviously

eliminated

some of the

problems 6 inherent in the technique, the isotope shifts they report may not
reflect intrinsic

effects.

In our

experience,

the transition

temperature

of

freshly prepared samples is extremely sensitive to the preparation conditions.
In the latter experiment,
controlled

the temperature

rise of the samples

is not strictly

during the exothermic oxidation of the samples; in the former, the

i
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oxides

incorporating

company

different

under conditions

isotopes

were

prepared

by a commercial

that may not have been identical.

more carefully monitored preparation conditions,

Even under

samples can have initially

P

different transition temperatures, as shown in Graph (0) of Fig. 8-2. We note
the results of Garcia et al. in which samples
enriched starting materials showed transition

prepared

from isotopically

temperature

shifts of no more

than 0.2K. 22
A different set of experiments

has determined

as a function of carrier concentration.

the oxygen isotope shift

Crawford et al.23, 24 measured

Tc and a

as a function of x in La2-xSrxCuO4 and La2-xBaxCuO4. In both compounds,

ix

increases with x for 0<x<0.12, and the value of a is greater than 0.5, the upper
limit set by standard BCS theory. As x exceeds 0.12, o_plummets,
minima at x=0.15, the doping concentration

reaching a

that gives the highest Tc. The

sharp drop in a at x=0.12 is coincident with a structural distortion

identified

as a tilting of the apical oxygens in the CuO6 octahedra and with a small drop
in Tc. The orthorhombicity

of the structure is unaffected by isotopic content

though, so the structural distortion
exchange.

In a related experiment,

was varied by substituting

is not directly caused
the hole concentration

Pr for some of the Y atoms.

by the isotope
in YBa2Cu3OT-8

With increasing

Pr

content, a rises from near zero to 0.4 as Tc falls smoothly from 90K to 40K. 25

•

B. Variations on electron-phonon

coupling

Equation (7-1) shows that the transition

temperature can be enhanced

and the isotope effect modified in several ways.

A non-phonon

mechanism

for coupling the members of the Cooper pair can change the magnitude
mass

dependence

of the cutoff

frequency.

potential can change the dependence

Anharmonicity

and

in the ionic

of the phonon frequency on ionic mass
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and consequently change the form of a. A non-constant density of states near
the Fermi surface changes not only the exponential

factor in Tc, but also the

cutoff frequency and isotope effect. These and other theoretical approaches to
the concomitant

existence of high transition temperatures

effects in the oxide superconductors

and weak isotope

will be discussed in the next two sections

of this chapter.
Several attempts have been made to explain the experimental
by changing features of the standard isotropic three-dimensional
idea of reduced dimensionality,
dimensional

planes

occuring

based on the one-dimensional
in high-T c superconductors,

results

model.

The

chains or twocould possibly

explain both the high Tc and small a seen. Labbe and Bok 26' 27 have proposed
a two-dimensional

model where the Fermi energy occurs near a logarithmic

divergence (van Hove singularity)

in the electronic density of states, resulting

in a large X and a small a, since the relevant energy scale is the width of the
peak in the density of states rather than caD. Tsuei et al.28 calculate Tc for such
a diverging

density

of states using the BCS gap equation

and find that

Tc ,_ 100K can be consistent with _. < 4. Even with weaker divergences,
be reduced when the Fermi level coincides
exceed 0.5 under certain condi.tions.
divergence,

the

concentration

reminiscent

al.23, 24 Another

authors

with the singularity;

a can

o_can also

By varying the Fermi level about the

reproduce

curves

of

Tc and a

of the experimental measurements

vs.

dopant

of Crawford et

approach modifies N(EF) with a Lorentzian function rather

than a divergence. 29 A simple BCS calculation and an Eliashberg extension of
it both show that a can be enhanced
appropriate

for Nb3Sn.

beyond

0.5 for material

Seki et al. consider modifications

states arising from asymmetric

potentials

plane and find that the modifications

parameters

to the density

at various oxygen

of

sites in the a-b

can enhance or depress a. 30
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A second variation

on the standard

model is the consideration

anharmonic effects, perhaps due to defects or zero-point motion.

of

Hardy and

Flocken 31 calculate that X may be increased dramatically if the oxygen atoms
vibrate within a double well potential,
.

but such a mechanism

should not

suppress the isotope shift 0_. Phillips 32' 33 considers a model based on ordered
oxygen

defects

where

the defects

move

so as to optimize

Tc. Near a

maximum of Tc, the isotope shift should be nearly zero as seen in YBa2Cu30

7.

Fisher 34 has commented that the effect of the change in zero point motion on
the Cu-O hopping parameter due to isotopic substitution

could itself account

for the observed shift in Tc in the oxide superconductors.

Bussmann-Holder

et al.35 consider
ferroelectric

the relation

materials

between

displacive

and the anharmonic

structural

potentials

transitions

in

in superconducting

oxides.
Enz and Galasiewicz 36 calculate
frequencies

the renormalization

for two specific anharmonic potentials.

anharmonicity
superconductors.

of phonon

They find the effects of

to be small for the high transition temperatures

in the oxide

MfiUer37 reviews the published isotope effect results for ali

the oxide compounds

and notes that o_decreases roughly in proportion

to the

ratio of apical oxygens to the total number of oxygen ions in each compound.
He speculates

that the oxygen

ions in these highly

anharmonic

sites may

dominate the observed isotope effect.
"
.

Several

authors 38-41 have

performed

calculations

similar

to the

Eliashberg calculation discussed earlier in this chapter. Aids and Carbotte 40, 41
claim that if the electron-coupling

is confined to very high energy phonons,

then Tc _ 100K and o_near zero can be achieved for _.= 5 and _* = .5.

C .Non-phonon

mechanisms

226
Many proposed explanations
the experimental

results by considering

coupling between
by electronic
independent
therefore,

of high-Tc superconductivity

electrons.

excitations
of isotopic

non-phonon-mediated

These new coupling mechanisms
(such

as plasmons,

excitons,

are mediated

etc.)

mass and of much higher energy

the combination

within these models.

an additional

42"49explain

which

are

than phonons;

of high Tc and small 0_ can be satisfied

easily

Daemon and Overhauser 50 consider a generalized

two

square-weU model at high critical temperatures, and Cohen et al.43 examine a
three square-weU model with renormalization
the inclusion
agreement

of higher-energy

with the observed

non-phonon

and calculate Tc and (z. With
interactions,

they find possible

values of Tc and o_ for Lal.85Sr.15CuO4

and

YBa2Cu30 7 and speculate that the differences between the materials could be
explained

solely by changing

the strength of the non-phonon

interaction.

A

recent measurement 51 of (z = 0.22 + .03 for Pb-Bi-Ba-O is nearly in agreement
with the predictions of Cohen et al.43

Conclusion
Our

results

conclusively

show

that

there

exists

a small but

finite

oxygen isotope shift in YBa2Cu30 7. In samples with 180 substituted for 160 at
approximately

80% of the atomic sites, magnetic

shift ATc(bulk) = -.17±.03tC
show

a transition

measurements

dc resistance measurements

temperature

1-2K higher

than

indicate a

on similar samples
the

bulk

transition

temperature, suggesting

that filaments of a distinct material are present in the

samples.

shift for these filaments

The isotope

adjusting these values for full oxygen
the

bulk

and

O_fil=_.0.028:L003,

filamentary

substitution,

superconductivity

where Tc_M-_.

is AT c =-.24±.02K.

After

we find respectively
(Zbulk--0.019±.004

for
and

These results are within the error limits of

227
several

previous

inconsistent

with

YBa2Cu30

7 oxygen

isotope

studies,

1"3' 8, 9 but are

other reports. 4"6

We find that the small values of oc and high-T c reported
be explained
•

theory

within

the standard

if an unphysically

It appears

that additional

additional

non-phonon

superconductivity

three-dimensional

large electron-phonon
features

in YBa2Cu307.

phonon-mediated

coupling

(such as anisotropy,

interaction)

will

be

here can only

constant

_, is used.

anharmonicity,

necessary

BCS

to

or an
explain
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Appendix
The Determination

of the Dielectric

from Far Infrared

Optical

Function

Measurements

Introduction
The dielectric
electron,

and

considered

function

phonon

E(co) characterizes

dynamics

in the

quasi-one

in the first part of this dissertation.

measured

directly

at far infrared frequencies;

measured

optical

properties

detailed
and

explanation

transmittance.

optical
phase
list

properties

We will
for various

extensive

manipulation

The relation

complex

sample

index of refraction

with

then

appendix

be

from the
includes

of E(00)to

discuss

calculations.

applications

a

derivation

Finally,
we

the
of

we will

developed

for

measurements.

and transmittance
dielectric

_(c0) = _

This

geometries,

of the data from our optical

A conducting

materials

E(oa) cannot

the relationship

of computer

of _(00) to the reflectance

dimensional

wave,

used to derive E(ca) from the reflectance

from Kramers-Kronig

library

density

rather, it is calculated

first consider
sample

charge

The function

of the materials.

of the techniques

shift information
an

the

function

_(00)=_1 + i_2 has a

= n + iK where

_1(00) = n 2- K2

(A-l)

_2(o) = 2nK

(A-2)

and

The reflectance
from

the

R(¢0) of the sample

sample

to the

intensity

is the ratio of the intensity
of light

incident

on it.t

of light reflected
The complex

t In textbooks and experiments treating the optical properties of monochromatic light, this
quantity if often called the "reflectivity". To make matters even more confusing, some authors
call the ratio of the reflected and incident fields the "reflectivity coefficient".1 Throughout
this thesis we have used the radiometric terms "reflectance"and "transmittance" to refer to

,
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reflection

coefficient r(e0) is the ratio of the electric fields in the reflected

and

incident light, and R(o)) = l r(o_) 12. The reflection coefficient r(e0)= p(o))ei0(_)
includes both an amplitude
The

transmittance

change p(oD and a phase shift 0(o_) for the light.

T(o)) and transmission

coefficient

t(o))

have similar

definitions.
If the sample is a slab of thickness h embedded between two dielectrics
with (real) indices of refraction ni and n2, the reflectance and transmittance

of

the sample for light incident from material 1 are given by 2

R = p2 e2_ + p22e.2V_ + 2plP2COS(O1- O2 + 2uTI)
e2V_ + p2 p22e.2V_ + 2plP2COS(O1+ 02 + 2u_)

(A-3)

_ _ e"2v_

T = n2 cos 02

nl cos 01 I + p2 p2 e.4V_ + 2pip2 e "2v_cos(O1 + 02 + 2u_)
where

01 and 02 are the angles

amplitude

and phase

amplitude

change

11= (2_h/_)
incident

change
on

is a function

of incidence

upon

reflection

transmission

p and O are the

at either boundary,

at either

of the sample

light, and u and v are defined

and refraction,

thickness

boundary.

(A-4)

and z is the
The

and the wavelength

quantity
of the

by

u2 - v2 = n2 - K2- nl 2sin2 _1

(A-5)

uv = nK

(A-6)

L

the ratio of the reflected or transmitted flux to the incident flux. We retain this terminology
even in reference to a single frequency component of the measured quantity to emphasize that
the bolometer detects a broad range of optical frequencies; the individual frequency components
are sorted by the Fouriertransform of the int_rferogram.
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The quantities p, z, and O are different for incident TE and TM waves.
(A-3) and (A-4) are simplified

when the sample is suspended

Eqs.

in a vacuum

and the angle of incidence is zero:
i

R = p2 e2Kll + p2 e-2Ktl + 2 p2cos(2n_)
e2Ktl + p4 e-2K_ + 2 p2cos(20-2ml)

T =

(A-7)

_t_e"2K_
1 + p4 e-4K_ + 2 p2 e-2Ktlcos(20_2nrl)

"

(A-8)

with
p2 =

_=

(1 - n) 2 + K 2
(1 + n) 2 + K 2

(A-9)

4
(1 + n)2 + K2

(A-10)

= _ (n2 + K2)

(A-11)

e = tan-1 _ 2 +2K
K2 -1 )

(A-12)

For a very thick sample, Eqs. (A-7) and (A-8) simplify further to

R=I nIn+
jK-1[2
+ iK
+1

(A-13)

T = z4 e-2V_

(A-14)

For the samples
exponential
strongest

of TaS3 and (TaSe4)2I considered

in Chapters 4 and 5, the

factor in Eq. (A-14) is less than lx10 -5 for the frequendes
FIR modes and the measurements
i

are in the semi-infinite

near the
sample

4
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limit.

For the transmittance

measurements

the reflectance and transmittance

on

K0.31V[oO 3

measurements

in Chapter

6 and

on the plastic binding resin

in Chapter 4, the more general equations Eqs (A-7) and (A-8) connecting

E(co)

t

with R(co)and T(co) must be used.
.

When both transmittance

and reflectance measurements

are available,

the equations above can in prindple be fit to the measured values to give the
dielectric

function of a material.

If only R(co) or T(co) have been measured,

and no phase shift information is available, one approach is to assume a form
for _(co) (for instance,

a sum of independent

Lorentz

background dielectric constant) and then use the equations
a reflectance or transmittance
(A program

Oscil

that

superimposed

osdllators

oscillators

and a

above to generate

that can be compared to the measured

generates

value.

E(o_) and R(co) for any number

is included

later in this appendix.)

Another

of

more

general approach exploits the relation between the real and imaginary parts of
the response

function

Kronig

relations.l

linking

the incident

for a linear passive

The reflection
and reflected

coefficient

system

given by the IC_amers-

r(co) is the response

function

electric fields, and the Kramers-Kronig

relations applied to r(co) give

s 2 --R-_)ds •
0(¢o)-- - ¢0P lo" In

'

(A-15)

The dielectric function is then given by _

= n + iK utilizing

the inverse

of

Eq. (A-12),
n + iK = 1 + _
1-_
In Fourier
sampled

Transform
at discrete

Infrared
intervals

eie(_) .
eie(m)

(A-16)

spectroscopy,
within

the measured

a limited

frequency

reflectance
range,

is

so any
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calculation of 0(co) using Eq. (A-15) is an approximation
any inaccuracies
divergence

in the measured

at best.

Moreover,

value of R(co) are accentuated

of the integrand at s=00. The methods

by the

we used to minimize the

various potential errors in the calculation of 0(00) are discussed in the sections
to follow.

Overview

of the calculation scheme

Fig. A-1 is a block diagram of the various steps in processing
optical measurements.

The FIRMS

spectroscopy

software

of the

used for data

collection stores the reflectance information in a file with a header containing
the file name, the amplifier sensitivities,
parameters
from

and conunents

measurements

pertinent

with

the resolution,

and various other

to the particular measurement.

different

beamsplitters

(or

at

Data

different

temperatures) reside in separate files. We convert the files from an IBM to a
Macintosh-compatible

format,

then

read

them

one-by-one

with

the

Preprocess application.
Ali of our reflectance measurements

have unusable noisy sections

at

the upper and lower limiting frequencies where the intensity of the light falls
to zero and the signal to noise ratio is small.
points in Preprocess
frequency range.

The user deletes these noisy

and can elect to extend the edited spectra to a broader

When the beamsplitter alignment is poor or the sample or

detector temperature drifts, the reflectance measured at the same frequency at
different times with different beamsplitters
such spectra are concatenated,

the resulting

will appear in ¢(00) as a small mode.

may not agree precisely.
sharp reflectance

discontinuity

To avoid such spurious modes, the user

can distort or shift a reflectance spectnnn by specifying
and cin

If two

the parameters a, b,
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Fig. A-1. Block diagram of the series of computer programs used to calculate
¢(¢o)by processing the raw reflectance files generated by the FIRMS
spectroscopy software.
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LOW.SPE

MED.SPE

FIRMS
f._ormat
Inter"me'-diat"e _

/

HIGH.SPE

J

'_

format

_

"

i

Preprocess
appends low or highfrequency extensions,
Trims thespectra
to a chosenfrequency
range,
scales
the data

"

Replace
Edits selected
data

PolyR falloff
generates
high
ExpR falloff
freq. rolloff

....

iiiii

Interpolate
Increases density
of low freq. data
i

,

,

Merge
Appends ali the processed spectra
in ascendingorder of frequency

m

KK/Cardona
0(00)point
Calculates
by
pointfrom
fulle((_)
R((o),
then generates ¢(oo)
from
R(0o)and

T
Intermediate
format
Final
format
f

I

R(f)

0 (f)

F.,
1 (1')

s= (f)
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R(¢o)-->R(CO). a + bR(c0) + eco
We emphasize
performed
.

that no such intentional

distortions

on any of the optical measurements

the feature is only used for preliminary
The Preprocess

(A-17)
of the reflectance

presented

were

in this dissertation;

analysis of non-ideal

measurements.

program and ali sub._aquent programs shown in the middle

section of Fig. A-1 store the results in "intermediate form" (i.e., as a sequence
of pairs of frequency-reflectance
Occasionally,

values).

the reflectance

values in a certain frequency range are

inaccurate (one example is the Fabry-Perot fringes due to the sample holder in
the measured
defects.

TaS3 reflectance).

The calculation

The Replace program allows editing of such

of 0(co) from Eq. (A-15) can be inaccurate

reflectance is sampled sparsely in frequency
quickly changing.
generating

regions where the reflectance is

The program Interpolate alleviates some of this problem by

additional

linear interpolation.
an extension

if the

reflectance

values between

the measured

ones using

The programs PolyR Falloff and ExpR Falloff generate

of the measured

reflectance beyond

the experimental

limit of

700cm -1 to more closely approximate the upper limit of the Kramers-Kronig
integration.

The Merge program connects the processed reflectance files from

the various

beamsplitters

into one large file that covers

frequency range. Finally, the Kramers-Kronig
by integrating
.

a very broad

routine generates 0(co) and e(co)

Eq. (A-15) ana writes the result to a file that can be read by

various graphing programs.

Computer code library: I. Programs
_

In this section we list the code for the various routines shown in Fig.
A-1.

_

In a subsequent

section, we will list the code for several libraries of
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utility

routines

that

implement

numbers and facilitate handling

mathematical

functions

of file input/output,

for complex

allocation of memory,

and interaction with the user. Ali the code is in C and was designed for use
on the

Apple

implement
systems,
computers

Macintosh

any specific

computer.
features

and as such they
with C compilers.

However,

of the Apple

should

compile

the

programs

desktop

or file handling

and run properly

invoke

the Motorola

68881 mathematics

should be linked to the ANSI-881 C library of mathematical
In the lists of code to follow,
followed
compiling.

on other

The files that serve as input to these routines

should reside in the same folder or directory as the programs
The programs

do not

we give the name

themselves.

coprocessor

and

functions.
of the program,

by a list of the utility libraries to which it must be linked after
A general

program listing.

description

of the program

function

precedes

the

One of ttLefirst tasks of most of the routines is displaying on

the monitor a description

of the program.

with the general description

preceding

Since this display is redundant

the listing, we have replaced it with

the word description (in italics) in the code.

A. Preprocess

(link to Fileroutines,

Menu,

NRutil,

Optical,

and

Complex)
This program preprocesses
FIRMS program.

a reflectance

SPE file generated

by the

It reads in the reflectance values, assigns proper frequencies

to each value, allows the user to specify cutoff frequencies at either end of the
data to eliminate

noisy points, and appends

user-specified

end of the frequency range. It then applies a user-specified

values to either
corrections to the

data correspondL,_g to Eq. (A-17), and writes the data to a file in intermediate
form.
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Preprocess
#include <stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
##include<complex881.h>
##include
<nruti1881
.h>
#include<wncuti1881.h>

rna_0
{
.

long numpoints,i,first,iast,numout,lowpad,highpad,restart;
doublefreq_range,low,high,a,b,c,freq_skip,freqmax;
double *_requency;
magphase*reflec,*processed_reflec;
charfilename[20];
restart-1;
printf('preprocess
68881 (usesthe coprocessor):\n\n_n');
printf('description_n');
while(restart-=1)(

/'Read thefileheader,allocatememoryfor
/'arrays,and readthedatafromthefile.
numpoints=read_file_header_spe(&freq_range,filename);
reflec,,magphase_vector(0
,numpoints-1);
read_file_data_spe(filename,reflec);

"/
"/

/'Ask the userto definethe goodparts ofthe °/
/'data andfindtherangeof arrayindic_,s
for
°/
/*the gooddata.
"/
pdntf('_nThe
frequencyrangecoveredis 0->%f cm-l_',freq_range);
printf('Youshouldchoosethefrequencyrangeoverwhichthe datais reliable._n");
printf('Enterlowerfrequencylimit(>-0., includedecimalpoint):>');
scanf('%lf',&low);
printf('Enterupperfrequencylimit(<,o/j): >',freq_range);
scanf('%lf',&high);
first=last--1;
freq_skip-freq_range/(numpoints1);
for(i-0;last-- -1;i++){
if(((i*freq_skip)>-Iow)&&(first--1))first-i;
if(((i'freq_skip)>high)&&
(last-- -1)) last-i-1;

,

}

/.If theuserwantsto, replacethe noisydata "/
/'at highand lowfrequencieswith the valueof °/
/*the lastgooddatapoint.
"/

.

if(low1-0.){
printf('_nPADDING:_nDo
youwantpaddingfromw-0 tow-%12.4f cm-1",low);
pdntf('VIwiththe reflectancevalue%12.4f (fromw=%12.4fcre-1)? :',
reflec[first],
rag,(float)first*freq_skip);
Iowpad=menu_response(2,"','No',"Yes")-I;

.

}

else{

}

Iowpad-0;

pdntf('_nDoyouwantpaddingat frequenciesbeyondw-%12.4f cm-l",high);
printf("Vwwith
the reflectancevalue%12.4f (fromw-%12.4f cm-1)? :%
reflec[last].rng,(fioat)last'freq_skip);
highpad-menu_response(2,",'No','Yes')-I;
if(highpad)(

242.

}

pdntf('_nEnter
the maximumfrequencyfor padding:");
scanf('=/,,If',&freqmax);

H(highpad){
if(Iowpad)numout=freqmax/freq_skip+l;
elsenumout=freqmax/freq_skip-first+
1;

}
else{
if(Iowpad)numout=last+l;
Isenumout=last-first+l;

}

/*Aiocatearraysfortheprocessedspectrum */
/*and loadthemwiththe quiet,extended
*/
/'spectrumthatwas justprepared.
°/

frequency=dvecto
r(O,numout-1);
processed_reflec=magphase_vector(O,nu
mout-1);

m(k_4)ad)
{

for(i=O;i<=last;i++)
{
frequency[q=i'freq_sk!p;
if(i<first)processed_reflec[l]=reflec[first];
else processed_reflec[i]=reflec[i];

}

}

else{
for(i=first;k=last;_H.){
frequency[i-first]=i*freq_skip;
processed_reflec[i-first]=reflec[l];

}

}

H(highpad){

_(bwpad)
{
for(i=last+l;i<numout;i++)
{
frequency[_=i*freq_skip;
processed_reflec[i]=reflec[last];

}

}

else{
for(i=last-first+l;i<numout;i++)
{
frequency[q=(i+first)'freq_skip;
pmcessed_reflec[l]=refiec[last];

}

}

}

/*Scaleandshiftthe dataasthe userspecifies."/
printf('DATAPROCESSING:The reflectancevalueswillnowbe processednow:
\n\n');
printf('R(w)-->R(w)
+ a + (b'R(w))+ (c'w)_n');
printf('Entera [don1forgetdecimal]:");
scanf('=/,If',&a);
printf('Enterb : ");
scanf('°/Jf',&b);
pdntf('Enterc :');
scanf('=/.If',&c);
for(i=O;i<numout;i++)
processed_refiec[i].rng
+= a +(b°processed_reflec[l].mg)
+ (c'frequency[l]);

"
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°/
*/
"/

/*Savethefile in intermediate
form,free ali
/*thememoryfromvariousarrays,andexit
/'gracefully.
save_file_int(numout,frequency
,processed_reflec);
free dvector(frequency,0,numout-1);/*free
memoryusedby arrays*/
free-magphase_vecto
r(reflec,0,numpoints-1);
free_-magphase_vector(processed_ref
lec,0,numout-1);

.

pdntf('_nDo
youwantto processanotherfile?');
restart=menu_response(2,",'No','Yes')-I;

}

}

pdntf('PROGRAMFINISHED:Press<<return>>to exitto MacintoshEnvironment.');
exit(l);
B. Replace

(link to Fileroutines

This program
values

facilitates

in a certain frequency

reflectance

values.

and dR(c0)/do)

replacement
range

of noisy

should

on either side of the frequency
form, replaces

or erroneous

reflectance

with a curve that approximates

The curve parameters

a file in intermediate
polynomial,

and NRutil)

be chosen

interval.

the spurious

to match

The program

data with

the true
R(co)

reads in

a fourth

order

then saves the file in the same form.

Replace
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <complex881.h>
#include<nruti1881
.h>
#include<wncuti1881
.h>

n_n0
(

"
•

long hum,i;
longfirst,last;
doubleIow,high,m0,ml,m2,m3,m4,freq2,freq3,freq4;
double"frequency;
magphase"reflec;
charfilename[20];
pdntf('replace68881 (usesthe coprocessor):_n\n_');
printf("description_n');
/*Readthefile header,allocatememoryforthe "/
/*inputarray,and loadit.
"/
printf('inputFILE:_n');
num=read_file_header_int(filename
);
frequency=dvector(0,nu
m-1);
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reflec= magphase_vecto r(0,num- 1);
read_file_data_int(filename,frequency,reflec);
/*Ask the user to define the bad parts of the
*/
/*data and find the range of array indices for
°/
/*the bad data.
*/
pdntf('The data extends from %10.4f to %10.4f cm-1._n",frequency[0],frequency[num-1]);
pdntf("You sho,dd choosethe frequency range for data replacement._n');
pdntf("Enterlower frequency limit(>=0., includedecimal point):");
scanf("%lr',&low);
printf("Enterupper frequency limit:");
scanf("%ff',&high);
first=last=-1;
for (i=O;i<num;i++)
{
if((frequency[i]>=low)&&(first== - 1)) first=i;
if((frequenoy[i]>high)&&(last== -1)) last=i- 1;

}
if (first=-, -1) first=O;
if (last.,., -1) last=num-1;
/*Get the parameters for the fourth order
/*polynomial.
printf("EntermOat low frequency limit:_n");
scanf("%If",&mO);
printf('Enter ml at lowfrequency limit:_n');
scanf("%If",&mI );
printf("Enterm2 at low frequency limit:_n');
scanf('%rf",&m2);
pdntf("Enter rh3 at low frequency lirnit:_n');

*I
*/

scanf('%ff',&m3);
pdntf('Enter m4 at lowfrequency limit:_n');

scanf("%lf',&m4
);
/*Replace the designated values
for(i=first;i<=last;i++){
freq2 =frequency[i]*frequency[q;
freq3=freq2*frequency[_;
freq4=freq3*frequency[i];
reflec[_.mg = m0+(ml*frequency[_)+(m2*freq2)+
(m3*freq3)+(m4*freq4);

°/

}
/*Free the memory occupiedby the input array, */
/'save the outputfile, and exit gracefully.
*/
free_dvector(frequency,0,num-1);
free_magphase_vector(reflec,0,num-1 );
save_file_int(num,frequency,reflec);
free_dvector(frequency,0,num-1);
fre e_magphase_vector(reflec,0 ,num-1);
pdntf('PROGRAM FINISHED: Press <<retum>> to exit to Macintosh Env!mnment.');
exit(l);

}
C Interpolate

(link to Fileroutines

This program

reads in a file in intermediate

interpolation

to generate a user-specified

and NRutil)
form.

It uses linear

number of data points between each
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pair of existing

data points,

then saves

the interpolated

data set in the same

form.

"
-

Interpolate
#include <stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<complex881.h>
#include<nruti1881
.h>
#include<wncuti1881
.h>
rnain0

(
long numin,numout,i,j,interpfactor;
double*frequencyout,'frequencyin,slope,interval;
magphase*reflecout,*reflecin;
charfilenameout[20],filenamein[20];
pdntf('merge68881 (usesthe coprocessor):_n_');
printf("description_n');
/*Readthe inputfile header,askthe user
/*to specifythe numberof intercalated
/*points,allocatememoryforthevarious
/*arrays,and loadtheinputfile.
pdntf('lNPUTFILE:_n');
numin=read_file_header_int(filenamein);
printf('Whatinterpolation
factordoyouwant (integer)?:_');
scanf('%li',&interpfactor);
numout=1+(numin-1)"(interpfactor+
1);
frequencyin=dvector(0
,numin-1);
reflecin=magphase_vector(0,numin-1
);
frequencyout=dvector(0,numout-1
);
reflecout=magphase_vector(0,
numout-1);
read_file_data_int(filenamein,frequencyin,reflecin);

*/
°/
*/
°/

/*Fit a lineto adjacentR(w)points. Interpolate "/
/*to generatethe newdatapoints,and load */
/*the outputarrays
*/
for(i=0;i<numin-1
;i++)(
slope=(reflecin[i+l].mg-reflecin[_.mg)/
(frequencyin[i+1]-frequencyin[i]);
interval=(frequencyin[i+l]-frequencyin[i])/(interpfactor+l);
for0=0;j<= interpfactor;j-H-)(
frequencyout[j+i'(interpfactor+l)]
= frequencyin[='J
+ (j'interval);
reflecout[j+i'(interpfactor+l)].rng
= reflecin[i].mg
+ (j'interval*slope);

.
,

}

}

frequencyout[(numin-1)'(interpfactor+l)]=frequencyin[numin-1];
reflecout[
(numin-1)*(interpfactor+
1)].mg=reflecin[
numin-1].mg;
/Free the memoryusedby the inputand
/outputarrays,savethe outputfile,and exit
/*gracefully.
free_dvector(frequencyin,0,numin1);
free..magphase_vector(reflecin,0,nu
min-1);

*/
°/
"/
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save_file_int(numout,frequencyout,reflecout);
free_dvecto r(frequencyout,0,numout-1);
free_magphase_vector(reflecout,0,numout-1);

}

pdntf('PROGRAM FINISHED: Press <<return>> to exitto Macintosh Environment.');
exit(l);

D. PolyR fal]off and ExpR faUoff (link to Fileroutmes, Menu, NRutfl,
Optical, and Complex)
These programs generate a file in intermediate form containing widely
spaced high frequency reflectance values that gradually fall to zero. Such a
roUoff of the high frequency R(oe)prevents divergence of the Kramers-I_'omg
integrals. Po]yR fa]]off (which will be listed first) generates a po]ynozmal
fal]off in the reflectance over a frequency range Olower-<oe-<oeupperusing:

Rlo_er(oel°_er)
s for C0b_e_C_oemidd]e
f_

R(oe)=
Rn_dd_(O_m_d_)
4 for
oe
where oelower and Rlower

are

f_midd]e<:f_a_er

the frequency

and reflectance

(A-18)
of the highest

frequency measured data, s=-(dR/ doe)/ (R/ ca)is the normalized slope at oelower,
is the frequency

00upper

frequency.

where R--+0, and oemiddle is some

intermediate

ExpR falloff (the second listing) generates an exponential faUoff in

the reflectance:

R(oe)
= Rlower
exp(a(oelower-(o))

(A-19)
D

where a=-(dR/doe)/Rat(Olower.
The outputfilefrom eitherfalloff
program
should

be appended

to the measured

reflectance

values using the Merge

program.

Proper choices for the parameters Rlower, s, and a ensure that the

measured

reflectance will join the generated falloff reflectance smoothly.
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PolyR falloff
#include <stdlo.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <complex881 .h>
#include <nruti1881.h>
#include <wncuti1881.h>
#include <wncoptica1881.h>

•

ma0
{

double "frequency;
magphase *reflec;
double wupper,wmiddle,wlower,s,rlower;
int response;
long numpoints,morepoints,i;
pdntf('PolyR falloff68881 (uses the coprocessor):\n_n\n');
printf("description_n') ;
/*Get the outputfrequency range from the
/*user
pdntf("Enterlowerfrequency limitfor output:\n');
scanf('/off',&wlower);
prinff('Enter middlefrequency limit for output:\n');
scanf('%ff',&wmiddle);
printf('How many frequencies should I output between these limits(integer)?:\n');
scanf('%Ii',& numpoints);
pdnff('Enter upper frequency limit for output:\n');
scanf('%lf',&wupper);
pdntf('How many morefrequencies should I outputbefore this limits(integer)?:_');
scanf('%li',&morepoints);
/*Get the parameters characterizingthe
/*highest frequency measured reflectance
/'from the user.
printf('Enter R at low frequency limit:M');
scanf('%lf',&rlower);

*/
*/

*/
*/
"/

printf('Enter s---(dR/dw)/(R/w)evaluated at low freq limit:_n');
scanf('%lf',&s);

"
•

/*Allocate memoryfor the output arrays.
frequency=dvector(0,nu mpoints+morepoints-1);
reflec=magphase_vect or(0,numpoints+morepoints-1);

"/

/*Calculate the frequencies and reflectance.
for(i-0;i<numpoints;i++) {
frequency[l'J-wlower+(i'(wmiddle-wlower)/(numpoints-1));
reflec[_.mg=dower*pow((wlower/frequency[q),s);

*//

}

for(i-numpoints;i<numpoints+morepoints;i++)
{
frequency[i]=frequency[numpoints-1]
+((i-numpoints+l)*(wupper-wmiddle)/(morepoints));
reflec[i].mg=dower*pow((wmiddle/frequency[i]),4)*
pow((wlower/wmiddle),s);

}

/*Free the memory usedfor the variousarrays "/
/*and exit gracefully.
*/
save_file_int(numpoints+morepoints,frequency,reflec);
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free_dvector(frequency,0,nu mpoints+morepoints-1);
free_magphase_vector(reflec,0,numpoints+morepoints-1);
pdntf('PROGRAM FINISHED: Press <<retum>> to exitto Macintosh Environment.');
exit(l);

}
ExpR falloff
#include <stdio.h>
#ir£1ude <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <complex881.h>
#include <nruti1881.h>
#include <wncuti1881.h>
#include <wncoptica1881.h>

rna_0
(
double *frequency;
magphase °reflec;
double wupper,wlower,a,rlower;
int response;
long numpoints,i;
pdntf('PolyR falloff68881 (uses the coprocessor):_n_n_n");
prinff("description_n');
/*Get the outputfrequency range from the
/*user
pdntf("Enterlower frequency limitfor output._n');
scanf('%lf",&wlower);
printf('Enter upper frequency limit for output:_n');
scanf('%lf',&wupper);
pdntf(9-1owmany frequenciesshould I output between these limits (integer)?:_n");
scanf('=/=li',&numpoints);
/*Get the parameters characterizingthe
/*highest frequency measured reflectance
/*from the user.
I)rintf('Enter Ft at low frequency limit:_n');
scanf('%lf',&rlower);
pdntf('Entera=-(dR/dw)/R evaluated at lowfreq limit:_n');
scanf('%lf',&a);
/*Allocate memoryfor the outputarrays.
frequency-dvector(0 ,numpoints-1);
reflec=magphase_vector(0,numpoints-1);
/*Calculate the frequencies and reflectance.
for(i=0;i<numpoints;i++)(
frequency[i]=wlower+(i*(wupper-wlower)/(numpoints-1));
reflec[_.mg-rlower*exp(a'(wlower-frequency[i]));

*/
*/

*/
°/
*/

*/
*//
°

}
/*Free the memory used for the various arrays */
/*and exit gracefully.
"/
save_file_int(numpoints,frequency,reflec);
free_dvector(frequency,0 ,numpoints-1);
free_magphase._vector(reflec,0,numpoints-1);
pdntf('PROGRAM FINISHED: Press <<return>> to exitto MacintoshEnvironment.');
exit(l);

}

•
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E. Merge

(link to Fileroutines,

This program
the second

reads in two files, each in intermediate

to repeat the process.

user sorts them by ascending
temporary

form.

file to the first and saves the result in the same form.

the user the option
"

Menu, and NRutil)

file, then merges

frequency

To merge

ranges, merges

the temporary

lt appends
It then gives

a set of several

files, the

the first two files into a

file with the third file, and so on.

Merge
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <complex881.h>
#include<nruti1881.h>
#include<wncuti1881
.h>

rhino
{
long numl ,num2,numout,i,restart;
double °frequency,'frequencyl,'frequency2;
magphase°reflec,°refiecl,*refiec2;
charfilenamel[20],filename2[20];
restart- 1;
printf('merge 68881 (uses the coprocessor):Vt_n_n');
print/("descriptiorhn');

whi (restart-.1)
(
/'Read thefile headers,allocatememoryforthe°/
/'inputarrays,and loadthem.
°/

•.

°

printf('FILE#1_');
num1- read_file_header_ini(filename
1);
prinff('FILE#2:_');
num2-read_file_header_int(filenarne2);
numom-numl+num2;
frequency1=dvector(O,nu
m1- 1);
reflecl=magphase_vector(O,numl-1);
frequency2-dvector(O
,num2-1);
refiec2-magphase_vecior(O,num2-1
);
read_.file_.data_int
(filenameI ,frequency1
,reflecI );
read_file_data_int(filename2,frequency2,reflec2);
/'Allocatememoryforthe outputarraysand
/'them
frequency,,dvector(0,numout-1);
reflec,,magphase_vector(0,numout-1);
for(i,,0;i<numout
;i++){
i(i<numl) {
frequency[_=frequency1[i];
reflec[B.mg=ref
lec1[B.rng;

}

else{
frequency[i]-frequency2[i-num1];

"/
*/
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}

)

reflec[_,mg=reflec2[i-nu
m1].rag;

/*Freethememon/used
bythevariousarrays,"/
/*savetheoutputfile,andexitgracefully. "/
free_dvecto
r(frequency
1,0,num
1-1);
free_dvector(f
requency2,0
,num2-1);
free_magphase_vector(reflec
1,0,num
1-1);
free_magphase_vector(ref
lec2,0,num2-1);
save_file_iN(numout,frequency,reflec);
free..dvector(f
requency
,0,numout-1);
free_magphase_vector
(reflec,
0,numout1);
printf('VIDo
youwanttoprocess
another
setoffiles?');
restart=menu_response(2,",'No','Yes')-I;

}
}

printf('PROGRAM
FINISHED:Press<<return>>
toexitto Macintosh
Environment.');
exit(l);

F. Kramers-Kronig

(link to Fileroutines,

Menu, NRutil, Optical, and

Complex)

This routine reads in a file in intermediate
Preprocess

and Merge

routines.

wide range of frequendes.
frequency

form prepared

by the

The file should contain R(oo) over a very

This program calculates the phase as a function of

by using the variation

of the standard

Kramers-Kronig

integral

suggested by Cardona and Greenaway3:

0(m)= - cop |
x

In R(s) -

]0

is that the numerator

denominator
avoided.

as s approaches

This integrand

R(0o)ds

s2" °a2

The second term in the numerator
inclusion

In

"

integrates

(A-20)

to zero; the advantage

of its

now goes to zero more quickly than the
c0 and the divergence

is calculated

and summed

of the integrand
using

is

a trapezoidal

integration rule for ali frequencies except s=0o. Though the integrand does not
formally

diverge at s=0o, its numerator and denominator

separately go to zero
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and calculation of the integrand at that point gives unexpected
program calculates insteadthe

"

results.

The

integrand suggested by L'Hospital's rule:

--alhR(S)
Is=m
2s

(A-21)

or, for s=0:

0-_21nR(s)
2

s=O

(A-22)

The program calculates the partial derivatives in Eqs. (A-21) and (A-22)
by fitting ln(R(s)) to a parabola near s=m:

ln(R(s)) = a + b(s-m) + c(s-00)2

(A-23)

For a discretely (but perhaps irregularly) sampled reflectance R(s),

0InR(s)

_s

=b=
I_
(s+.s)2(lnR(s)_lnR(s.))
+ (s.-s)2(lnR(s+)-lnR(s))
(s-s)2(s.-s)-(s.-s)2(s-s)

(A-24)

and

"

_)21nR(s)

_)s2

.

= 2c = 2 s+(lnR(0) - InR(s++)) + s++flnR(s,) - InR(0))

_o

s+s++(s+-s++)

(A-25)

where s. is the next frequency lower than s, and s+ and s++ are the next two
frequencies

higher than s.
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The calculated
to a complex
wri_en

dielectric

phase

e(o_) and measured

function

to a file in five columns:

_(o_) using

reflectance
equation

R(e0) are converted

(A-15).

The results

are

o_, R(o_), e(o_), el(o_), and E2(o_).
I.

Kramers.Kronig
#include <stdlo.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <complex881 .h>
#include <nruti1881.h>
#include <wncuti1881.h>
#include <wncoptica1881.h>
#define PI 3.141592653589793

main0
{
long numpoints,tar0et,i,first,last;
double frea_range,percent,low,high,*integrand;
double Ind,lnrj,lnrk,lnrh,h,j,k,denom;
double °frequency,cardona,interval,total1,_,actor;
magphase "reflec;
fcomplex "epsilon;/*, °sigma;°/
fcomplex rcoefl,n;
char filename[20];
printf('descriptiorhn');
/*Read the file header, allocate memoryfor
/*the input and output arrays, then load the
/*irl_Jt

°/
°/

arrays

numpoints.read_file_header_int (filename);
frequency=dvector(0,numpoints-1);
refleo-magphase_vecto r(0,numpoints-1);
epsilon-complex_vector(0,nu mpoints-1);
integrand=dvector(0, numpoints-1);
read_file_data_int(filename,frequency ,reflec);
/*Ask the user to define the frequencies for
/*which e(o)) and z((o) should be calculated.
/*Determine which indices in the arrays
/*correspond to the desired frequency range.
printf('The data extends from %10.4g to %10.4g cm-l.Vl",
frequency[0],f requency[numpoints-1]);
printf("Youshould choose the frequency range for the Kramers-Kroniganalysis._n");
printf('Enter lower frequency limit (>=0., includedecimal point):");
scanf("%lf',&low);
printf('Enter upper frequency limit: ");
scanf('%lf',&high);
first=last--1;
for (i-O;i<nurnpoints;i++)
{
if((frequency[i]>-Iow)&&(first=- -1)) first.i;
If((frequency[i]>high)&&(iast==-1)) last-i-1;

"/
*/
"/
°/

}
I (first-,. -1) first.0;
If (last... -1) last=numpoints-1;
/*Begin the calculation

"/
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pmU_
,,,

_

.

"

");

for(target-first;target<=last;target++)
{
printf(-_b_b_b_b_b_b_b_b_b_b_b_b_b°/,,,51d
of °/_5k:l',target-first,last-first);
cardona=log(refiec[target].rng);
total1-0.;
for(i=0;i<numpoints;i++) {
ii (target--i) {
/'If s,,w and w-0, evaluate the integrand using */
/.Eq. (A-25).
"/
if (frequency[target]--- 0.) {
Inri=iog(reflec[target].rng);
Inrj=log(reflec[target+l].mg);
Inrk=log(reflec[target+2].rng);
j=frequency[target+l]-frequency[target];
k=frequency[target+2]-frequency[target];
integrand[q=(((j-k)*lnd)+(k'lnrj)-(j*lnrk))/(j'k*(j-k));
}

=

/'If s,,w and w_, evaluatethe integrandusing */
/'Eq. (A-24).
*/

else {
Inrh=log(reflec[target-1].mg);
Inri-log(reflec[target].mg);
Inrj=log(reflec[target+l].rng);
h=frequency[target-1]-frequency[target];
j=frequency[target+l]-frequency[target];
integrand[i]=-(Inrh*pow(.i.2));
integrand[_-= Ind*pow(h,2);
integrand[q+= Ind'pow(j,2);
integrand[_+- Inrj'pow(h,2);
denom,,j°pow(h,2) - h'pow(j,2);
denom=denom*2.*frequency[target];
integrand[z'J,integrand[i]/denom;

-

}

}
/'If s_v, evaluate the integrandusing
/'Eq. (A-20).

*/
*/

else {

integrand[q=iog(reflec[q.mg)-cardona;
integrand[_-integrand[_(pow(frequency[_,2)-pow(frequency[target],2));

}
m

}
/'Sum the integral.
for (i=0;i<numpoints-1 ;i++) {
interval=(frequency[i+1]-frequency[q)/2.;
total1 +- interval'(integrand[_+integrand[i+l]);

-

*/

}
--

/'Constrain the phase to be -¢/2 < e < +r,J2 "J
reflec[target].ph= -(totall*frequency[target])/PI;
while (reflec[target].ph> (PI/2.))
reflec[target].ph-,, PI;
while (reflec[target].ph<-(PI/2.))
mflec[target].ph+,, PI;
/'Calculate the dielectric function
"/
epsilon[target]-calc_die..'sctric_co
nst(reflec[target]);

"
"

_

}
I_.o.t.,

I,

/'Save the outputfile, free the memory
/'allocated for arrays, and exitgracefully.

"/
*/
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save_file_final(last-first+1,&frequency[first],&epsilon[first],&
reflec[first]);
free_dvector(frequency,0,numpoints- 1);
free_civector(integrand,0,numpoints-1);
free_co mplex_vector(epsilon,0,numpoints-1);
free_magphase._vector(reflec,0,numpoints-1);
pdntf('PROGRAM FINISHED: Press <<return>>to exit to Macintosh Environment.');
exit(l);

}
G. Oscil

(Compile

with

Comp!ex,

NRutil,

Optical,

Menu,

and

Fileroutine3)
This program

generates

the complex

dielectric constant

for a set of

harmonic oscillators given their frequencies, static polarizabilities,
times.

and decay

The file it generates has the same form as the files constructed

by

Kramers-Kronig.
Oscll
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<complex881 .h>
<nruti1881.h>
<wncuti1881.h>
<wncoptica1881.h>

rna_0
{
double *frequency;
/'pointers to frequency array
fcomplex *epsilon;
/'dielectric constant
magphase *reflec;
/'reflectance and phase shift
double wupper,wlower,a,b,c,s,t,wosc,e00;
/'upper and lowerfrequency limits,
/'oscillatorparameters
int response;
long numpoints,i;
/'Get the frequency range, nurr_er of points
/'to be calculated, and background dielectric
/'contant from the user.

*/
*/
°/
*/
*/

*/
*/
°/

printf('Enter lower frequency limitfor output:_n');
scanf('%lf',&wlower);
printf('Enter upper frequency limit for output:_n');
scanf('%If', &wupper);
printf('How many frequencies should I outputbetween these limits (integer)?:_n');
scanf('%Ii',& numpoints);
M_,III_I¢:_--,

, 4Hi._ k_,.,l,._,

,_4

rli_l_u,_evi_

,,_._net_a.d_

_1_

u_0,

w_r'_

_

0 oe,-,._n_,

scanf('%lr,&eO0);
/'Allocate memory for the necessary arrays.

"/
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frequency=dvector(0 ,nu mpoints-1);
epsilon=complex_vector(0,numpoints-1);
reflec=magphase_vector(0,numpoints-1 );
/*Calculate the frequencies, put in z..,
/*initializereflec

*/
*/

for(i,,0;i<numpoints;i++){
frequency[i]=wlower+(i*(wupper-wlower)/(numpoints-1));
epsUon[i].re=e00;
epsilon[i].im=0.;
reflec[Q=ref_and_phase(epsilon[_);

.

}
/*Shall we superimposeanother oscillator?.
while((response=menu_response(3,'Wouldyou like to:',"Add an oscillator','Save the
information','Quit'))l=3) {
switch(response){
case 1:
printf('Enter oscillatorfrequency:_n');

°/

scanf("°/_r,&wosc);
printf("Enter oscillator strengthS:V?);

scanf('%lf",&s);

pdntf('Enter lifetime t:V?);
scanf('%lf',&t);
for(i=0;i<numpoints;i++){
a= 1.-pow((frequency[il,/wosc),2);
b=frequency[i]/(wosc°wosc°t);
c=pow(a,2)+pow(b,2);
epsilon[_.re+=s'a/c;
epsilon[i].im+,=s°b/c;
reflec[q=ref_and_phase(epsilon[i]);
/*sigma[i]=calc_conductivity(epsilon[q,frequency[i]);'/

)
break;
case 2:
/*save the file in final form.
save_file_final(numpoints,frequency,epsilon,reflec);
break;
default:
break;

.

°/

}
}
/*Free the allocatedmemory and exit gracefully"/
free_dvector(frequency,0 ,numpoints-1);
free_complex_vector(epsilon,0,numpoints-1);
free_magphase_vector(reflec,0,numpoints-1);
pdntf('PROGRAM FINISHED: Press <<return>> to exit to Macintosh Environment.');
exit(l);

•
,lP

}
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Computer

code library Ih Utility routines

A. Complex
These

programs

manipulation

"long".

should

be included
be declared

(2) The Numerical

part of a complex

structure

number

z, I zl

have changed

'T' can be retained

the various

exceptions:

ali "int"

by the C compiler5
couples

z.mg

and Arg(z)

(1) All "float"

variables

used with

declared

the Macintosh

so that for a complex
z.i.

numbers

We have

in polar form.

is labelled

z.ph.

have been added
types of complex

without

to the library.

added

we

the code

confusion;

They facilitate

a

For the

In addition,

z.r and z_i to z.re and z.im throughout
as an array index

as

the real and imaginary

z.r and Im(z) is labelled
for complex

number

Recipes in C4. The code for

as the s_"_ucture "fcomplex",

the appellations

followingroutines
between

as "double",

"magphase"
is labelled

of the comple×

the following

Recipes library

z, Re(z) is labelled

similar

so that

number

version

E of Numerical
with

This change is required

computer;

number

an extended

library in Appendix

that library should
variables

use

(3)

The

conversion

numbers:

Complex
#include <complex881.h>
doubleCreal(z)
fcomplexz;

{
}

/*Creahretumthe realpartof a complex
/'numberinx+iyform

"/
*/

/*Cimag:retumthe imaginarypartofa
/*complexnumberinx+iyform

*/
*/

/'Cphase: returnsthe phaseof a complex
/*numberinitiallyin x+iyform

*/
*/

retum z.re;

doubleCimag(z)
fcomplexz;

{
}

returnz.im;

double Cphase(z)
fcomplexz;

(
}

return atan(z.im/z.re);

,
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magphaseCpolar(z)
fcomplexz;

{

/*Cpolar:givena complexnumberin
/*rectangularform,retumitsmagnitudeand
/*phaseform

°/
°/
°/

magphasec;
c.mg=sqrt(pow(z.re,2)+pow(z.im,2));
c.ph=atan(z.im/z.re);
returnc;

}
"

fcomplexCrect(n)
magphasen;

rCrect: givena complexnumberinpolarform */
rretum its rectangularform
°/

{

fcomplexc;
c.re=(n.mg)*cos(n.ph);
c.im=(n.mg)*sin(n.ph);
returnc;

}
B. NRutU
This collection
is identical

of routines

to the standard

allocates

utility library found

Recipes in C, 4 (again, with the exception
"double",
line

and "int" variables

of Numerical

additional

memory

Recipes

in Appendix

that "float" variables

are declared
code

to vectors

should

as "long").
be

deleted,

and matrices.
D of Numerical
are declared

In addition,
and

It

the

as

the first
following

code should be included:

NRUtll
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<complex881.h>
fcomplex*complex_vector(nl,nh)
longnl,nh;

/* Allocatesavectorofcomplexnumbersin
/*inx+iyformwith range[nl...nh]

*/
*/

{
fcomplex*v;
,

•

v=(fcomplex*)malloc((unsigned)
(nh-nl+1)*sizeof(fcomplex));
if(Iv) nrerror("allocation
failurein complex_vector()");
returnv-ni;

}
magphase *magphase_vector(nl,nh)
long nl,nh;

{
wmu_wlL_,,o i _q,lPv

• |

/* Allocatesa vectorofcomplexnumbersin
/*magnitude-phase
formwithrange[ni...nh]

*/
*/
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v= (magphase *)malloc((unsigned) (nh-nl+ 1)*sizeof(magphase ));
if (iv) nrerror('allocation failure in magphase_vectorO');
return v-ni;

}
void free_complex_vector(v,nl,nh)
fcomplex *v;
long nl,nh;

/*Frees a complexx+iy vectorallocated by
/*complex_vectorO.

*/
*/

/'Frees a complex magnitude-phasevector
/*allocated by magphase_vectorO.

*/
°/

{
)

free((char') (v+nl));

void free_magphase_vector(v,nl,nh)
magphase *v;
long nl,nh;

{
)

free((char*) (v+nl));

c Optical
This set of routines calculates dielectric functions
and phase shift (and vice versa) by implementing

given a reflectance

Eqs. (A-l), (A-2), (A-12), and

(A-16).
Optical
#include <ma_h.h>
#include <complex881.h>
#include <wncuti1881.h>
#include <wncoptica1881.h>
#define PI 3.141592653589793
fcomplex calc_dielectric_const(magphasereflec)
/*calc_dielectric_const:a function that retums */
ra fcomplex structurecontaining the dielectric "/
/'function given a pointer to a magphase
*/
/*structure containing the reflectance and
*/
/*phase shirt.
*/

{

fcomplex n,rcoeff;
rcoeff=Complex(sqrt(reflec.mg)* cos(reflec.ph),sqrt(reflec.mg)* sin(reflec.ph));
n=Cdiv(Cadd(Complex(1.,O.),rcoeff),Csub(Complex(1.,O.),rcoeff));
return Cmul(n,n);

)
magphase ref_and_phase(fcomplex epsilon)

--

rref_and_phase:a function that returns a
/*magphase structure containing the
'*--" .............
yi
--" --"

*/
*/
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/*complex structurecontainingthe dielectric
/*function

°/
"/

{
fcomplex n,rcoeff;
magphase temp;
n,,,Csqrt(epsilon);
rcoeff=Cdiv((Csub(n,Complex(1.,O.))),(Cadd(n,Complex(1.,O.))));
temp.rng-Cabs(rcoeff)'Cabs(rcoeff);
temp.ph-Cphase(rcoeff);
retum temp;

.

}
D. Menu
This utility routine prints a menu of choices on the monitor and
returns the user's response to the menu.
Menu
#include <stdio.h>
#include <complex881 .h>
#include <wncuti1881.h>
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <string.h>
ire menu response(int i,char *query,...)

{
va_list ap;
char *sval;
ire j,is ire,response,length;
length-strlen(query);
va_start(ap,query);
printf(query);
tor(j-1 ;j<-i;j-H-) (
printf('_n%"s%i-', length," ",j);
for(sval=v!arg(ap,cha¢);*sval;sval++)
putchar('sval);

}
va_end(ap);
pdnff('_Jn%*s>?',length," ");
get_response(&response);
while ((response<l)ll(response>i))
(
pdntf('invalid response-try again_n_t_t>?');
get_response( &response);

"

}
printf('_n');
return response;

}
void get_response(int *response)

{

irt is_ire;
is_int=scanf('%i",response);

.z_ _,. 1){
--

lk_i.

.....

:

k
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do{
prinff('lnvalidformat--tryagain_t_t>?');
fflush(stdin);
istnt=scant ('%i',response);

}w.ile (is_tntl=1);

}

return;

}
E. Fileroutines
This set of routines

fetches

and saves

files and

file headers

in various

formats.
Flleroutlnes
#include <stdio.h>
#include<complex881.h>
#include<nruti1881.h>
#include<wncuti1881
.h>
/. save_file_final:
thisroutinesavesa file infinal*/
/'form: 'numpoints'
setsof frequency,R, 0,
./
/*Re(s),and lm(s).
*/
voidsave_file_final(long
numpoints,double*frequency,fcomplex*epsilon,magphase
"reflec)

(
FILE *fp;
FILE "fopen(char*name,char *mode);
long i;
charfilename[20];

.ph

/'Get thefilenamefromtheuser
pdntf('Pleaseenteryourfilename(<=20 characters)
:');
scan_('%20s',filename);
/'Open thefile andwritethe labelsoverthe
if((fp=fopen(filename,'w'))==NULL)
/'columns.
nrerror('Canlopenfile');
if((fpdnff(fp,'%15s%15s%15s%15s%15sV1","Frequency','Reflectance',
"Phase','eps_re*,'eps_im'))<O)
nrerror('Ermrinwritefile header');

°/

for(i=O;i<numpoints;i++)
{

*/

/'writethe datatothe file

*/
*/

H((fpdnff(fp,'%15.61g%15.61g%15.61g%15.61g%15.61g_n',f
requency[q,reflec[i].mg,reflec[i]
,epsilon[_.re,epsilon[q.im))<O)
nrermr('Error
in writingfiledata');

)

fclose(fp);
return;

}
/'save_file__int:
thisroutinesavesdata in
*/
/'intermediateform:'numpoints'setsof (oand */
/*R, aftersavingthe number'numpoints'
itself. °/
void save_file_int(longnumpoints,double*frequency,magphase
*reflec)

{

•
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FILE *fp;
FILE *fopen(char*name, char *mode);
long i;
char filename[20];
/*get the filename from the user
pdntf("Pleaseenter filenamefor outputfile (<=20 characters):');
scanf('%20s',filename);

•

"/

if((fp=fopen(filer,_me,Nv"))==NULL)
/'open the file and write the number of points */
nrerror("Cana open file");
if((fprinff(fp,'%51dXn",numpoints))<0)
nrerror("Errorin writingnumber of points');

..

for(i=0;i<numpoints;i++){
/*writethe data to *.hefile
if((fpdntf(fp,'%27.16e%20.6e\n',frequency[i],reflec[i].mg))<0)
nrerror('Errorin writingfile data");

"/

}

fclose(fp);
return;

}
/*read_file_header_int: this routine reads the */
/*header of an intermediateform file. lt returns */
/*the number of points in the file and storesthe*/
rfilename in an address pointed to by
"/
r'filename. The routine shouldbe followed by'/
ra call to read_file_data_intto actuallyretrieve */
/*the R((o)data stored in the file
*/
long read_file_header_int(char*filename)

(

FILE *fp;
FILE *fopen(char *name, char *mode);
long numpoints;
/*get the filename from the user*/
printf('Please enter filenamefor inputfile (<=20 characters):');
scanf("%20s",filename);
if((fp=fopen(filename,"r*))==NULL)
/*open the file and read the number of points
nrerror("Canl open file");
if((fscanf(fp,'%ld',&numpoints))<0)
nrerror('Errorin reading numberof points");

}
q=

*/

fclose(fp);
return numpoints;

/*read_file_data_int:this routine reads data
*/
/*a file in intermediate form. lt reads 'numpoints'/
/*but ignoresother informationin the header, "/
/*then stores 'numpoints'sets of R and w in the*/
/*arrays pointedto by 'frequency'and the
"/
/*the magnitude part of 'reflec'
"/
long read_file_data_inf(char *filename,double"frequency,magphase *reflec)
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{
FILE "lp;
FILE *fopen(char *name, char *mode);
long i,numpoints;
intdummy;
double fdummy,reflectance,freq;
if((fp=fopen(filename,'r-))==NULL)
/*open the file, read the number of points
nrermr(_Canl open file');
if((fscanf(fp,'%ld',&numpoints))<0)
nrerror('Errorin reading number of points header');

*/

for(i=0;i<numpoints;i++){
/*read the remainingdata fromthe file
if((fscanf(fp,'%le%le',&freq,&reflectance))<0)
nrerror('Errorin readingfile data');
reflec[_.mg=(double) reflectance;
frequency[i]=(double) freq;

°/

)

fclose(fp);
return;

}

/*Reads the header from an SPE file
long read_tile_header_spe(double *freq_range_ptr,char *filename)

*/

(
FILE °lp;
FILE *fopen(char *name, char °mode);
long i,numpoints;
int dummy;
double fdummy;
•

/*get the filename from the user*/
pdntf('Please enter filename for inputfile (<=20 characters):');
scanf('%20s',filename);
/*open the file and read the FIRMS filetype,
°/
/*the number of points, the number of coadded*/
/*numerators then denominators,the
*/
/*resolution, and the upper frequency limit.
*/
if((fp=fopen(filename,'r"))==NULL)
nrerror('Canl open file');
if((fscanf(fp,'%P/oli%i%i%lP/.If',&dummy,&numpoints,&dummy,&dummy,&fdummy,
freq_range_ptr))<0)
nrerror('Errorl in reading SPE header');

}

fclose(fp);
return numpoints;
D

/* read_file_data_spe: this routine reads the */
/*data in a file originallysaved in the SPE form °/
/*by the FIRMS programon the IBM. lt ignores */
/*the header, then stores 'numpoints' values of*/
/*R in the magnitude part of the array pointed to*/
/*by 'reflec'.
*/
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long read_file_data_spe
(char*filename,magphase
*reflec)

{

FILE"lp;
FILE"fopen(char*name,char*mode);
long i,numpoints;
=._tdummy;
doublefdummy,reflectance;

.
,,

/*openthe file,readandignorethe FIRMS
/*header

*/
*/

if((fp=fopen(filename,'r'))==NULL)
nrermr('Canlopenfile');
if((fscanf(fp,'%i%ld%i%i%lP/oif',&dummy,&nump°ints,&dummy,&dummy'&fdummy'
&fdummy))<0)
nrermr("Errorlin readingSPEheader');
for(i=0;i<numpoints;i++)
{
/*readthe remainingdatafromthefile
if((fscanf(fp,'=/=le
",&reflectance
))<0)
nrerror('Error
in readingfiledata');
reflec[_.mg=(double)
reflectance;

*/

}
fclose(fp);
return;

}
F. Headers
These
the C routines

brief

sections

of code

are included

lis_._,_ in this appendix.

at the beginning

They declare the various

of many
functions

of
and

specify
thevariable
typeseachfunction
receives
and returns.

'
J

complex881 .h
typedef struct FCOMPLEX{doublere,lm;}fcomplex;
/'complexnumberinx+iyformat
typedefstructMAGPHASE{doublemg,ph;}magphase;
/'complex numberin Aeioformat
fcomplexComplex(double,double);
doubleCreal(fcomplex);
doubleCimag(fcomplex);
doubleCabs(fcomplex);
doubleCphase(fcomplex);
fcomplexCadd(fcomplex,fcomplex);
fcomplexCsub(fcomplex,fcomplex);
fcomplexConjg(fcomplex);
magphaseCpolar(fcomplex);
fcomplexCrect(magphase);
fcomplexCmul(fcomplex,fcomplex);
fcomplex Cdiv(fcomplex,fcomplex);
fcomplexCsqrt(fcomplex);
fcomplexRCmul(double,fcomplex);
nrutl1881 .h
voidnrerror(chaq]);
float *vector(long,long);
inr*ivector(Iong,long);

*/
*/
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double *dvector(Iong,long);
fcomplex *complex_vector(long,long);
magphase *magphase_vector(long,long);
float *"matrix(long,long,long,long);
double **dmatrix(Iong,long,long,long);
int "*imatrix(Iong,long,long,long);
float **submatrix(float ",long,long,long,long,long,long);
void free_vector(float ",Hong,long);
void free._ivector(int*,long,long);
void free_dvector(double *,long,long);
void free_complex_vector(fcomplex ",long,long);
void free_magphase_vector(magphase *,long,long);
void ._ree..matrix(fioat"*,long,long,long,long);
void free_dmatrix(double "*,long,long,lo,.'_'3,long);
void free_imatrix(int "*,long,long,long,long);
void free_submatdx(float "*,long,long,long,long);
float **conve__matrix(float *,long,long,long,long);
void free_convert_matrix(float "',long,long,long,long);
wncoptlca1881 .h
fcomplex calc_dielectric_const(magphasereflec);
magphase ref_and_phase(fcomplex epsilon);
wncutl1881 .h
int menu_response(int,char*,...);
void get_response(int *);
void save_file_final(long, double *, fcomplex *,magphase *);
void save._file_int(long, double ",magphase *);
long read_file_header_spe(double ",char ");
long read_file_data_spe(char",magphase *);
long read_file_header_int(char *);
long read_file_data_int(char",double *,magphase ");

o
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